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FOREWORD

KUALA LUMPUR HONG KONG

0 U R ofthese Sir D. Owen Evans Lectures were delivered
at the University College of Wales, Aberystwyth, in the
spring of 1962. They are presented almost entirely as
written for that occasion, though some paragraphs were not
spoken because the lectures would otherwise have exceeded
the time allotted to me. The Lecture appearing as no. IV
here was written at the same time, but as I was asked to
give only four lectures, it was not delivered.
It will be appreciated that these lectures were for the ear
and not for the eye; and also that they were spoken to a highly
educated, but none the less a non-specialist, that is, nonanthropological, audience. Had I been speaking to professional colleagues or even to anthropological students,
I would sometimes have expressed myself in somewhat
different language, though to the same import.
In my comments on Tylor and Frazer, Levy-Bruhl, and
Pareto I have drawn heavily on articles' published very many
years ago in the Bulletin of the Faculry of Arts, Egyptian
University (Cairo), in which I once held the Chair of Sociology-articles which have circulated between then and now in
departments of Social Anthropology in a mimeographed
form, and the main points of which are here set forth.
For criticism and advice I thank Dr. R. G. Lienhardt,
Dr. J. H. M. Beattie, Dr. R. Needham, Dr. B. R. Wilson,
and Mr. M. D. McLeod.
E. E. E.-P.
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INTRODUCTION
HESE lectures examine the manner in which various
writers who can be regarded as anthropologists, or at
any rate as writing in the anthropological field, have
attempted to understand and account for the religious be- (
liefs and practices of primitive peoples. I should make it clear
. at the outset that I shall be primarily concerned only with
theories about the religions ofprimitive peoples. More general
discussions about religion outside those limits are peripheral
to my subject. I shall therefore keep to what may broadly
be considered to be anthropological writings, and for the
most part to British writers.· You will note that our present \
interest is less in primitive religions than in the various
theories which have been put forward purporting to offer an
explanation of them.
If anyone were to ask what interest the religions of the
simpler peoples can have for us, I would. reply in the first
place that some of the most important political, social, and
moral philosophers from Hobbes, Locke, and Rousseau to
Herbert Spencer, Durkheim, and Bergson have considered
the facts of primitive life to have great significance for the v
understanding of social life in general; and I would remark
further that the men who have been most responsible for
changing the whole climate of thought in our civilization
during the last century, the great myth-makers Darwin,
Marx-Engels, Freud, and Frazer (and perhaps I should add
Comte), all showed an intense interest in primitive peoples
and used what was known about them in their endeavours to
convince us that, though what had given solace and encouragement in the past could do so no more, all was not
lost; seen down the vistas of history the struggle did avail.
In the second place, I would reply that primitive religions .;/
are species of the genus religion, and that all who have any
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INTRODUCTION

interest in religion must acknowledge that a study of the
religious ideas and practices of primitive peoples, which are of
great variety, may help us to reach certain conclusions about
the nature of religion in general, and therefore also about the
so-called higher religions or historical and positive religions
or the religions of revelation, including our own. Unlike
these higher religions, which are genetically relatedJudaism, Christianity, and Islam, or Hinduism, Buddhism,
and J ainism-primitive religions in isolated and widely
separated parts of the world can scarcely be other than in·fiependent developments without historical relations between
I them, so they provide all the more valuable data for a comI
parative analysis aiming at determining the essential charac, teristics of religious phenomena and making general, valid,
and significant statements about them.
I am of course aware that theologians, classical historians,
Semitic scholars, and other students of religion often ignore
primitive religions as being of little account, but I take
comfort in the reflection that less than a hundred years ago
Max ¥iiller was battling against the same complacently
entrench'ed forces for the recognition of the languages and
religions of India and China as important for an understanding oflanguage and religion in general, a fight which it
is true has yet to be won (where are the departments of comparative linguistics and comparative religion in this country?),
but in which some advance has been made. Indeed I would
"go further and say that, to understand fully the nature of
l:evealec!~~eligion, we have to understand the nature of socalleaiJ.aturaL[~ligion, for nothing could have been revealed
about anything if men had not already had an idea about
that thing. Or rather, perhaps we should say, th~J;lichoJ9my
between natural and revealed religionis:.J()Jg:~p-d makes for
obscurity, for there is a good sense in which it may be said
that all religions are religions ofrevelation: the world around
them and their reason have everywhere revealed to men
something of the divine and of their own nature and destiny.
We might ponder the words of St. Augustine: 'What is now
called the Christian religion, has existed among the ancients,
and was not absent from the beginning of the human race,
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until Christ came in the flesh: from which time the true
religion, which existed already, began to be called Christian.'I
I have no hesitation in claiming furthermore that though
students 'ofthe higher religions may sometimes look down their
noses at us anthropologists and our primitive religions-we
have no texts-it is we more than anyone who have brought
together the vast material on a study of which the science of
comparative religion has been, however insecurely, founded;
and, however inadequate the anthropological theories based
on it may be, they could serve, and sometimes have served,
classical,Semitic, and Indo-European scholars, and also
Egyptologists in the interpretation of their texts. We shall
be reviewing some of these theories in the course of these
lectures, so I may here merely say that I have in mind the
impact on many learned disciplines of the writings of Tylor
and Frazer in this country and of Durkheim, Hubert and
Mauss, and LeVy-Bruhl ill; France. We may not today find
them acceptable, but in their time they have played an
important part in th ·storyof thought.
It is not eas t define) what we are to understancl.by religion for the purp2.se of these lectures. W~re theirempl1a-sls-'---'fu-oe-on beliefs and practices, we might well accep(lnitially
Sir Edward Tylor's minimum definition of religion (though
there are diffiCiiiti.es attached to it) as beliefin spiritual
. beings, but since the emphasis is rather on theories of primitive religion, I am not free to choose one definition rather
than another, since I have to discuss a number of hypotheses
whjch go beyond Tylor's minimum definition. Some wouldrr
include under the religious rubric such topics as magic, l
totemism, taboo, and even witchcraft-everything, that is, )
which may be covered by the expression 'primitive mentality' or what to the European scholar has appeared tobe'
irrational or superstitious. I shall have in particular to make :
repea1ecf references to magic, because several influential
writers do not differentiate between magic and religion and
speak of the magico-religious, or regard them as genetically
related in an evolutionary development; others again,
1 August. Retr. i. 13. Quoted in F. M. Miiller, Selected Essu,ys on Language,
Mythology and Religion, 1881, i. 5.
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between them, give a similar type of

Victorian and Edwardian scholars were intensely inter__ested in religions of rude peoples, largely, I suppose, because
they faced a crisis in their own; and many books and articles
have been written on the subject. Indeed, were I to refer to
all their authors, these lectures would be clogged with a
recitation of names and tides. The alternative I shall adopt
is to select those writers who have been most influential or
who are most characteristic of one or other way of analysing
the facts, and discuss their theories as representative of
varieties of anthropological thought. What may be lost by
this procedure in detailed treatment is compensated for by
greater clarity.
Theories of primitive religion may conveniendy be considered under the headings of psychological and sociologi___ ~l, the psychological being further divided into-and here I
use Wilhelm Schmidt's terms-intellectualist and emotion_-----alist theories. This classification, which also accords roughly
with historical succession, will serve its expository purpose,
though some writers fall between these headings or come
under more than one of them.
My treatment of them may seem to you severe and negative. I think you will not regard my strictures as too severe
when you see how inadequate, even ludicrous, is much of
what has been written in explanation ofreligious phenomena.
Laymen may not be aware that most ofwhat has been written
in the past, and with some assurance, and is still trotted out
in colleges and universities, about animism, totemism,
magic, &c., has been shown to be erroneous or at leas~
dubious. My task has therefore to be critical rather than
constructive, to show why theories at one time accepted are
unsupportable and had, or have, to be rejected wholly or in
part. If I can persuade you that much is still very uncertain
and obscure, my labour will not have been in vain. You will
then not be under any illusion that we have final answers to
the questions posed.
Indeed, looking backwards, it is sometimes difficult to
understand how many of the theories put forward to account
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for primitive man's beliefs and for the origin and development of religion could ever have been propounded. It is not
just that we now know in the light of modern research what
their authors could not then have known. That, of course, is
true; but even on the facts available to them it is astounding
that so much could have been written which appears to be-contrary to common sense. Yet these men were scholars and
of great learning and ability. To comprehend what now seem
to be obviously faulty interpretations and explanations, we
would have to write a treatise on the climate of thought of
their time, the intellectual circumstances which set bounds
,\\,
.J,
t? their thought, a curious mixture of positivism, evolutionJ;f-:'-ism; and the remains of a sentimental religiosity. We shall be
surveying some of these theories in later lectures, but I should
like here and now to commend to you as a locus classicus the
at-one-time widely read and influential Introduction to the
History of Religion by F. B. J evons, then (1896) a teacher of
philosophy in the University of Durham. Religion for him
was a uniform evolutionary development from totemismanimism being 'rather a primitive philosophical theory than
a fbrm of religious belief'l-to polytheism to monotheism;
but I do not intend to discuss, or disentangle, his theories.
I only instance the book as the best example I know for
illustrating how erroneous theories about primitive religionscan be, for I believe it would be true to say that there is no
general, or theoretical, statement about them in it which
would pass muster today. It is a collection of absurdreconstructions, unsupportable hypotheses arid conjectures, wild
--speculations, suppositions and assumptions, inappropriate
analogies, misunderstandings and misinterpretations, and,
especially in what he wrote about totemism, just plain nonsense.
If some of the theories put before you appear rather naIve,
I would ask you to bear certain facts in mind. Anthropology
was still in its infancy-it has hardly yet grown up. Till
recendy it has been the happy hunting ground of men of
letters and has been speculative and philosophical in a rather
old-fashioned way. If psychology can be said to have taken

/1l\
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F. B. Jevons, An Introduction to the History of Religion, 18g6, p. 206.
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the first steps towards scientific autonomy round about 1860
and not to have rid itself of the trammels of its philosophical
past till forty or fifty years later, social anthropology, which
took its first steps at about the same time, has yet more
recently shed similar encumbrances.
It is a remarkable fact that none of the anthropologists
whose theories about primitive religion have been most influential ~ ever been near a p.!i~tive people. It is as though
a chemist hacf!rever1irouglifit necessary-tO enter a laboratory. They had consequently to rely for their information on
what European explorers, missionaries, administrators, and
traders told them. Now, I want to make it clear that this
evidence is highly suspect. I do not say that it was fabricated,
though sometimes it was; and even such famous travellers
as Livingstone, Schweinfurth, and Palgrave were given to
gross carelessness. But much of it was false and almost all
of it was unreliable and, by modern standards of professional
research, casual, superficial, ou(ofpe~spective,o)ltof c()E!<;~t;
and to some extent this was true everiof the earlier professional anthropologists. I say with the greatest deliberation
about early descriptions of the simpler peoples' ideas and
behaviour, and even more of the interpretations of them put
forward, that statements cannot be taken at their face value
and should not be accepted without critical examination of
their sources and without weighty corroborative evidence.
Anyone who has done research among primitive peoples
earlier visited by explorers and others can bear witness that
their reports are only too often unreliable, even about matters which can be noted by bare observation, while about such
matters as religious beliefs which cannot be so noted their
statements may be quite untrue. I give a single example
from a region with which I am well acquainted. In view of
recent papers and extensive monographs on the religions of
the Northern Nilotes, it is strange to read what the famous
explorer Sir Samuel Baker said about them in an address to
,the Ethnological Society of London in 1866: 'Without any
exception, they are without a belief in a Supreme Being,
neither have they any form of worship or idolatry; nor is
the darkness qf their minds enlightened by even a ray of
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superstition. The mind is as stagnant as the morass which
forms its puny world.'l As early as 1871 Sir Edward Tylor
was able to show from the evidence even then available that
this could not be true. 2 Statements about a people's religious
beliefs must always be treated with· the greatest caution, for
we are then dealing with what ~Europea~nor native
can directly observe, with COI)J~<;p!ions, imag~s,·'w'Q'i.'q'~, which
require for understanding a thorough knowledge of people's
\\:
langUage. an.d also an aw.arenes..s.of.. _.t.be.~ntir~~y~~e_~9fideas_ (
of which any~j:iclJladie.lieLis_.p-art. . for it may be meaning-Tess' wnen-dhrorced from the set of beliefs and practices to.
which it belongs. Very rarely could it be said that in addition
to these qualifications the observer had a scientific habit of '
mind. It is true that some missionaries were well educated
men and had learnt to speak native languages with fluency,
but speaking a language fluently is very differe.,!lt f~.om under- ':
standing it, as I have often obserVed in converse-between \
\ Europeans and Africans and Arabs. Forhere there is anew \ 1) ,ca!1se.of misunderstanclip.g,._a frc:,s!t:... haza.rd,' Native.and.)
missionary are using the same words but the. connotations.
I are different, they carry different loads'
zrieaillng: F~ I
someone who has not made an intensive study of native[
institutions, habits, and customs in the native's oWn milieu i
(that is, well away from administrative, missionary, and
trading posts) at best there can emerge a sort of middle,- ('.~' . c
fldialect in which it is possible to communicate about matters ~ of common experience and interest. We need only take for
example the use of a native word for our 'God'. The meaning of the word for the native speaker may have only the
slightest coincidence, and in a very restricted context, with
the missionary's conception of God. The late Professor Hocart
cites an actual example of such misunderstandings, from'
Fiji:
\'.

a

of

,.t·

When the missionary speaks of God as ndina, he means that
all other gods are non-existent. The native understands that He
is the only effective, reliable god; the others may be effective at
I S. W. Baker, 'The Races of the Nile Basin', Transaction of the Ethnological
Society of London, N.S. v (r867), 231.
2 E. B. Tylor, Primitive Culture, 3rd edit. (18g1), i. 423-4.
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times, but are not to be depended upon. This is but one example
of how the teacher may mean one thing and his pupil understand
another. Qenerally the tw0E<tJ:'~e_~~Q!lti..Il~e bli~sfullyignorant of
the misunderstanding;-11lere is no remedy for it, except in the
mis~~ing:-a thorough knowledge of native customs
and beliefs. I

;rI theirFurthermore,
the reports. used by scholars to illustrate
theories were not--only
but-and
hig.~lyiI!.~<!<:guate

I

this is what chiefly relates to the topic of these lecturesthey were also highly selectAve!. What travellers liked to put
i on paper
what most struck them as curious, crude, and
I sensational. Magic, barbaric religious rites, superstitious
! beliefs, took precedence over the daily empirical, humdrum
routines which comprise nine-tenths of the life of primitive man and are his chief intexest andco:llcern: his hunting
and fishing and collecting of roots and fruits, his cultivating
I, and herding, his building, his fashioning of tools and
\ weapons, and in general his occupation in his daily affairs,
domestic and public. These were not allotted the space they
fill, in both time and importance, in the lives of those whose
way of life was being described. Consequently, by..$Yins-__
i undue attention--to what they regarded as curious superstitions, the occult and mysterious, observers tended to paint
a picture in which the mystical (in Levy-Bruhl's sense of
that word) took up a far greater portion of the canvas than
it has in the lives of primitive peoples, so that the empirical, the ordinary, the common-sense, the workaday world
seemed to have only a secondary importance, and the natives
. were made to look childish and in obvious need of fatherly
J
administration and missionary zeal, especially if there was
_~ \ ayelcome bit of obscenity in their rites.
~\
T~en the scholars got to work on the pieces of information
I I prOVIded for them haphazardly and from all over the world,
i . and built them into books with such picturesque titles as
1 . 'The Golden Bough and The Mystic Rose. These books presented
'~/a composite image, or rath~aricature,ofthe primitive mind:
superstitious, childlike, incapable of either critical or sustained
thought. Examples of this procedure, this promiscJlOUS-...use

was
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A. M. Hocart, 'Mana', Man, 1914,46.
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of evidence, might be culled from any writer of the period:
thus
The Amaxosa drink the gall of an ox to make themselves fierce.
The notorious Mantuana drank the gall of thirty chiefs, believing
it would render him strong. Many peoples, for instance the
Yorubas, believe that the 'blood is the life'. The New Caledonians
eat slain enemies to acquire courage and strength. The flesh of a
slain enemy is eaten in Timorlaut to cure impotence. The people
of Halmahera drink the blood ofslain enemies in order to become
brave. In Amboina, warriors drink the blood ofenemies they have
killed to acquire their courage. The people of Celebes drink the
blood of enemies to make themselves strong. The natives of the
Dieri and neighbouring tribes will eat a man and drink his blood
in order to acquire his strength; the fat is rubbed on sick people}
And so on and on and on through volume after volume.
How well was this procedure satirized by Malinowski, to ,
whom must go much of the credit for having outmoded by
ridicule and example both the sort of inquiries which had
previously been prosecuted among the simpler peoples and
the use scholars had made of them. He speaks of 'the lengthy
,litanies of threaded statement, w~h make us anthropolo~ts
feel silly and th~sa,\,,~g~J_Qok-ridiG-1:lroUS';such as 'Among
the Brobdignacians [sic] when a man meets his mother-in-law,-"'the two abuse each other and each retires with a black eye';
'When a Brodiag encounters a polar bear he runs away and
sometimes the bear follows'; 'In old Caledonia when a native
accidentally finds a whisky bottle by the road-side he empties
it at one gulp, after which he proceeds immediately to look
for another.'2
\
We have observed that selection on the level of bare
/~
observation had already prOCtucee(an initial distortion. The _.• ~---'sctsSOIs-a!iQ-paste method of compilati6ii-"l5y~mchair2scholars at home led to further distortion. On the whole, they
lackedany sense 2f.b.istor:ical~G..i~m, the rules--an historian--" 11
applies ~luating documentary evidence. Then, if a
"
false impression was created by observers of primitive peoples
giving undue prominence to the mystical in their lives, it was
I A. E. Crawley, The Mystic Rose, 1927 edit. (revised and enlarged by
Theodore Besterman), i. 134-5.
2 B. Malinowski, Crime and Custom in Savage Society, 1926, p. 126.
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embossed by scrap-book treatment, which was dignified by
being labelled t!:.e 'comparative method'. This consisted, with
respect to our subject, of taking from the first-hand records
about primitive peoples, and willy-nilly from all over the
world, wrenching the facts yet further
from their contexts,
--=---=---------..
----only what referred to the strange, weird, mystical~ superstitious-use which words we may-and piecing the bits
together in a monstrous mosaic, which was supposed to portray the mind o-r--pnmmve-~man. Primitive man was thus
made to appear, especially in Levy-Bruhl's earlier books, as
quite irrational (in the usual sense of that word), living in a
mysterious world of doubts and fears, in terror of the supernatural and ceaselessly occupied in coping with it. Such a
picture, I think any anthropologist of today would agree, is
a tQ@1 distortion.
As a matter of fact, the 'comparative method' when so
! used is a misnomer. There was precious little comparison, if
, we mean a%lytical c:pmparison. There was merely a 'E)iir;ging
together of items which appeared to have something in
coIIlmon. We can indeed say for it that it enaoledthewriters
to make preliminary classifications in which vast numbers
of observations could be placed under a limited number of
rubrics, thereby introducing some sort of order; ~~ujhiL
_~_l~e. But it was an ~~~.raWerthan a comparatIve metnbd, almost what psychologists used to call the
'an~cdotal IIlethod'. A large number of miscellaneous examples 'Were<br~ght together to illustrate some general idea
and in support of the author's thesis about that idea. There
·7was no attempt to test theories by unselected examples. The
~~ost elementary precautions were neglected as wild surmise
followed on wild surmise (called hypotheses). The simplest
rules of inductive logic (methods of agreement, difference,
and concomitant variations) were ignored. Thus, to give a
single example, if God is, as Freud would have it, a projection of the idealized and sublimated image of the father, then
clearly it is necessary to show that conceptions of deities vary
\
~ith the very different places the father has in the family in
" •
different types of society. Then again, negative instances, if
considered at all, which was rare, were dismissed as later
' - - ...... ---- - .•. ----'-.--... -----~
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developments, decadence, survivals, or by some other ev..Q1.'U:::_
Jionary trEk. For early anthropological theories, as you will
see in my next lecture, not only sought explanations ofprimitive religion in psychological origins, but also attempted to
place it in an evolutionary gradation or as a stage in social
development. A chain oflogical development was deductively
constructed. In the absence of historical records it could not
be said with any conviction that in any particular instance historical development corresponded to the logical paradigmindeed from the middle of last century there raged a battle
between those in favour of the theory ofprogression and those
in favour of the theory of degradation, the former holding
that primitive societies were in a state of early and, retarded
though it might be, progressive development towards civilization, and the latter that they had once been in a more
highly civilized condition and had regressed from it. The
debate especially concerned religion, it being held by the
one party that what they considered to be rather elevated
theological ideas found among some primitive peoples were
a first glimpse of truth that would eventually lead to higher
'things, and by the other party that those beliefs were a relic
of an earlier and more civilized state. Herbert Spencer preserved an open mind on this issue,1 but the other anthropologists, except Andrew Lang and to some extent Max Miiller,
and sociologists were progressionists. In the absence of
historical evidence to show the phases rude societies have
in fact passed through, they were assumed to be of an ascending, and very often an invariable, order. All that was required
was to find an example somewhere, no matter where, which
more or less corresponded to one or other stage of logical development and to insert it as an illustration, or as the writers
seemed to regard it, as proof, of the historical validity of
this or that scheme ofunilinear progression. Were I addressing a purely anthropological audience, even to allude to such
past procedures might be regarded as flogging dead horses.
The difficulties were, I believe, inGre~sed, and the resultant
distortion made greater, by the ~i_:QiIlg.x>-f.-sp€c~to
-dq'cnJ?'i'frllnitive religions, there~tlie mind

~.

I

H. Spencer, The Principles of Sociology, 1882, i. 106.
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of the primitive was so different from ours that its ideas could
not be expressed in our vocabularies and categories. Primitive religion was 'animism', 'pre-animism', 'fetishism', and
the like. Or, terms were taken over from native languages,
as though none could be found in our own language resembling what had to be described, such terms as taboo (from
Polynesia), mana (from Melanesia), totem (from the Indians
of North America), and baraka (from the Arabs of North
Africa). I am not denying that the semantic difficulties in
---a-anslation are great. They are considerable enough between,
shall we say, French and English; but when some primitive
language has to be rendered into our own tongue they are,
! and for obvious reasons, much more formidable. They are in
fact the major problem we are confronted with in the subject
we are discussing, so I hope I may be allowed to pursue the
'\. matter a little further. If an ethnographer says that in the
I: \ language of a Central African people the word ango means
dog, he would be entirely correct, but he has only to a very
~mited degree thereby conveyed the meaning of ango, for
what it meaBS-..to~who use the word is very different to what 'dog' means to an Englishman. The significance
dW have for ~-they hunt with them, ffiey eat tnem;
and so on-is n~~m.~~ignifi.cance..tb.e¥1la\lefor_us.H ow much
greater is the~lsplacement likely to be when we come to terms
which have a I?~~ysi~~~erence! One can, as has been
done, use native word-s-'~md then demonstrate their meani!.Ig
by their us~in differen1:q)~naUsitua_tions.But there is
clearly a limit to this expedient. Reduced to an absurdity it
would mean writing an account of a people in their own ver-:
nacular.~he alternatives are perilous. One can standardize"
a word taken from a primitive vernacular, like totem:ana-use
it to describe phenomena among other peoples which resemble what it refers to in its originarl:i"'ome; but this can
~he cause...Qf great confusion, because the~iJlances -.
may b~ su~ficial, and the phenomena in question so dl~ersifiedthat tIreteirn loses all meaning, which,mdeed,
Goldenweiser showed,rJias beent:6:efate of the word totem.

as

rIA. A. Goldenweiser, Early Civilization, 1921, pp. 282 fr. See also his
paper 'Form and Content in Totemism', American Anthropologist, N.S. xx (19 18).
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I emphasize this predicament because it has some importance for an understanding of theories of primitive religion.
One may, indeed, find some word or phrase in one's own
language by which to translate a native concept. We may
translate some word of theirsoy'god' or 'spirit' or 'soul' or
\ '-.:: -/~_
'ghost', but then we have to ask not only what the word we so , y~ ,- __ \\.
translate means to the natives but also what the word bywhich/
.)"
it is translated means to the translator and his readers. We
I
have to dcterffiineadouble_~§e:Eillg;~;ci.~i§sttlfere can
be no more than a ~rtial overlapof meaning between the
two wor~.---.
emantic difficulties re always considerable and can
only be p
overcome. he problem they present may be
viewed also in reverse, in the attempt by missionaries to
translate the Bible into native tongues. It was bad enough
when Greek metaphysical concepts had to be expressed in
Latin, and, as we know, misunderstandings arose from this
transportation of concepts from the one language into the
other. Then the Bible was translated into various other EuroI pean languages, English, French, German, Italian, &c., and
I have found it an illuminating experiment to take some
portion ofit, shall we say a Psalm, and see how these different
languages have stamped it with their particular characters.
Those who know Hebrew or some other Semitic language
can complete the game by then translating these versions
back into its idiom and seeing what they look like then.
How much more desperate is the case of primitive languages! I have read somewhere of the predicament of missionaries to the Eskimoes in trying to render into their tongue
the word 'lamb', as in the sentence 'Feed my lambs'. You
can, of course, render it by reference to some animal with
which the Eskimoes are acquainted, by saying, for instance,
'Feed my seals', but clearly if you do so you replace the
-represe~ion of what a lamb was for a Hebrew shepherd
oY"fl:la.t of what a seal may be to an Eskimo. How is one
to convey the meaning of the statement that the horses of
the Egyptians 'are flesh and not spirit' to a people which
has never seen a horse or anything like one, and may also
have no concept corresponding to the Hebrew conception of
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spirit? These are trite examples. May I give two more comdo-yo.1l..tr.anslateinto Hottentot 'Though
plicated ones? How
...-I speak with the tongues of men and of angels and have not
charity .. .'? In the first place, you have to determine what
the passage meant to St. Paul's hearers; and, apart from 'the
tongues of men and of angels', what exegetical learning has
gone to the elucidation of eros, agape, and caritas! Then you
have to find equivalents in Hottentot, and, since there are
none, you do the best you can. Or how do you render into
an Amerindian language 'In the beginning was the word'?
,...-Even in its English form the meaning can only be set forth
~ya theological disquisition. Missionaries have battled hard
and with great sincerity to overcome these difficulties, but
in my experience much of what they te~~11.natiY:esj~_9.1A!~
.u.niutdJi-ZiQ~e to those among whomthey labour, and many
of them would, I think, recognize this. The solution often
adopted is to transform the minds of native children into
European minds, but then this is only in appearance a
solution. I must, having I hope brought this missionary
problem to your attention, now leave it, for these lectures are
not on missiology, a fascinating field of research, unhappily
as yet little tilled.
Nor do I therefore discuss the more general question of
translation any further here, for it cannot be treated priefly.
We all know the tag 'traduttore, traditore'. I mention the matter
in my introductory lecture partly because we have to bear
in mind, in estimating theories of primitive religion, what
the words used in them meant to the scholars who used them.
If one is to understand the interpretations of primitive mentality they put forward, one has to know their own mentality, broadly where they stood; to enter into their way of
looking at things, a way of their class, sex, and period. As far
as religion goes, they all had, as far as I know, a religious
background in one form or another. To mention some names
which are most likely to be familiar to you: Tylor had been
brought up a Quaker, Frazer a Presbyterian, Marett in the
Church ofEngland, Malinowski a Catholic, while Durkheim,
Levy-Bruhl, and Freud had a Jewish background; but with
one or two exceptions, whatever the background may have
_
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been, the persons whose writings have been most influential have been at the time they wrote agnostics or atheists.
Primitive religion was with regard to its validity no different
from any other religious faith, an illusion. It was not just that
they asked, as Bergson put it, how it is that 'beliefs and practices which are anything but reasonable could have been,
and still are, accepted by reasonable beings'.I It was rather
that implicit in their thinking were the optimistic convictions of the eighteenth-century rationalist philosophers that
people are stupid and bad only because they have bad institutions, and they have bad institutions only because they
are ignorant and superstitious, and they are ignorant and
superstitious because they have been exploited in the name
ofreligion by cunning and avaricious priests and the unscrupulous classes which have supported them. We should, I
think, realize what was the intention ofmany ofthese scholars
if we are to understand their theoretical constructions. They
sought, and found, in primitive religions a weapon which
could, they thought, be used with deadly. effect against
Christianity. Ifprimitive religion could be explained away as
an intellectual aberration, as a mirage-induced by emotional
stress, or by its social function, it was implied that the higher
religions could be discredited and disposed of in the same
w~.This intention is scarcely concealed in some casesFr~?_~r, King, and Clodd, for example. I do not doubt their
sincerity and, as I have indicated elsewhere,2 they have my
sympathy, though not my assent. However, whether they
were right or wrong is beside the point, which is that the
impassioned rationalism of the time has coloured their assessment of primitive religions and has given their writings, as
we read them today, a flavour of smugness which one may
find either irritating or risible.
_
Religious belief was to these anthropologists absurd, and
it is so to most anthropologists of yesterday and today. But
some explanation of the absurdity seemed to be required,
and it was offered in psychological or sociological terms. It
H. Bergson, The Two Sources of Morality and Religion, 1956 edit., p. 103.
'Religion and the Anthropologists', Blackfriars, Apr. 1960. Reprinted in
Essays in Social Anthropology, 1962.
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was the intention of writers on primitive religion to explain
it by its origins, so the explanations would obviously account
for the essential features of all and every religion, including
the higher ones. Either explicitly or implicitly, explanation
of the religion of primitives was made out to hold for the
origins of all that was called 'early' religion and hence of the
faith of Israel and, by implication, that of Christianity which
arose from it. Thus, as Andrew Lang put it, 'the theorist who
believes in ancestor-worship as the· key of all the creeds will
see in Jehovah a developed ancestral ghost, or a kind of
fetish-god, attached to a stone-perhaps an ancient sepulchral stele of some desert sheikh. The exclusive admirer of
the hypothesis of Totemism will find evidence for his belief
in worship of the golden calf and the bulls. The partisan of
nature-worship will insist on Jehovah's connection with
storm, thunder, and the fire of Sinai.'1
We may, indeed, wonder why they did not take as their
first field of study the higher religions about whose history,
theology, and rites far more was known than of the religions
of the primitives, thus proceeding from the better known to
the less known. They may to some extent have ignored the
higher religions to avoid controversy and embarrassment in
the somewhat delicate circumstances then obtaining, but it
was chiefly because they wanted to discover the origin of religion, the essence of it, and they thought that this would be
found in very primitive societies. However some of them may
have protested that by 'origin' they did not mean earliest in
time but simplest in structure, the implicit assumption in
their arguments was that what was simplest in structure must
have been that from which more developed forms evolved.
This ambiguity in the concept of origin has caused much
confusion in anthropology. I say no more about it at this
stage but I will revert to it, and to other general matters so
far briefly touched on, in my final lecture, by which time I
shall have had an opportunity to place some examples of
anthropological theories of religion before you. We may,
however, note here that had the authors whose writings we
are going to examine read at all deeply into, shall we say,
I

Andrew Lang, TM Making of Religion, 1898, p. 294.
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Christian theology, history, exegesis, apologetics, symbolic
thought, and ritual, they would have been much better
placed to assess accounts of primitive religious ideas and
practices. But it was rare indeed that those scholars who set
themselves up as authorities on primitive religion showed in
their interpretations that they had more than a superficial
understanding of the historical religions and of what the
ordinary worshipper in them believes, what meaning what
he does has for him, and how he feels when he does it.
What I have said does not imply that the anthropologist.
has to have a religion of his own, and I think we should be i
clear on this point at the outset. He is not concerned, qua
anthropologist, with the truth or falsity of religious thought. ,
As I understand the matter, there is no possibility of his
knowing whether the spiritual beings of primitive religions or ;
of any others have any existence or not, and since that is the
case he cannot take the question into consideration. The beliefs are for him sociological facts, not theological facts, and his
sole concern is with their relation to each other and to other
social facts. His problems are scientific, not metaphysical or
ontological. The method he employs is that now often called
the phenomenological one-a comparative study of beliefs
and rites, such as god, sacrament, and sacrifice, to determine
their meaning and social significance. The validity of the
belief.lies in the domain of what may broadly be designated
the philosophy of religion. It was precisely because so many
anthropological writers did take up a theological position,
albeit a negative and implicit one, that they felt that an
explanation of primitive religious phenomena in causal
terms was required, going, it seems to me, beyond the legitimate bounds of the subject.
Later I shall embark on a general review of anthropological theories ofreligion. Permit me to say that I have read
the books I shall criticize, for one finds only too often that
students accept what others have written about what an
author wrote instead of reading the author himself (LevyBruhl's books, for example, have time and again been grossly
misrepresented by persons who, I am sure, have read them
either not at all or not with diligence). In making this review
823123
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we shall find that it will often be unnecessary for me to point
out the inadequacies ofone or other point ofview because the
required criticism is contained in the writings ofother authors
mentioned later. This being so, it may be well to add, and
I am sure you will agree, that it must not be supposed that
there can be only one sort of general statement which can be
made about social phenomena, and that others must be
wrong ifthat one is right. There is no apriori reason why these
theories purporting to explain primitive religion in terms
respectively of ratiocination, emotion, and social function
should not all be correct, each supplementing the others,
though I do not believe that they are. Interpretation can be
on different levels. Likewise there is no reason why several
different explanations of the same type, or on the same level,
should not all be right so long as they do not contradict each
other, for each may explain different features of the same
phenomenon. In point offact, however, I find all the theories
we shall examine together no more than plausible and even,
as they have been propounded, unacceptable in that they
contain contradictions and other logical inadequacies, or in
that they cannot, as stated, be proved either true or false, or
finally, and most to the point, in that ethnographic evidence
invalidates them.
A final word: some people today find it embarrassing to
hear peoples described as primitives or natives, and even
more so to hear them spoken of as savages. But I am sometimes obliged to use the designations ofmy authors, who wrote
in the robust language of a time when offence to the peoples
they wrote about could scarcely be given, the good time of
Victorian prosperity and progress, and, one may add, smugness, our pomp of yesterday. But the words are used by me
~.w:hat Weber~ a value-free sense,anathey are etym-o=logically unobjectionabl~e, the use of the word
'primitive' to describe peoples living in small-scale societies
with a simple material culture and lacking literature is too
firmly established to be elimi;nated. This is unfortunate,
because no word has caused greater confusion in anthropological writings, as you will see, for it can have a logical
and a chronological sense and the two senses have some-

times not been kept distinct, even in the minds of good
scholars.
So much by way ofsome introductory remarks, which were
necessary before embarking on our voyage into an ocean of
past thought. As is the case with any, and every, science we
shall find on many an isle the graves of shipwrecked sailors;
but when we look back on the whole history ofhuman thought
we need not despair because as yet we know so little of the
nature ofprimitive religion, or, indeed, ofreligion in general,
and because we have to dismiss as merely conjectural, merely
plausible, theories purporting to explain it. Rather we must
take courage and pursue our studies in the spirit of the dead
sailor of the Greek Anthology epigram:
A shipwrecked sailor, buried on this coast,
Bids you set sail.
Full many a gallant bark, when we were lost,
Weathered the gale.
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theory of President de Brosses,! a contemporary
and correspondent of Voltaire, that religion originated
in fetishism, was accepted until the middle of last
century. The thesis, taken up by Comte,z was that fetishism,
. the worship, according to Portuguese sailors, of inanimate
things and of animals by the coastal Negroes of West Mrica,
developed into polytheism and polytheism into monotheism.
It was replaced by theories, couched in intellectualist terms
and under the influence of the associationalist psychology of
the time, which may be designated as the ghost theory and
the soul theory, both taking it for granted that primitive man
is essentially rational, though his attempts to explain puzzling
phenomena are crude and fallacious.
But before these theories became generally accepted they
had to contest the field with others of the nature-myth school,
a contest all the more bitterly fought in that both were of the
same intellectualist genre. I discuss very briefly th~ nature
myth account of the origin of religion first, partly because
it was first in time, and also because what happened later
was a reaction to animistic theories, nature mythology having
ceased, at any rate in this country, to have any following
and significance.
The natllre-myth school was predominantly a German
school, and -It wasmostly concerned with Indo-European
religions, its thesis being that the gods of antiquity, and by
implication gods anywhere and at all times, were no more
than personified natural phenomena: sun, moon, stars,
dawn, the spring renewal, mighty rivers, &c. The most
powerful representative of this school was Max Muller (son
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I Ch. R. de Brosses, Du Culle des dieux fttiches au parallete de l'anciennereligion
de l'Egypte avec la religion actuelle de la Nigritie, 1760.
2 Comte, Cours de philosophic positive, 1908 edit., 52"-54:e les:on.
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of the romantic poet Wilhelm Muller), a German scholar of /
the solar-myth branc1l.~~chool (the various branches did .
a good deal of wrangling among themselves), who spent most
of his life at Oxford, where he was Professor and a Fellow of
All Souls. He was a linguist of quite exceptional ability, one
of the leading Sanskritists of his time, and in general a man of
great erudition; and he has been most unjustly decried. He
was not prepared to go as far as some of his more extreme
German colleagues, not just because at Oxford in those days
it was dangerous to be an agnostic, but from conviction, for
he was a pious and sentimental Lutheran; but he got fairly
near their position, and, by tacking and veering in his many
books to avoid it, he rendered his thought sometimes ambiguous and opaque. In his view, as I understand it, men have
always had an intuition of the divine, the idea of the Infinite-his word for God-deriving from sensory experiences;
so we do not have to seek its source in primitive revelation or
in a religious instinct or faculty, as some people then did..
All human knowledge comes through the senses, that of
touch giving the sharpest impression of reality, and all
reasoning is based on them, and this is true of religion also: )
nihil in fide quod non ante fuerit in sensu. Now, things which are
intangible, like the sun and the sky, gave men the idea of the .
infinite and also furnished the material for deities. Max
Muller did not wish to be understood as suggesting that!
/
religion began by men deifying grand natural objects, but V'
rather that these gave him a feeling of the infinite and also
served as symbols for it.
Muller was chiefly interested in the gods ofIndia and of the
classical world, though he tried his hand at the interpreta- [../
tion of some primitive material and certainly believed that
his explanations had general validity. His thesis was that the
infinite, once the idea had arisen, could only be thought of in
/
metaphor and symbol, which could only be taken from what 'v
seemed majestic in the known world, such as the heavenly
bodies, or rather their attributes. But these attributes then
lost their original metaphorical sense and achieved autonomy
by becoming personified as deities in their own right. The
nomina became numina. So religions, of this sort at any rate,
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might be described as a 'disease of language', a pithy but
unfortunate expression which later Muller tried to explain
away but never quite lived down. It follows, he held, that
the only way we can discover the meaning of the religion of
early man is by philological and etymological research,
which restores to the names of gods and the stories told about
them their original sense. Thus, Apollo loved Daphne;
Daphne fled before him and was changed into a laurel tree.
This legend makes no sense till we know that originally Apollo
was a solar deity, and Daphne, the Greek name for the
laurel, or rather the bay tree, was the name for the dawn.
This tells us the original meaning of the myth: the sun chasing
away the dawn.
Muller deals with belief in the human soul and its ghostly
form in a similar manner. When men wished to express a
distinction between the body and something they felt in them
other than the body, the name that suggested itself was
breath, something immaterial and obviously connected with
life. Then this word 'psyche' came to express the principle
of life, and then the soul, the mind, the sel£ After death the
psyche went into Hades, the place of the invisible. Once the
opposition of body to soul had thus been established in language and thought, philosophy began its work on it, arid
spiritualistic and materialistic systems of philosophy arose;
and all this to put together again what language had severed.
So language exercises a tyranny over thought, and thought
is always struggling against it, but in vain. Similarly, the
word for ghost originally meant breath, and the word for
shades (of the departed) meant shadows. They were at first
figurative expressions which eventually achieved concreteness.
There can be no doubt that Muller and his fellow nature
mythologists carried their theories to the point of absurdity;
he claimed that the siege of Troy was no more than a solar
myth: and to reduce. this sort of interpretation to farce,
someone, I believe, wrote a pamphlet inquiring whether Max
Muller himself was not a solar myth! Leaving out of consideration the mistakes in classical scholarship we now known
to have been such, it is evident that, however ingenious
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explanations of the kind might be, they were not, and could /
not be, S~E.Q!!e"d...b¥.a.d~~~~ricalevidence to carry con- V
viction, and could only be, at best,erudite-guesswork. I need
not recall the charges brought against the nature mythologists by their contemporaries, because although Max Muller,
their chief representative, for a time had some influence on
anthropological thought, it did not last, and Muller outlived
such influence as he had once had. Spencer and Tylor, the
latter strongly supported in this matter by his pupil Andrew
Lang, were hostile to nature-myth theories, and their advocacy of a different approach proved successful.
Herbert Spencer, from whom anthropology has taken .
some of its most important methodological <:oncep~s and I
whom it has forgotten, devotes ala.fge"paI'tof- his The
Principles of Sociology! to a discussion of primitive beliefs, and
though his interpretation of them is similar to that of Sir
Edward Tylor and was published after Tylor's Primitive
Culture, his views were formulated long before his book
appeared, and were independently reache¢l. Primitive man,
he says, is. ra!i()Il~' and, given his small knowledge, his
inferences are reasonable, if weak. He sees that such phenomena as sun and moon, clouds and stars, come and go, and
this gives him the n~n of duality, of visible and invisible
conditions, and this notion is strengthened by other observations, for example, of fossils, chick and egg, chrysalis and
I
butterfly, for Spencer had got it into his head that rude
peoples have no idea of natural explanation, as though they
could have conducted their various practical pursuits without it! And if other things could be dualities, why not man
himself? His shadow and his reflection in water also come
~nd go. But it is ~reams; which are real expe:iences to prin:l.i="r'
uve peoples, which chIefly gave man the Idea of his own I'
duality, and he identified the dream-self which wanders at! (\
night with the shadow-self which appears by day. This
idea of duality is fortified by experiences of various forms of
temporary insensibility, sleeping, swooning, catalepsy, and
the like, so that death itself comes to be thought of as only
a prolonged form of insensibility. And·if man has a double,
I

Spencer, op. cit., vol. i.
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a soul, by the same reasoning so must animals have one and
also plants and material objects.
/ The origin of religion, however, is to be looked for in the
\./ belief.J:1 ~osts\~ather tha~in soul$. That the soul has a
temporary after-life is suggested by the appearance of the
dead in dreams, so long as the dead are remembered; and
,,--the first traceable conception of a supernatural being is that
1_ of a ghost. This conception must be earlier than that of
fetish, which implies the existence of an indwelling ghost or
spirit. Also, the idea of ghosts is found everywhere, unlike
that of fetishes, which is indeed not characteristic of very
primitive peoples. The idea of ghosts inevitably-Spencer's
favourite word-develops into that of gods, the ghosts of
remote ancestors or of superiQr persQns-becoming divinities
(the doctrine of Euhemerism), and the food and drink placed
on their graves to please the dead becoming sacrifices and
libations to the gods to propitiate them. So h~concludes that
'an~tQr..worshipjs the-root of every religion' X-_· ... ----------All this is served up in inappropriate terrrisDorrowed from
the physical sciences and in a decidedly didactic manner.
The argument is a priori speculation, sprinkled with some
illustrations, and is specious. It is a fine example of the intros~ctio~i~p8¥Cholo~or 'if I were a horse', fallaCy;-towluCl1I shall have to make frequent reference. If Spencer
were living in primitive conditions, those would, he assumed,
have been the steps by which he would have reached the
beliefs which primitives hold. It does not seem to have occurred to him to ask himself how, if the ideas of soul and
ghost arose from such fallacioliSreasoning about clouds and
butterflies and dreams and trances, the beliefs could have
persisted throughout millennia and could still be held by
millions of civilized people in his day and ours.
Tylor's theory (for which he owed a debt to Comte) of
, animism he-eoined the word-is very similar to-th.at of
/ -Spencer, -though, as the word anima implies, he stresses the
~
idea of soul rather than ofgQ..9st. Some-ambigUity attaches-to··
-the~m'animism' in anthropological writings, it being
sometimes employed in the sense of the belief, ascribed to
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primitive peoples, that not only creatures but also inanimate /
objects have life and personality, and sometimes with the
further sense that in addition they have souls. Tylor's t~Qry._
covers both senses, but we are particularly intereste<lhere in .
the
sense of the term. With regard to that, the theory
consists of two main theses, the first accounting for its origin,
and the second for its development. Primitive man's reflections on such experiences as death, disease, trances, visions, _j
and above all dreams, led him to the conclusion that they ,
are to be accounted for by the presence or absence of some
imm~erial entity, ~l1e soul. Both the ghost theory and the
soul theory--rnight be-regarded as two versions of a dream
theory of the origin of religion. Primitive man then transferred this idea of soul to other creatures in some ways like
himself, and even to inanimate objects which aroused his
interest. The soul, being detachable from whatever it lodged
in, could be-thougnf6fa-nriaependen(ofits material home,
Wlience arose the idea of spiritual beings, whose supposed
existence constituted Tylor's minimum defi~tion of religion; J
and these finally developed into gods, beings vastly superior
to man and in control of his destiny..
The objections already made to Spencer's theory hold also
for Tylor's. In the absence of any possible means of knowing
how the idea ofsoul and spirit originated and how they might
have developed, a logical constructi()Il of the scholar's mind
is posited on primitive mari;~and put forward as the explanation of his beliefs. The theory has the. quality of a just-so
story like 'how the leopard got his spots'. The ideas of soul '
and spirit could have arisen in the way Tylor supposed, but \j
there is no eviden_c_~ that they did. At best it might be shown
that prii:ri.iiJ.,,;es cite dreamlLas ~evidenc~Jor the existence of
souls and souis- for t~stence of spirits, but even if that
could be done, it would not prove that dreams gave birth to
the one idea or souls to the other. Swanton rightly protests
against such causal explanations, asking why, when a man
dies and someone dreams of him afterwards, it is an 'obvious
inference' (Tylor) that he has a phantom life divisible from
the body. Obvious to whom? The same author also points
out that there is no identity of attitude either towards the
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dead or to dreams among primitive peoples, and that the
differences need to be accounted for if 'obvious inference' is to
be accepted as a valid causal conclusion. 1
That the i~a of soul led to that of spirit is a very dubious
supposition. Both ideas are present among what were called
the lowest savages, who in evolutionary perspective were held
to be the nearest one could get to prehistoric man; and the
two conceptions are not only different but oppos~_d, spirit
being regarded as incorporeal, extraneous iOID.~, and invasive. Indeed, Tylor, through failure to recognize a fundamentaldistinCtion between the two.conceptions, made a
serious blunder iIi his represenfation ofearlyHebraic thought,
as Dr. Snaith has pointed out.2 Also, it remains to be proved
that the most primitive peoples think that creatures and
material objects have souls like their own. If any peoples can
be said to be dominantly animistic, in Tylor's sense of the
word, they belong to much more advanced cultures, a fact
which, though it would have no historical significance for me,
would be highly damaging to the evolutionary argument;
as is also the fact that the conception oragod ISI0111'l..Q-among
all the so-called lowest hunters and collectors. Finally, we
may ask again how it is that, if religion is the product of so
elementary an illusion, it has displayed so great a continuity
and persistence.
Tylor wished to show that primitive rel.!gio.g was rational,
thaLiLarose·-fromobservaJ:i()~~, howevcr"lnadequate, and
from logical deductions from them, howeyer faulty; that it
constituted a-crude natural philosophy.,In his treatment of
rn,ag% which he distinguished from religion rather for con'venlence of exposition than on grounds of aetiology or
validity, he likewise stressed the rational element in what he
called 'this farrago of nonsense'. It also is based on genuine·
observation, and rests further on classification of similarities,
the first essential process in human knowledge. Where the magician goes wrong is injnferring that because things are
alike they have a mystical link between them, thus mistaking
I

gist,
2

J. R. Swanton,
N.S.

'Three Factors in Primitive Religion', American Anthropolo-
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an ideal connexion for a real one, a subjective one for an~
objective one. And if we ask how peoples who exploit nature
and organize their social life so well make such mistakes, the
answer is that they have very good reasons for not perceiving
the futility oftheir magic. Nature, or trickery on the part ofthe
magician, often brings about what the magic is supposed to
achieve; and ifit fails to achieve its purpose, that is rationally
explained by neglect of some prescription, or by the fact
that some prohibition has been ignored or some hostile force
has impeded it. Also, there is plasticity about judgements of
success and failure, and people everywhere find it hard to
appreciate evidence, especially when the weight of authority
induces acceptance of what confirms, and rejection of what
contradicts, a belie£ Here Tylor's observations are borne out
by ethnological evidence.
I have touched briefly on Tylor's discussions of magic
partly as a~Q1_e_r illustration of intellectualist interpret~t!(m ._
and partly bec~-inea:asme--straigE:t to aiCestlmation of
~r<l:~er'!contribution to our subJect. Fl:~~Ej§, I
suppose, th';oest-known name in anthropology, and we owe
much to him and to Spencer and Tylor. The whole of The
Golden Bough, a work ofimmense industry and erudition, is de."
voted to prirp.itive superstitions. But it cannot be said that he
added much ofvalue- to Tylor's theory ofreligion; rather that . /
he introduced some ~0nf'usion into it in the form of two ne~f
suppositions, the one pseudo-historical and the other psychologicaL According to him, mankind everywhere, and sooner
or later, passes through t1:lr.~e__~t£..g~.L().f.i!!tell~_c!ll(l.1 develop!
ment, from magic to religion, and from religion to science, v
a scheme he may have taken over from Comte's--phases, the
theological, the metaphysical, and the positive,though the
correspondence is far from an exact one. Other writers of
the period, for example, King,]evons, and Lubbock, and, as
we shall see, in a certain way of viewing the matter, Marett,
Preuss, and the writers of the Annie Sociologique school as well,
also believed that magic preceded religion. Eventually, says
Frazer, the shrewder intelligences probably discovered that
Ina-gic did not really achieve its ends, but, still being unable
to overcome their difficulties by empirical means and to face
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their crises through a refined philosophy, they fell into another
, illusion, that there were spiritual beings who could aid them.
In course of time the shrewder intelligences saw that spirits
were equally bogus, an enlightenment which heralded the
dawn of exp~imental science. The arguments in support of
this thesis were, to say the least, trivial, and it was ethnologically most vulnerable. In particular, the conclusions based
on Australian data were wide of the mark, and, since the
Australians were introduced into the argument to show that
the simpler the culture, the more the magic and the less the
religion, it is pertinent to note that hunting and collecting
peoples, including many Australian tribes, hav~ aI.limistic
and theistic beliefs and cults. It is also evident that the
variety, and therefore volume, of magic'in their cultures is
, likely to be less, as indeed it is, than in cultures technologically
more advanced: there cannot, for instance, be agricultural
magic or magic of iron-working in the absence of cultivated
plants and of metals. No one accepts Frazer's theory of stages
today.
The psychological part of his thesis was to oppose magic
and science to religion, the first two postulating a world
subject to invariable natural laws, an idea he shared with
Jevons,r and the last a world in which events depend on the
caprice of spirits. Consequently, while the magician and
the scientist, strangeJ.i!edfeliows, perform their operations
with quiet confidence:\the priest performs his in fear and
,f
trembling. So psychologically science and magic are alike._
------,though one IiappelIS to be f~lse and the other_tl'll~~J'llis
" ~analogy-betw..e~,!L.s,~~eIlc~-and"magic-~6tdS-6IlTy in so far as~
both are techniques, and few anthropologists have regarded it
/-as other than superficial. Frazer here made the same mistake
in method as Levy-Bruhl was to make, in comparing modern
science with primitive magic instead of comparing empirical
and magical techniques in the same cultural conditions.
However, not all that Frazer wrote about magic and relie-// gion was chaff. There was some grain. For example, he was
able in his painstaking way to demonstrate what Condorcet
and others had merely asserted, how frequently among the
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simpler peoples of the wm-Id rulers are magici(l.n.L~ndRriests.
Then, although he added flttle to Tylor's explanationof
magic as misapplication of association of ideas, he provided
some useful classificatory terms.. showing that these associations are of two types, those of similarity and those of contact, ~
homoeopathic or imitative magic and contagious magic. He
did not, however, go further than to show that in magical
beliefs and rites we can discern certain elementary sensations.
Neither Tylor nor Fraierexplained why eople in their magicJ
iiusta e, as t ey supp'ose , leal conneXlOns or rea ones
when they do Hot do so in tlieirother actl~ties. Moreover, it is
- not toned that they do so. The error here was in not recog~hat the associations are SOCIal and not psychologltal "
stereoty~[Cf"tJi~IEi~y OCc}1,~~t:l1e~~19r:~Q..I!,1L~hen e~d / ;
rn~sRe~l~c ritual situC1?()~s~:~hichareal~o?fg~t~dli!"~~<?!.1-,/
as I have-argued elsewliere. r
" ,
About ~ll,.:th~se broadly speaking intellectualist,theoriss we
must say that, if they cannot be refuted, they also canriot be
sustained, and for the simple reason that there is no evidence
about how religious beliefs originated. The:,_eyo!utionary
stages~j:h~ir sponsors attempted to c,onstruct, as a' means
, of supplyln.g" the-missing 'eVidence, may have had logical
consistency, but they had no historical value. However, if
we must discard the e~i1: (or rather' p~g'£~,siQnist)
assumptions and judgements, or give them the status of
rather vague hypotheses, we may still retain much of what
wa~ claimed about the essential rationality of primitive
peoples.- They may not have reached their beliefs in the
manner these Writers supposed, but even if they did not, the
-element of rationality is still always there, in spite ofobserva--tions being inadequate, inferences faulty, and conclusions
wrong. Tl:l~J~_eliefs_ar.e~lwa~£.oherent, and up to a point
they can be critical and sceptl~d even experimental,
within the system of their beliefs and in its idiom; and their
thought is therefore intelligible to anyone who cares to learn
their language and study their way of life.
The animistic theory in various fonns remained for many
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years unchallenged, and it left its mark on all the anthropological literature of the day, as, to give a single example,
in Dorman's comprehensive account of the religion of the
American Indians, where every belief-totemism, sorcery,
fetishism-is explained in animistic terms. But voices began
to be raised in protest, both with regard to the origin of
religion and to the order of its development.
Before we consider what they had to say, it should be
remarked that the critics had two advantages their predecessors lacked. Associationist psychology, which was more or
less a mechanistic theory of sensation, was giving ~ay to experimental psychology, under the influence of which anthropologists were able, though in a rather common-sense way
and in their everyday meanings, to make use of its terms,
and we then hear less of the cognitive and JIlore of the affective and conative functions, the orectiveelements, of the
mind; of instincts, emotions, sentiments, and later, under the
influence of psycho-analysis, of complexes, inhibitions, projection, &c.; and Gestalt psychology and the psychology of
crowds were also to leave their mark. But what was more
----important was the great advance in ethnography in the last
decades of the nineteenth century:' ana- early in the present
century. This provided the later writers with an abundance
of information and of better quality: such researches as those
of Fison, Howitt, and Spencer and Gillen for the Australian
aboriginals; Tregear for the Maoris; Codrington, Haddon, and
Seligman for the Melanesians; Nieuwenhuis, Kruijt, Wilken,
Snuck Hurgronje, and Skeat and Blagden for the peoples 01
Indonesia; Man for the Andaman Islanders; 1m Thurn and
von den Steinen for the Amerindians; Boas for the Eskimoes;
and in Africa Macdonald, Kidd, Mary Kingsley, Junod,
Ellis, Dennet, and others.
______
It will have been noted that in one respect Frazer differed
radically from Tylor, in hi~ claim that religion-was preceded
by a magical phase. Other writers took the same view. An
American, John H. King, published in 1892 two volumes
entitled The Supernatural: its Origin, Nature, and Evolution.
They made little impression in the climate of animism then
prevailing, and had fallen into oblivion till resuscitated by
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Wilhelm Schmidt. As intellectualist and evolutionist as
others of the time, he was of the opinion that the ideas of
ghost and spirit are too sophisticated for rude men, a view
which follows logically from the basic assumption of the
evolutionary thought of the time, that everything develops
from something simpler and cruder. There must, he thought,
be an earlier stage than animism, a mana stage in which the
idea of luck,' of the canny and uncanny, was the sole constituent ofwhat he called the supernal. This arose from faulty
deductions from observations of physical states and organic
processes, leading primitive man to suppose that the virtue,
the mana, was in objects and events themselves as an intrinsic property of them. Hence arose the doctrine of spells
and charms, and the stage of magic came into being. Then,
through errors of judgement and faulty reasoning about
dreams and acquired neurotic states, arose the idea of ghosts,
and finally, by a succession of steps, that of spirits and gods,
the various stages depending upon a general development of
social institutions. So religion was for King a,ls2.aniUusion.
Furthermore, it was a disaster which stayed infellectual and
moral progress; and primitive peoples who believe such
fables are like small children, ontogenic development here
corresponding to phylogenic (what psychologists used to call
.the doctrine of recapitulation).
That there must have been an earlier and cruder stage of
religion than the animistic one was asserted by other writers
besides Frazer and King, Preuss in Germany and Marett in
this country being two of the best known of them, and they
presented a challenge to Tylor's theory which had for so
many years held the field; but in some cases the challenge
was concerned only with the question of time and order of
development, and the critics in this matter failed to prove
that there has ever been such a stage of thought as they postulated. The most radical and damaging attack came fromtwo of Tylor's pupils, Andrew Lang and R. R. Marett.
Like his contemporaries, Andrew Lang was an evolutionary
,_ theoris~, butE~e:£H§,,~Q_w:az:a::p:tifiit~~e
2; spirits.. He wrote
"sense-though with some nonsense also-but, partly because
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the animistic origin of religion was so generally taken as evident, what he said about primitive religion was ignored till he
was later vindicated by Wilhelm Schmidt. It was also because
he was a romantic man ofletters who wrote on such subjects as
Prince Charles Edward and Mary Stuart,. ~Gl.r,J;d so could be
dismissed as a litterateur and dilettante. He 'was an animist

. ~U}~~~ed ~~~!LIYIQLthAL~~~_eri;~ouls~-uana--si.Io
sequently in spirits,might

!

!

we~

have . arisen from psychical
.ngt prepared to
accept tEat tIieiaea, of God arose as a late developm~p-tf:r-o:{ll
JhenoH?~s~-6(sQ,u!~;gll~sts,a~~spiri~s~-He--p6lii6~aout that
tTleconception ofa creative, moral, fatherly, omnipotent, and
omniscient God is found among the most primitive peoples of
the globe, and is probably to be accounted for by what used
to be known as the argument from design, a rational conclusion by primitive man that the world around him must
have been made by some superior being. However this might
be, on the evolutionists' own criteria, the idea of God, being
found among the culturally simplest peoples, could not be a
late development from the ideas of ghost and soul or indeed
anything else. Moreover, says Lang, the supreme being of
these peoples is, at any rate inmanY'cases'llot thought of as
spirit at all, at least in our sense of divine- spirit-~'God is a
spirit, and' they who worship him must worship him in spirit
and in truth'-but rather as what we might speak o(as some
sort of person. Therefore he concludes that the conception
of God 'need not be evolved out of reflections on dreams and
"ghosts" '.1 The soul-ghost and God have totally different
sources, and monotheism rp~even have p[~(;eded animism,
though the point of priority can never be historically settled;
but in spite of this sensible assessment, Lang clearly thought
that monothe'
was rior, and was corrupted and de~aded
ater animistic ideas.
e two s reams 0 re'gIOuS t ought
fina y came together, the one through Hebrew and the other
through Hellenistic s
es, in Christianity.
Very different wa, -M~t.t. gne:ofargumenj~He not only
_.
e but allen ed on methodoadvocate
logical grounds the whole line of reasomng behm t e
I Lang, The Making of Religion, p. 2.
- p!J.~iiomena' .(drea~J..t~~~J•.:JiYi'_h~:.\i?ls
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explanation of religion that had been put forw
. Primitive
,
alme , was not at all like the philosopher manque he
had been made out to be. With early man it is not ideas which
give rise to action, but action which gives rise to ideas: 'savage
religion is something not so much thought out as danced
out.'I'It is the motor side to rimitive r .. which is si nifi-cant, not 1 re ectlVe side, and the action derives from a re-ctlve states. Maretnrrew-ffie~conclusion tllaCtneruore in"trie earuesf;-t1ie-2@:.e':~!l.iIX!~11§;:ffi:~ligion c~not:15efu~
~nliateccrrq.rnmagic, as it can be af a 'later stage when
magl,c is conaemned By orgamzed religIOn. and acquires. a
e thought it better,' when speaElig~or
prlID1tive peoples, to use the expression 'magico-religious',
a usage, and in my opinion an unfortunate one, adopted by
a number of anthropologists, among them Rivers and Seligman. However, Marett himself preferred to speak of bO~ll
as mana, a Melanesian word anthropologists had adopted_
into their conceptual vocabulary with, I believe, disastrous
results, for, though we cannot discuss so complicated a •
matter now, it seems clear that mana did not mean to those
to whose languages the word belonged, the impersonal force
-an almost metaphysical conception-which Marett and
others, for example, King, Preuss, Durkheim, and Hubert
and Mauss, following the information they then had, thought
it did. According to Marett, primitive peoples have a feeling
that there is an occult power in certain persons and things,
and it is the presence or absence of this feeling which cuts
off the sacred from the profane, the wonderworld from the
workaday world, it being the function of taboos to separate
the one world from the other; and this feeling is the emotion
__ of awe, a compound of fear, wonder, admiration, interest,
respect, perhaps even love. Whatever evokes this emotion ~ .
and is treated as a mystery, is religion. Why some things
should evoke this response and not others, and why among
some peoples and not among others, Marett does not tell us:
indeed, his illustrative examples are sparse, and thrown into
the argument quite haphazardly.
Though he says that magic cannot at this stage be differI R. R. Marett, The Threshold of Religion, 2nd edit. (1914), p. xxxi.
823123
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entiated from religion, he nevertheless offers :a different
explanation of magic, though of the same emotionalist order.
-.. Magic arises out of emotional tension. A 1TIan is overcome by
hate or love or some other emotion, and, since there is nothing
practical he can do about it, he resorts to make-believe to
relieve the tension, as a man might throw into the fire the
portrait of his faithless mistress. This is wljat Marett calls
rudimentary magic (Vierkandt reasons in the same way).
'When such situations are sufficiently recurrent, the response
becomes stabilized as what he calls developed magic, a
socially recognized mode of customary behaviour. Then the
magician is well aware of the difference between symbol and
realization. He knows that he is not doing the real thing, that
pointing a spear at an enemy at a distance while reciting
incantations against him is not the sa.m~ as throwing a spear
at him at close range. He does not, as'J:ylor made out, mistake an ideal connexion-for a real one; and-hence also there
is no true analogy, as Fraze~held, between ma .c and s~
or the savage IS well aware 0 t e
~nce be..Lw..e.en magigl
__a,nam~€.h~ausaaon~between~Y~~1i~ and e~~ical
action. So magic Isa:str1?gitute...a.c.1i~tuationsin whfcp.
-practiCal n;ea-ns,)o.~tfati~p.d are fac g, and its functioJl
.§ith~~tic or. stim:.l!latili~~~~~~[.,..~e~-courage, relj.~f,
hope, tenaCl . In his artlcle on magIc ill"Ifastmg"'S Encyclopae za 0 Religion and Ethics Marett gives a somewhat different,
though also a cathartic, explanation of certain forms of
magical expression. I Recurrent situations in the social life
generate states of emotional intensity which, if they cannot
find a vent in activity directed to a practical end, such as
hunting, fighting, and love-making, have to be exhausted in
secondary, or substitute, activity, such as dances which play
at hunting, fighting, and love-making; but here the function
of the substitute activity is to serve as an outlet for superfluous energy. Then these substitute activities change from
being surrogates to become auxiliaries to empirical action,
retaining their 'mimetic form, though in reality they are
repercussions rather than imitations.
As compared with his contribution towards an underMarett, Hasting's Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, 1915, vol. viii.
I
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standing of magic, Marett had little of positive significance
to say about primitive religion. There was, indeed, much talk
about the 'sacred', in which, I suspect, he owed a good deal
to Durkheim, but it amounted to little more than juggling
with words. Maybe he found himself, as a Fellow of an Oxford
college at that time, in an equivocal position; and, being
a philosopher, he was able to (appear to) get out of it by
distinguishing between the task of social anthropology to
determine the origin of religion-a mixture of history and
causation-and the task of theology, which was concerned
with its validity;1 a position we all to some extent take up.
His conclusion is that ~The end and result
.. .
.
glOn IS, 1
wor, e c ecratlOn of life, !huti.~atiQ1! of

·t~wcto~·---

~ r i t e r ,but this genial and ebullient

classical philosopher, who by a single short paper established
himself as the leader of the pre-animistic school, did not set
fo~!J:l_Jhe_weigh1: of evidence reguiresLto support his theories, and neither his influence nor his reputation lasted long. Nor
was it enough, though what he said was amusing and there
is an element of truth in it, to say (in ~onversation) that to
understand primitive mentality there was no need to go and
live among savages, the experience of an Oxford Common
Room being sufficient.
I speak very briefly of the writings, which were prolific, of
another classical scholar, a school headmaster, Ernest Cr~Y"::
.J«::y,.whose books were appearing at much the same time as
Marett's. He exercised much good sense in knocking down
some erroneous theories still current at the time, such as those
of group marriage, primitive communism, and marriage by
capture, but his positive contributions were less valuable. In
discussing religion in The Idea of the Soul he followed Tylor in
supposing that the conception of spirit arose from that o f _
~oul and in a later stage of culture became that of God,but
he disagreed with him about the genesis of the idea of soul.
I Marett, 'Origin and Validity in Religion' (first pub. in 1916) and 'Magic
or Religion?' (first pub. in 1919), Psychology and Folk-Lore (1920). Cf. also
article cited in next note.
:I 'Religion (Primitive Religion)', ETlC)I. Brit., lIth edit., xix. 105.
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Tylor's view on this question, so Crawley said, took us no
further than Hobbes or Aristotle, and it is psychologically
impossible for the idea ofsoul to have originated from dreams,
&c. Rather, it arose from sensation. Primitive man could
visualize any person he knew when that person was absent,
and from this duality arose the ideas of soul and ghost; and
it follows that everything of which a mental image can be
formed can have a soul, though the souls of inanimate objects are not thought, any more than the objects themselves,
to be animated, as Tylor believed. So 'Spiritual existence is
mental existence; the world of spirits is the mental world'.1
As for God or gods, they are no more than aggregates' of
ghosts or ghosts of prominent individuals, which is what
Spencer had said. Religion is thus an illusion.
If this were all Crawley wrote about religion, he could have
been placed in the intellectualist class, and what general
comments have been made about that class would apply to
him also. But in other of his writings, including his earlier
and best-known work The Mystic Rose, which I, like some of
his contemporaries, find rather unintelligible, he appears to
have a more general theory of religion. Primitive man's
whole mental habit is religious or superstitious, and magic
is therefore not to be distinguished from religion. In his
ignorance he lives in a world ofmystery in which he does not
distinguish between subjective and objective reality; and the
drive behind all his thought is fear, especially of the danger
in social relations, and particularly those between men and
women. This feeling is partly instinctive and partly due to a
more or less subconscious idea that properties and qualities,
being infectious, can be transmitted through contact. Therefore men feel themselves to be particularly vulnerable when
engaged in physiological actions such as eating and sexual
congress, and that is why these actions are hedged round
with taboos. He concludes that 'All living religious conceptions spring fro:m more or less constant functional origins,
physiological and psychological'.2 He even speaks of 'physiological thought',3 the process offunctions producing, byamore

'or less organic reflex, ideas concerning them. In this theory
primitive religion amounts practtc:illy.!o.taboo, the product
of fear; the·spirits in which primitive· peoples believe being
no more than cOllC;eptualizations of danger and fear. I find
it difficult to recondle this position with the statement in
The Idea of the Soul that the sou~asis of all religion' I
but, as I have said, I do not find~avery lucid writer.
His general th
is the same in all his books:
re ,'., su::tlmateJ,yonly a producto pnmluve man's fear,
a~de2c~J.25:k. o~ initiatjye~d :;.f ~~E.~nce and mexl?,enence; and It IS not a thmg m Itse f, a department of
sociaIlife, but rather a tone or spirit which permeates every
part of it and is chiefly concerned with the fundamental
processes of organic life and climacteric events. .Th~..Yi.taLinstinc he will to live, is identical with reli 'ous fedin . ReliglOn makes sacred w a promo es e, ealth,-and-strength.
When we ask what the religious emotion is, we are told that
it is nothing specific, 'but that tone or quality of any feeling
which results in making something sacred'.2 It follows from
Crawley's argument, as he himself says, thaf the greater
the dangers, the more the religion, and ,therefore the more
primitive stages of culture are more religious than the later
ones, and women are more religious than men; and also,
that God is a product of psycho-biological processes.
Before commenting on Marett's and Crawley's explanations of religion and magic, let us consider a few further
similar examples.
I suppose a few words should be said here about Wilhelm
Wundt, an influential figure of the time, though now seldom
referred to. An eclectic writer, he is not easy to place. His
V61kerpsychologie approach undoubtedly influenced Durkheim, but in the main it can be said that his explanations
were psychological, as well as being highly evolutionary, and
also speculative and somewhat tedious. Ideas which refer towhat is not directly amenable to perception, mythological
thinking as he calls it, originate in emotional processes(chiefly fear-Scheu), 'which are projected outward into the
I Crawley, The Idea of the Soul, 1909, p, I.
,. Id., The Tree of Life, 1905, p. 209.
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I A. E. Crawley, The Idea of the Soul, 1909, p. 78.
,. Crawley, The Mystic Rose, 1927 edit., i. 86.
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environment'.1 First comes belief in magic and demons, and
it is not till the next evolutionary stage, the Totemic Age,
that we have the beginnings of religion proper in the worship of animals. Then, as totemism fades, the totem-ancestor
of the clan is replaced by. the human ancestor as the object of
worship. Ancestor worship then issues in hero cult, and then
in the cult of the gods-the Age of Heroes and Gods. The
final stage is the Humanistic Age with its religious universalism. Perhaps all this should be labelled philosophy of
history rather than as anthropology. Certainly it reads very
oddly to the anthropologist of today.
We have now reached the era of field-working anthropologists, who had studied native peoples at first hand, and
not in accounts written by other, and untrained, observers.
R. H.!:-owie,whose study of the Crow Indians was an important coniribution to anthropology, tells us that primitive
religion is characterized by 'a sense of the Extraordinary,
Mysterious, or Supernatural'2 (note the capital letters), and
the religious response is that of 'amazement and awe; and
its source is in the Supernatural, Extraordinary, Weird,
Sacred, Holy, Divine'3 (again, note the capital letters). Like
/Crawley, he held that there is no specifically religious be.haviour, only religious feelings, so the belief of the Crow
Indians in the existence of ghosts of the dead is not religious
belief, because the subject is ofno emotional interest to them;
and so the militant atheist and the priest can both be religious persons, if they experience the same feelings, and
Christian dogma and the theory of biological evolution may
both be religious doctrines. Positivism, egalitarianism, absolutism, and the cult of reasonl are all likewise indistinguishable from religion; and one's country's flag is a typical_
religious symbol. When magic is associated with emotion, if"
also is religion. Otherwise it is psychologically equivalent to
our science, as Frazer said.
Paul Radin, another American, whose study of the Winnebago Indians was also noteworthy, took up much the same
I
2

3

w. Wundt, Elements of Folk Psychology, 1916, p. 74.
R. H. Lowie, Primitive Religion, 1925, p. xvi.
Ibid., p. 322.
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position. There is no specific religious behaviour, only a religious feeling, a more than normal sensitiveness to certain
beliefs and customs, 'which manifests itself in a thrill, a
feeling of exhilaration, exaltation and awe and in a complete
absorption in internal sensations'.1 Almost any belief can
become associated with this religious feeling, though it is
particularly associated with values of success, happiness,
and long life (one catches the echo of William james's
'religion of healthy-mindedness'); and the religious thrill is
particularly evident in the Grises of life, such as puberty and
death. When what is generally regarded as magic arouses
the religious emotion, it is religion. Otherwise it is folklore.
To cite a final American anthropologist, and a brilliant
one, Goldenweiser: he also says that the two realms of the
supernatural, magic and religion, are both characterized by
the 'religious thrill'. 2 -} ~ "
As a field worker,{lfilinowSkIIhas put anthropologists
for all time in his debt, l5Uill!.h!s_~:J:!:R!ij:!!!y theoretis:al
writings he display~4.~lit!l.e.~Qrtgm~ljtr__ or distinctiQll of
tliOiIglil':'Di:ffereritiatin~J_'!§...Qthersdid, between the ~eq>(
:md". the. profane, lie-~claiIlled that" what distinfl!:ished tm;
sacred·was--tliafiis"actS were"Carr1ed out with r~verence and·
awe.. Where mag£crr~t1'fQmJ;iigiOilIS'that religious rites '.
lrn:ve:·iiO~r·purpose, the objective being attained m the
·rites::the1lls~es, as m natal, puberty, and mortuary cge~ i
"lTlff.,
~ •
lC teen IS m
to !l~
....attained-6f11ie rites, ut"not
theD:!;~~~~.Lfur cul~
~ !ymg. ~chologica~?:-vever,they are a~~~.'~__
of bot IS at artiq. Facea wiltlll:fe'SCnses,
"ancrespeCia'tty-t
, men in their fear and anxiety
release their tensions and overcome their despair by the
p~r:fi?rmance of religious rites. Malinowski's discussion of
magic in his later writings3 follows so closely part
of--.
Marett's
-_.

nu

fOr~~Qn
,.~

P. Radin, Social Anthropology, 1932, p. 244.
Goldenweiser, Early Civilization, 1921, p. 346.
3 Malinowski, 'Magic, Science and Religion', Science, Religion and Reality, 1925.
In an earlier essay, 'The Economic Aspect of the Intichiuma Ceremonies',
Festskrift Tillegnad Edvard Westermarck, 1912, he was more interested in the part
played by magic, the magical element in totemism in particular, in economic
evolution.
I
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thesis that little need be said about it. Li_kereligion, it arises
and ~ s in situations of emotional stress. Men have
inadequate kno\\'ledge to overcome-oy-empirical means
difficulties in their pursuits, so they use magic as a subs~
~-Y-i!-y..,. and this releases the tension set up between impo--tence-'and desire which threatens the success of their enterprises. Hence the mjE:~tic-:fQffil~e ri~es, the enactment
of acts suggeste.9- by the desired ends. SOmagic produces the
same-subje.ctiVe resliffas-emprrlcal actionWtJuid ha:ve_done;
-mrtr conhdenc~ lsr.ejtoteo, and whatever pursUIt
be
nrtL~e at ee~(niiinayseclmtilluea. 'I'hiSexpIanation
~- is followed, ';;ithout ciiti'dil comm.en(J):y~thers, Driberg I
and Firth,2 for example; in fact emoti0I!.~lisfexplanations of
the kind were common among writers on the subject at this
period. Even as well-balanced a student of primitive life as
R. Thurnwald would account for primitive peoples' mistaking
an ideal connexion for a real one-the Tylor-Frazer formula
-by saying that their magical actions are so charged with
emotion, their desires being so strong, that they inhibit the
more practical modes of thought that dominate other departments of their lives. 3 Perhaps the best statement of this point
ofview-that magic is a product ofemotional states, ofdesire,
fear, hate, and so forth, and that its function is to relieve men
of anxiety and give them hope and confidence-was that by
a psychologist, Carveth Read, in a book which seems to
have almosnCiiripletely escaped the attention of anthropologists, The Origin of Man and of his Superstitions, 4 in which he
discusses magic and animism under the headingof 'imagination-beliefs' as contrasted 'with 'perception-beliefs', those of
common sense and science, which are derived from and
controlled by sensory perception.
It is necessary to say something, albeit little, about Freud's
contribution. A convenient bridge into his thought is provided
by, among others, Van Der Leeuw. Primitive peoples, he
says, do not perceive the contradictions which underlie much

ir;;;;:y

n.d. (1932), pp. 188 fr.
R. Firth, 'Magic. Primitive', Ency. Brit., 1955 edit., p. xiv.
3 R. Thumwald, 'Zauber, Allgemein', Reallexikon tier Vorgeschichte, 1929.
:=~ C. Read, The Origin of Man and of his Superstitions, 1920, passim.
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of their thought because 'an imperious affective need prevents them from seeing the truth'.1 They only see what they
want to see, and this is especially the case with magic. When
confronted with an impasse, man has the choice between
overcoming it by his own ingenuity, and withdrawing into
himself and overcoming it in fantasy: he can turn outwards
or inwards; and inwards is the method of magic, or, to use
the psychological term, autisme. Magicians believe that by
words, spells, they can aHeiihe world, and so they belong to
that noble category of people who place an over-emphasis
on thought: children, women, poets, artists, lovers, mystics,
criminals, dreamers, and madmen. All attempt to deal with
, reality by the same psychological mechanism.
This over-emphasis on thought, the conviction that the
hard wall of reality can be broken through in the mind, or
indeed is not there at all, was what Freud claimed to have
found in his neurotic patients, and called omnipotence of
thought (Allmacht der Gedanken). The magic rites and spells of
primitive man correspond psycholog!cally to the obsessional
a-cTitHfsand'proiective-fOrffiulas of n~uI:o,!~so-fiie"rieurotrc
iSlike the savage in that he 'believes he can change the outer
world by a mere thought of his'.2 Here again we have put
before us ..a J?~ral1elisIllJ>-et\yeen OI!~()K~E:i<;_'!:Il~.phylog~nic
de,:,~()p~ent.:_!.~~Jn~ividua,Lpass~~_0-~o.u[h_~~,e

lip~<!i!l<?us

pIiases, narcissism, object finding, which is characterized by
-dependence on-tIleparents;'andthestite'oImaftiri-mwmch
~dividua1 accep s ,rea
an a a~J.~!~s~lf__~()_.}!;"_~!!~""
't'IieSe phases correspond psychologically to the three stages
m the m'teH:eet1Ta'l-devele-pmenL--ofmah~--tneariiriiisii:CJby
__
which Freud seems to have meaI!.Lwh~j:_o:th~[uv:ouldhave
£.a.P:~iJ:_he ~f):tn:ereligiou-s,_and thes~ientiflc;,.: III the
narcissistic phase; corresponding to magic, the child, unable
to satisfy its desires through motor activity, compensates
by overcoming its difficulties in imagination, substituting
thought for action; he is then under analogous psychic conditions to the magician; and the neurotic is like the magician
I G. Van Der Leeuw, 'Le Structure de la mentalite primitive', La Revue
d'Histoire et de Philosophie Religieuse, 1928, p. 14.
Z S. Freud, Totem and Tahoo, n.d., p. 145.
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too, in that they both over-estimate the power of thought.
In other words, it is tension, an acute sense of frustration,
__/which generates magical ritual, the function of which is to
relieve the tension. So magic is wish-fulfilment by which man
experiences gratification through motor hallucination.
Religion is eq~Ially an illusion. It arose and is maintained
rJ.; (:,-"'<
.1?iI~gsoIgiIiTt:r'ieua'-teITS~~s a]ust-so story ';hich only' a
genius could have ventured to compose, for no evidence was,
or could be, adduced in support of it, though, I suppose, it
could be claimed to be psychologically, or virtually, true in
the sense that a myth may be said to be true in spite of being
literally and historically unacceptable. Once upon a timethe tale deserves a fairy-story opening-when men were more
or less ape-like creatures, the dominant father-male of the
horde kept all the females for himsel£1 His sons rose against
his tyranny and monopoly, desiring to pleasure the females
themselves, and they killed and ate hirp..in a cannibalistic
feast, an idea Freud gleaned from Robertson Smith. Then
the sons had feelings of remorse, and instituted taboos on
eating their totem, identified with the father, though they
did so ceremonially from time to time, thus commemorating
and renewing the guilt; and they established the further
interdiction on incest which is the origin of culture, for culture derives from this renunciation. Freud's theory ofreligion
is contained in this allegorical story, for the devoured father
is also God. It may be regarded as an aetiological myth,
providing a background to the drama enacted in those
Viennese families of whose troubles Freud made clinical
analyses which he believed to hold good in essentials for all
families everywhere, since they arose out of the very nature
of family structure. I need not elaborate. We all know the
main features of his thesis, that, to put it crudely, children
both love and hate their parents, the son, deep in his unconscious, wanting to kill the father and possess the mother
(the Oedipus complex), and the daughter, deep in hers,
I An idea Freud got from].]. Atkinson. Atkinson was first cousin to Andrew
Lang, who published his essay 'Primal Law' as a supplement to his own
Social Origins, 1903. Nothing corresponding to this Cyclopean family has been
discovered.
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wanting to kill the mother and be possessed by the father (the
Electra complex). On the surface affection and respect win,
and the confidence felt in, and the dependence felt on, the
father become projected and idealized and sublimated in
the father-image of God. Religion is therefore an illusion,
and Freud called his book on the subject The Future of an
Illusion;1 but it is only an illusion obj~g:ti,y.~Jy. Subjectively, it
is not so, for it is not the product of hallucination-the
father is real.
There is no limit to interpretations on these lines. I have
taken a specimen from Frederick S.chleiter's excellent book
on primitive religion, and they are his ironical words on
Tanzi's A Text-book of Mental Diseases which I quote:
In mellifluous cadence, balanced metaphor, and with brilliant
rhetorical artifice, he sets forth the parallelism,-deep, fundamental and abiding,-between primitive religion and paranoia....
However, those who, either through temperamentaI predisposition~ or more !ationalistic argumentation, are disposed to
find some measure of justification and dignity in the religion of
primitive man, will perhaps derive some measure of consolation
in the fact that Tanzi rejects the parallelism between the mental
processes of primitive man and those of dementia praecox. 2
Magic(l~g.Ieligion are thus both reduced to pSJ'-chologic_~L__
_3tates: tensions, frustrations, and emotions and sentiments
ancfcomplexes and delusions of one sort or another.
I have given some examples of emotionalist interpretations
ofreligion. What now are we to make ofit all? In my opinion
these theories are for the most part guesswork of the, once
again, 'if I were a horse' type, with tlns difference, that
instead of 'if I were a horse I would do what horses do for
one or other reason' it is now 'I would do what horses do on
account of one or other feeling that horses may be supposed
to have'. If we were to perform rites such as primitives do,
we suppose that we would be in a state of emotional turmoil,
for otherwise our reason would tell us that the rites are objectively useless. It seems to me that very little evidence is
The Future of an illusion, 1928.
F. Schleiter, Religion and Culture, 1919, pp. 45-47 (on E. Tanzi, A Text"
book of Mental Diseases, English translation, 1909).
I
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brought forward in support of these conclusions, not even by
those who not only offer them but have also had the opportunity of testing them in field research.
And here we must ask some questions. What is this awe
which some of the writers I have cited say is characteristic
of the sacred? Some say it is the specific religious emotion;
others that there is no specific religious emotion. Either way,
how does one know whether a person experiences awe or
thrill or whatever it may be? How does one recognize it, and
how does one measure it? Moreover, as Lowie admits and
others have often pointed out, t!l~_~5lme,emotionaLstates
may be found in forms of behaviour which are quite different, and even opposed, as, for example, in the behaviour of
a pacifist an.d of a milit.~r.ist. C?nlyph.·a.~.s would result'Yere
anthropologIsts to ,c!aj,slJy:=Seciaf::~hehomenaby emotIOns
which'arestipposed to accompany them, for such emotional
states, if present at all, must vary not only from individual
to individual, but also in the same individual on different
occasions and even at different points in the same rite. It is
(;)
absurd to put priest and atheist into the same category, as
~)/ Lowie do~s; ~nd it. would be y:t more absur~ to say. t?at,
. ,£::,~, when a pnest IS sayIng Mass, he IS not performIng a religIOus
~ act unless he is in a certain emotional state; and, anyhow,
, who knows what his emotional state might be? If we were to
classify and explain social behaviour by supposed~
pological states, we would indeed get some strange results f religion
is characterized by the emotion offear, then a man eemg in
terror from a charging buffalo might be said to be performing
a religio~ and if magic is characterized by its cathartic
function; t en a medical practitioner who relieves a patient's
anxiety, on entirely clinical grounds, might be said to be
performing a magical one.
There are further considerations. A great many rites which
surely almost anyone would accept as religious in character,
such as sacrifices, are~ertainly !!'C>.Lperformed in situations
in which there is any possible cause for emotional unrest or
_feelings of mystery and awe. They are routine, and also
standardized and obligatory, rites. To speak of tensions and
so forth in such cases is as meaningless as to speak of them

vl/?<i)
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in explanation of people going to church among ourselves.
Admittedly, if rites are performed at critical times, as in
sickness or at death, when the event which evokes them is
one likely to occasion anxiety and distress, then these feelings will be present; but even here we have to be careful.
The expression of emotion may be obligatory, an essential
paftofthe:tite'rtse!4as'in wailing and other signs of grief at
death and funerals, whether the actors feel grief or not. In
some societies professiorral- mourners-are employed. Then,
again, if any emotional expression accompanies rites, it may
well be that it is not the emotion which brings about the
rites, but the rites which bring about the emotion. This is the
old problem ofwhether we laugh because we are happy or
are happy because we laugh. Surely we do not go to church
because we are in a heightened emotional state, though our
participation in the rites may bring about such a state.
Then, .with regard to the alleged cathartic function of
magic, what evidence is there that when a man performs
agricultural, hunting, and fishing magic he feels frustrated,
or that if he is in a state of tension the performance of the
rites releases his distress? It seems to me that there is little
or none. HOw~V~I~J!Lma-y- be keling.,~the-magiGian...,h~.to_
p~rform the rites anyway, for they are a customary and -~
obligatory-part ofthe proceedings. It could with pertinence~(
be said that primitive man performs his rites because he I
has faith in their efficacy, so that there is no great cause forJ
frustration, since he knows that he has at hand the means
of overcoming such difficulties as may present themselves.
Rather than saying that magic releases tension, we might
say that the possession ofit prevents tension arising. Or, on
the contrary, itc6uTcfOesaRl here agam 'tllaf;iHIiere is any
emotional state, it could well be, not the drive behind the rite,~ ~
,hJ1t the consequence of it, the gestures and spells producing
the verypsychotogicafcondition which is supposed to have
led to the rite being performed. We have also to bear in mind
that mu~magic all.d_~~ligion is vicarious, the magician or
priest being aUilifferent person from the person on whose
behalf the rite is performed, his client. So the person .who is
supposed to be in a state of tension is not the hired and
..I'
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disinterested person whose expletive gestures and words are
supposed to release the tension. Therefore, if his gestures and
spells suggest a heightened emotional state, it must either be
simulated, or he must work himself into it during, and by,
the rite. I might add that in MalinQ..w.s_ki~scase I think it is
possible that much of his observation of rites was of those
performed for his benefit, and in return for payment, quite
outside their normal setting, in his tent; and if this is so, it
could hardly be held that any display of emotion there may
have been was caused by tension and frustration.
Furthermore, as Radin observed,! in an individual's
experience the acquisition of rites and beliefs precedes the
emotions which are said to accompany them rater inadult
life. He h:arnsJo p_aJ:"t!~:e~~~~_beforehe experiences
any emotion at all, so the emotional state, whatever it may
be, and if there is one, can hardly be the genesis and explanation of them. A rite is part of the culture the_ !!ldJyictl!:il is
born into, and it imposes itself on himttomthe outside like
the rest of his culture. It is_:i creation of society, not of individual reasoning or emotion,thougn-n: may satisfy both; and
it is for this reason that Durkheim tells us that~-jpsycho
logical interpretation of a social fact is invariably a wrong

all these different sorts of people do not all the time think
scientifically. And, we may ask, who ever met a savage who
believed that by a thought of his he could change the world?
He knows very well that he cannot. This is another variety of
the 'if I were a horse' kind: if I were to behave in the way
a savage magician does, I would be suffering from the maladies of my neurotic patients.
We are not, of course, to dismiss these interpretations out
of hand. They were a not unhealthy reaction against a too
intellectualist position. Desires and impulses, conscious
and unconscious, motivate man, direct his interests, and
impel him to action; and they certainly play their part in
religion. That is not to be denied. What has to be determined
is their nature and the part they do play. What I protest
against is mere assertion, and what I challenge is an explanation of religion in terms of emotion or even, in the sway of it,
of hallucination.
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__ interp~
For
arne reason we must reject the wish-fulfilment
theories. In comparing the neurotic with the magician ~hey
ignore the fact that the actions and formulas of the neurotic
derive from individual subjective states, whereas those of the
_.-- magician are traditional and socially imposed on him by his
culture and society, part of the institutional framework in
which he lives and to which he must conform; and, though
in some instances and in some respects there may be certain
/outward resemblances, it cannot thereby be inferred that the
_ psychological states are identical or that they stem from com':
parable conditions. In classing primitive peoples with children, neurotics,. &c., the mistake is made of assuming that,
because things may resemble each other in some particular
feature, they are alike in ot4~rr~spects, the pars pro toto
fallacy. All that it meansiSthat, in the eyes of these writers,
[ Social Anthropology, p. 247.
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emotionalist explanations of primitive religion which
I have discussed have a strong pragmatist flavour.
However foolish primitive beliefs and rites may appear
to the rationalist mind, they help rude peoples to cope with
their problems and misfortunes, and so they eradicate despair,
which inhibits action, and make for confidence conducive
to the individual's welfare, giving him a renewed sense of
the value of life and of all the activities which promote it.
Pragmatism was very influential at the time these explanations were being put forward, and Malinowski's theory of
religion and magic might have come straight out of the
pages ofWilliam James, as indeed it may have done: religion
is valuable, even true in the pragmatist's sense of truth, if it
serves the purpose of giving comfort and a feeling of security,
confidence, relief, reassurance; if, that is, consequences useful
to life flow from it. Among the writers about primitive
thought so far mentioned, the pragmatist approach is perhaps most clearly enunciated by Carveth Read in a book
earlier referred to. Why, he asks, is the human mind befogged
with ideas of magic and religion? (He considered magic to be
prior to religion, the origin ofwhich is to be sought in dreams
and belief in ghosts.) The answer is that, apart from the
psychological relief they provide, in early stages of social
evolution these superstitions were useful in giving support to
leaders, and hence in sustaining order, government, and
custom. Both are delusions, but natural selection favoured
them. Totemic dances, we are told, 'give excellent physical
training, promote the spirit of co-operation, are a sort of··
drill .. .'.1 And much more on the same lines. We shall find
that in general sociological theories of reli .on have the saJ:!le
~eli~on IS va ~~.-:~~~at~lsesfqr~~.oclal cohe_s~?n an._ contmUlt)'.
-
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lOp. cit., p. 68.

This pragmatist way of regarding religion long antedates
pragmatism as a formal philosophy. For example, Montesquieu, the father of social anthropology (though some might
give the honour to Montaigne), tells us that though a religion
may be false, it can have a most useful social function; and it
,. will be found to conform to the type ofgovemmentwithwhich
it is associated, a people's religion being in general suited to
their way of life; which makes it difficult to transport a religion from one country to another. Thus function and veracity
must not be confused. 'The most true and holy doctrines
may be attended with the very worst consequences, when
they are not connected with the principles of society; and,
on the contrary, doctrines the most false may be attended
with excellent consequences, when contrived so as to be connected with these principles,'1 Even the ultra-rationalists of
the Enlightenment, like Condorcet, conceded that religion,
though false, had at one time a useful social function, and had
therefore played an important role in the development of
civilization.
Similar sociological insights are found in" the earliest
writings about human society. They are sometimes couched
in what today would be called structural terms. Aristotle in
the Politics says that 'all people say that the gods also had a
king because they themselves had kings either formerly or
now; for men create the gods after their own image, not only
with regard to form; but also with regard to their manner of
life'.z Hume says much the same; and we find this idea ofa
close connexion between political and religious development
in several of our anthropological treatises. Herbert Spencer
tells us that Zeus stands to the rest of the Celestials 'exactly
in the same relation that an absolute monarch does to the
aristocracy of which-he is the head'.3 Max Muller says that
henotheism (a word, I believe, invented by him4 to describe
a religion in which each god, while he is being invoked,
shares in all the attributes of a supreme being) arises in
I Montesquieu, The Spirit ofLaws, 1750, ii. 161.
2
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+ R. Pettazzoni, however, Essays on the History of Religions, 1954, p. 5, says

that the word was first used by Schelling, the idea being later developed by
Miiller.
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periods which precede the formation of nations out of independent tribes, it being a communal, as distinct from an
imperial, form of religion. King also asserts that as political
systems develop, their component parts are represented by
tutelary gods; and when the parts become unified, when
tribes aggregate into nations, the idea of a supreme being
appears. He is the tutelary god of the dominant group in the
amalgam. Finally comes monotheism, the supernal as a reflection of the universal, almighty, and eternal State. Robertson Smith explained the polytheism of classical antiquity in
contrast to the monotheism ofAsia by the fact that, in Greece
and Rome, monarchy fell before the aristocracy, whereas in
Asia it held its own: 'This diversity of political fortune is
reflected in the diversity of religious development.'1 Jevons
follows the same line of reasoning. All this is a little naive.
Andrew Lang's writings and Wilhelm Schmidt's many
volumes contain an abundance of evidence that peoples
lacking political office, and therefore a political model for
a supreme being, the hunters and collectors, are to a large
extent monotheistic, at least in the sense of the word that
there is only one god, though not in the sense that there is
worship of one god and the denial of others (for there to be
monotheism in the second sense-what has been called explicit
monotheism-there has to be, or to have been, some form of
polytheism) .
Other examples of sociological analysis are to be found in
the writings of Sir Henry Maine on comparative jurisprudence. He explains, for instance, the difference between
Eastern and Western theology by the simple fact that in the
West theology became combined with Roman jurisprudence,
whereas no Greek-speaking society 'ever showed the smallest
capacity for producing a philosophy of law'.2 Theological
speculation passed from a climate of Greek metaphysics to
a climate of Roman law. But the most far-going and comprehensive sociological treatment of religion is Fustel ..de
Coulanges's The Ancient City, and this French (Breton)
J:iistorian is of partIcular mterest to us because a pupil much

influenced by him was Durkheim, whose theory of religion
I am'about to present. The theme of The Ancient City is that
ancient classical, societY was centr~:~L!!l:Ih_eJ~~.!x.}J:l, a wide
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W. Robertson Smith, The Religion of the Semites, 3rd edit. (1927), p. 73.
H. S. Maine, Ancient Law, 1912 edit., p. 363.
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held this group of agnates together as 'coIporation-and gave
rf'permanence was the ancestor cult, in, which the head of the
family acted~spr!est. In the liglit of this central idea, and
onlYlu'"i:helight ofii:~" of the dead being deities of the family,
all customs of the period can be understood: marriage regulations and ceremoriies, monogamy, prohibition of divorce,
interdiction of celibacy, the levirate, adoption, paternal
authority, rules of descent, inheritance and succession, laws,
property, the systems of nomenclature, the calendar, slavery
and clientship, and many other customs. ~
~ed. thq were jn.~a-m.e.-S.tl::.1.tcj:~~
1;>een sha12ed.py.r:~l,igionjn..tl;1~e earlier social conditiollS.
Another influence strongly marked in Durkheim's theory
of religion, as also in the writings of F. B. Jevons, Salomon
Reinach, and others, was that of the already-mentioned
Robertson Smith, at one time Professor of Arabic at Cambridge. Taking some of his basic ideas .from a fellow Scot,
J. F. McLennan, he supposed that the SemitifSsocieties of
ancient Arabia were composed of matrilineal clans, each of
which had a sacred relationship to a species of animal, their
totem. The evidence for these suppositions is exiguous, but
that is what Robertson Smith believed. Clansmen, according
to him, were conceived to be of one blood, and their totems
also; and ofthe same blood was the god ofthe clan, for he was
thought of as the physical father of the founder of the clan.
Sociologically speaking, the god was the clan itself, idealized
and divinized. This projection had its material representation in the totemic creature; and the clan periodically expressed the unity of its members and of them with their god,
and revitalized itself, by slaying the totemic creature and
eating its raw flesh in a sacred feast, a communion 'in which
the god and his worshippers unite by partaking together of
the flesh and blood of a sacred victim'.1 Now, since god,
clansmen, and totem were all of one blood, the' clansmen
I

The Religion of the Semites, p. 227.
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were partaking in a sacred communion not only with their
god but also of their god, each member ofthe clan incorporating sacramentally a particle of the divine life into his own
individual life. Later forms of Hebrew sacrifice developed
out of this communion feast. The evidence for this theory,
swallowed hook, line, and sinker by Jevons, is negligible;
and it was, for a Presbyterian minister, getting rather near
the bone, so either Robertson Smith himself, or whoever was
responsible for the publication of the second and posthumous
edition of The Religion of the Semites of 1894 (first edition:
1889), deleted certain passages which might be thought to
discredit the New Testament. 1 All one can say of the theory
as a whole, the argument of which is in the main both
tortuous and tenuous, is that, whilst eating of the totem animal
could have been the earliest form of sacrifice and the origin
ofreligion, there is no evidence that it was. Moreover, in the
vast literature on totemism throughout the world, there is
only one instance, among the Australian aboriginals, of a
people ceremonially eating their totems, and the significance of that instance, even if its veracity be accepted, is
dubious and disputed. Apart from this, although Robertson
Smith thought his theory to be generally true of primitive
peoples, there are certainly many, including some ofthe most
primitive, who lack bloody sacrifice altogether, and others
among whom it is in no sense a communion. In this matter
Robertson Smith misled both Durkheim and Freud.
It is also highly doubtful whether the idea of communion
was at all present in the earliest form of Hebrew sacrifice
known to us, and if it was, then there were also present, and
perhaps more dominant, piacular and other ideas. Bluntly,
all Robertson Smith really does is to guess about a period of
Semitic history about which we know almost nothing. By
doing so he may to some extent have made his theory safe from
criticism, but to the same extent it thereby lacked cogency
and conviction. .Indeed, it was not historical at· all, but an
evolutionary theory, like all anthropological theories of the
time, and this distinction must be clearly recognized. The evolutionary bias is conspicuous throughout, and is particularly
J. G. Frazer, The Gorgon's Head, 1927, p. 289.

clear in his insistence on the materialistic crudity-what
Preuss called Urdummheit-of primitive man's religion, thus
placing the concrete, as opposed to the spiritual, at the
beginning of development; and also laying undue stress on
the social, as opposed to the personal, character of early
religion; thereby revealing the basic assumption of all Victorian anthropologists, that the most primitive in thought
and custom must be the antithesis of their own, their own in
this case being a brand of individualistic spirituality.
To understand Robertson Smith's treatment of early
Semitic religion and, by implication, ';of primitive religion in
general, as well as, to a large extent, Durkheim's analysis, we
have to note that he held that early religions lacked creeds
and dogmas: 'they consisted entirely of institutions and
practices.'1 Rites, it is true, were connected with myths, but
myths do not, for us, explain rites; rather the rites explain
the myths. If this is so, then we must seek for an understanding of primitive religion in its ritual, and, since the
basic rite in ancient religion is that of sacrifice, we must seek
for it in the sacrificium; and further, since sacrifice is so general
an institution, we must look for its origin in general causes.
Fundamentally, Fustel de Coulanges and Robertson Smith
were putting forward what might be called a structural theory
of the genesis of religion, that it arises out of the very nature
of primitive society. This was also Durkheim's approach, and
he proposed to show in addition t \
. which E~li
gion was generated. The position of' ur i
per aps the
greatestfigure in the history ofmo n SOCIO ogy, can only be
appraised if two points are kept in mind. The first is that for
him religion is a socjal, that is an objecti.¥el-fuct. For theories
which tried to explain it in terms of indivfiti;;j psychology
he expressed contempt. How, he asked, if religion originated
in 'a mere mistake, an illusion, a kind of hallucination, could
it have been so universal and so enduring, and how could
a vain fantasy have produced law, science, and morals?
Animism is, in any case, in its developed and most typical
forms, found not in primitive societies but in such relatively
advanced societies as those of China, Egypt, and the classical
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Mediterranean. As for naturism (the nature-myth school),
was religion to be explained any more satisfactorily as a
disease of language, a muddle of metaphors, the action of
language on thought, than as a false inference from dreams
and trances? Apart from such an explanation being as
trivial as the animistic one, it is a plain fact that primitive
peoples show remarkably little interest in what we may
regard as the most impressive phenomena of nature-sun,
moon, sky, mountains, sea, and so forth-whose monotonous
regll~ri1:iestheY:Jake very much for granted. 1 On-the con:
--tiiry, he claimed, in what he regarded as the most elementary
religion of all, namely totemism, that what are divinized are
for the most part not at all imposing, just humble little
creatures like ducks, rabbits, frogs, and worms, whose intrinsic
qualities could scarcely have been the origin of the religious
sentiment they inspired.
It is true, ofcourse, and Durkheimwould certainly not have _
contested i.t,...tb.at..rJjligion i~ht, felt, and willed by indi~ociety has _!1o<tihiIia:to:e~i:)~rleri.ce·i:nese fiiiictions'=
"liiia~s -iuch it is a phenomenon.ofJnwYiduarpsyCllology~
a-subjective _phenomenon,. and can bestudied accordingly:~

-]!1it iU~,~~~less"asocrarand- objective-i.~~n

cWmS~~i~~Repde~!_ of individual minds, and It is as such

that tne sociologist stuCfies·IC"What gives it abjectivi~r-€
tfansmitteaITomone geriera\ ,,,tion to another, so if in one sense it is in the individual, in
,~<c \ -an~~h~:}t~~ ~u..!~ige_~.Il1, in th~t it was there be~ore .he was
{ Je
born and wIll be there after he IS dead. He acqUIres It as he
acquires his language, by being born into a particular society.
Secondly, itis, at any rate in a closed society, g~ Everyone has thesame sort of religious beliefs and practices, and
their generality, or collec~ gives them an objectivity
which places the~ pver and above the psycholOgiCileX:-'--perience of any:''''illdividual, or indeed of all individuals.
'];~QrY. Apart from positive and negative
sanctions, the mere fact that religion is general means, again
..,ibq;# charac~tics. Firstly,itis

I Hocart remarks, op. cit., Man, 1914, p. 99, that although in Fiji hurricanes
are a yearly topic of conversation, he had never noticed 'the least suggestion
of a native theory about them or the slightest tinge of religious awe'.
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in a closed society, that it is obligatory, for even if there is no
coercion, a man has no option but to accept what everybody
gives assent to, because he has no choice, any more than of-what language he speaks. Even were he to be a sceptic, he
could express his doubts only in terms of the beliefs held by
all around him. And had he been born into a different society,-;
he would have had a different set of beliefs, just as he would .
have had a different language. It may here be noted that the interest shown by Durkheim and his colleagues in primitive
societies may well have derived precisely from the fact that
the~e, or. wer~-- closed _communities. Open societies, in
which DeITefs-may not be transmitted and in which they are
diversified, and therefore less obligatory, are less amen.abk _
to sociological interpretations on the lines pursue05y tl:1eIIl~
The seconapoint wnich-li-is
-borne in mind concerns
the a~tonomy of...!:~gious P~~n.-9EJ:~na. I will only mention
it here since It emerges Clearly from his treatment of religion,
to which we are about to turn our attention. Durkheim was
not nearly so deterministic and materialistic .as some have
vi)
made him out to be. Indeed, I should be inclined to regard
(\
him as a ~oluIlta!!st_9-pd)dealist. The functions of the mind
f' I could not exist without the processes of the organism, but~
--rhat,-he. maintains, does not mean that psychological facts !
calJ. be reduced to organic facts and beexplained by them,
but-merely that they have an organic basis, just as organic
processes have a chemical basis. b-t~ach level tkpb en am el1.!L
have autonomy. Likewise, there could be no socio-cultural
lirewi:rh1>ut-rne psychical functions of individual minds, but
social processes ~el-the.se functions through which they,
as it were, operate and, if not independent of mind, have an
existence of their own outside individual minds. Language.....".- •••
is a good -example of what Durkheim was driving at. IT is
tradirionat~-g~al~-ana-ohligatory-rit --has 'a- FiiS-tory and
structure-and function ofw1llch thOSe who speak it are quite
unaware; and, though individuals may have contributed to it,
it is certainly not the product of any individual's mind. It is
.,~a collective, autogpmo_us, and objective phenomenol!.. In
(,
hisanalYsis ofreligion Du~heiIll.~ne);.";~Ji.g-i:en~
,::socraT-fact. It arIses out ofthe nature of social life itself, being
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in the simpler societies bound up with other social facts, law,
economics, art, &c., which later separate out from it and
lead their own independent existen~es. ~bqv:e all it is the
way in which a s~it-st:lf as'-Thb-ie-f{lian a collection
of individuals, and by. which it maintams ItsSolidarrtyaiicL
ensures its continuitJ\This does not mean, however, tfi'at-ltis
mere'
. eplp enomenon of society, as the Marxists would
have it.fpnce brought into existence by collective action,
religion! gains ~eS!:ee of autonomy, and proliferates in all
sorts of ways which cannotoe exPlained by reference to the
social structure which gave birth to it but only in terms of
other religious and other social phenomena in a system all
its own.
These two points having been made, we need delay no
longer in presenting Durkheim's thesis. He started with four
cardinal ideas taken -from Robertson Smith that primitive_
religion is a clan C1l1,Lq,IlCl aL_~
.
e thought
that totemism and a clan segmentary system naturally imply
each other), that the god ofthe clan !~tJ:1J~sJ?-_n.,!t~lfc!ivici-~ed,
a~emismj~e most elementary or primitive,. and
in that sense original, form of religion known to us. By that
he meant th;:tirls found in.....societies with the simplest
material culture and social;truct~ and that it is possible
to' explain their religion without making use of any element
borrowed from a previous religion. Durkheim thus agrees
with ~hose ,:"ho see Jin totemism; th~Erig~~ of r~~j9n, o~ at
least Its earliest known form: McLennan, 'Ro'b'ertson SmIth,
Wundt, Frazer in his earlier writings, J evons, and Freud.
But what grounds are there for considering totemism to
'\..r be a ~e~~ieu~~nomenon at. all? Frazer in his l~ter wr
. i..ti~..gs
i\' put It In the category of ~~ For Durkhelm religIOn
! \
belongs to a broader class, tIieiacred; everything, re'al-a-nd
ideal, belonging to one of two opposed classes, the profane
and the sacred. The sacred is clearly identified by the fact that
it is protected and isolated by interdictions, profane things
being those to which these interdictions are applied. Taboo
is here given much the same function as Marett gave it. Then,
• 'Religious beliefs are the representations which ~ress the
nature of sacred things', and rites are 'the rules of conduct
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which prescribe how a man should comport himself in the
.C
presence'or s:icred,objects'.1 These d~/·tions cover both
magic'-aiidreligion in that they are ot sacred on":Qwk- ".
heim'-~ criterion, so he proposed a furt er eiiterion by which' ' .
to distinguish between them. Religion is always a ro p, a
~~->_9,ffaiI;.tll~:r~}s n?,~~ggr~n Wlthoutachur.c,· ' .
has ~cli!Iltelt::,__ J:!.o.!-a c~_lE:..ch, the relationship be't een a
magician and his client being comparable to that between
a physician and his patient. So we arrive at a final definition
Of religion: 'A reli ion is a unified s stem of beliefs and
practices relative to saer
"
h'
thin sseI'
a ar an orbi. .en-beliefs and ractices w .
.. 0
one s
ora. S0P1mJ1.g~!y,called_~4!!!.<;:h,,",~!L(hQ§~,YY.hQ.
~~!;~,.to them.'1 Durkheim's Hebraic background, it seems
to me, comes out strongly, though not inappropriately, in
this definition; but however that may be, on his criteria
totemism can be regarded as a religion: it is hedged rounCf!
by t~;ancrit is a grQW? mjiiifistation.
W ~en -1:s-rhe'o15Jecp revered in this totemic religion? ~
It is not slmptyaprodUc1: of delirious imagination; it has an
objective basis. It is a cult of something which reilly do;s
eXist, tlioughnot the thing the worshippers suppose. It is
society itself.- ors()me~~~( it, whic!I men worship in
these ideal repres~-ra.tions. And what, says Durkheim, is
more natural, for a societyJl::i§,t:yerytlling necessary to arouse
the sensation of the divine in minds. It has absolute power
over them, and it also gives them the feeling of perpetual
dependence; and it is the object of venerable respect~
gioilis1bus a s stem of ideas b which individuals re resent to t emselves the society to which t ey e Q~g and their
relations with it.
Durkheim set out to prove his theory by taking the religion
ofsome ofthe Australian aboriginals-using that ofthe North
American Indians as a check-as a test case, holding that it
was the simplest known form of religion. He defended this
procedure by pleading with somejustification that, in making
a comparative study of social facts, they must be taken from
",--,'
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had been selected, he would seem to suggest, because they
were suitable models for pictorial representatioil.- These
designs are symbols;)n the first instance of an imperson<:1..._
~,ffillj:rillUtea m Imag.e.s, animals, and men, butiiO't'1Ooe
confounded with any of them, for the sq._cre.d.ch_'l,r~cterofan
o1;ieclj~,!l:Qtdetiy~c:l from its inti'insic.prop.erties; it is _a~9:C?L..-,,!o tfi~, sUI'.~~'pg_~s:~,~he!!1' Totemism .is a ki~d oIi~
personaigtld Immanent m tlle world and dIffused m an mnumerable multitude of things, correspondmg to mana and
similar ideas among primitive peoples: the wakan and orenda
of the North American Indians, for example. However, the
Australians conceive of it, not in an abstract form, but in the
form of an animal or plant, the totem, which is 'the material
form under which the imagination represents this immaterial
substance'.1 Since this essence, or vital principle, is found in
both men and their totems, and is for both their most essential characteristic, we can understand what a Blackfellow
means when he says that the men of the Crow phratry, for
example, are crows.
The' designs symbolize in the second instance the cl~_n.:s
themselves. The totem is at once both the symbol of the god,
b'nl"trarprinciple, and of the society, because god and society
are the same tbing. 'The god of the claii, the foterriiC'pnnciple~·"n.
-Zan therefore be nothing else than the clan itself, personified
and represented to the imagination under the visible form
of the animal or vegetable which serves as totem.'2 In the
totemic symbols clansmen express their moral identity and
their feelings of dependence on each other and on the group
as a whole. People can only communicate by signs, and to
communicate this feeling of solidarity a symbol, a flag, is
required, and it is provided for these natives by their totems,
each clan expressing both its unity and its exclusiveness in its
totemic emblem. Concrete symbols are necessary because
'the clan is too complex a reality to be represented clearly in
all its complex unity by such rudimentary intelligences'.3
Unsophisticated minds cannot think of themselves as a

societies of the same type, and that one well-controlled
experiment it sufficient to establish a law, a piece of special
pleading which seems to me to be little more than the
ignoring of instances which contradict the so-called law. At
the time the attention of anthropological writers was particularly engaged by recent discoveries made in Australia by
the researches of Spencer and Gillen, Strehlow, and others.
However, Durkheim's choice ofthat region for his experiment
was unfortunate, for the literature on its aboriginals was, by
modern standards, poor and confused, and it still is.
The Australian Blackfellows, as they used to be called, are
(not many are left who live as they used to, but I retain the
ethnographic present tense) hunters and collectors, wandering
about in small hordes in their tribal territories seeking game,
roots, fruits, grubs, and so forth. A tribe is composed of a
number of such hordes. Besides being a member of a little
horde and of the tribe in whose territory the horde lives, a
person is a member of a clan, there being many such clans
_widely dispersed throughout the continent. As a member of
his clan, he shares with its other members a relationship to
a species of natural phenomena, mostly animals and plants.
The species is sacred to the clan, and may not be eaten or
harmed by its members. With each clan are classed other
natural phenomena, so that the whole of nature belongs to
one or other of the clans. The social structure thus provides
the model for the classification of natural phenomena.
Since the things so classed with the clans are associated with
their totems, they also have a sacred character; and since the
cults mutually imply each other, all are co-ordinated parts
of a single religion, a tribal religion.
Durkheim acutely observed that the tm=emic_creatures--are
noWny.seJ:!s£wQiSJ!iJ>ped;as-Mciennan, Tylor, and
~WUndt seemed to think, rior~s I have earlier mentioned, had
they been selected for their imposing appearance. Moreover,
it is not the creatures themselves which are of first importance-they are sacred, it is tJ::ue, but only secondarily sobut the designs ofthe creatures which are engraved on oblong
pieces of wood or polished stone called churinga, sometimes
pierced and used as bull roarers. Indeed, the totemic creatures

socia:rgrciupexceJ?f~2~h.-fifa:tefia:lsym].QJs~Tlie'·toielillc

p~pJ:e ~ thus nothingelSe than the clan thought of under
lOp. cit., p. 189.
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the material form of the totemic emble!Po. By the manner in
which it acts upon its members, the~lan awakens within
them the idea of extern Lfcu:ce$ which dominate and.exa.Lt:.,.
them, an these
external igre;:§.§".ar,e.represenfedb¥extemal
;..,.<_..,..,.,.............
things, the totemic forms. The sacred is no more, and it is
~·no less, than society itself, represented in symbols to its
~ members.
Durkheim recognized that the Australian aboriginals had
religious conceptions other than what is labelled totemism,
but he held that they_were equally explicable in terms of his
theory. The<:idea ofthe-soU1'is nothing more than the totemic
principle, ~ncarnate in eachJ!?divi~~al,socie~fvi-9.u.<!-lized. It is his society in each member of it, its-ell ture
and social order, that which makes a man a person, a social
being instead of a mere animal. It is the social ~~AG!!ity
)(as distinct fro.m the indiy~~ua.l organism."M:an is a rati.on~l
/ ~nd moral ammal, but the ratlonal and moral part of him IS
what society has superimposed on the organic part. As Miss
Harrison, paraphrasing Durkheim, put it, 'His body obeys
natural law and his spirit is bound by the social imperative'.1
Therefore the soul is not the product of pure illusion, as
Tylor and others would have it. We are made up of two dis- ~,
tinct parts, which are opposed to one another as the sacrea:to
~--=-~-_ the p!()fane. Society does not just move us from without and
foi-the moment. 'It establishes itself within us in a durable
manner.... So we are really made up of two beings facing in
different and almost contrary directions, one of whom exercises a real pre-eminence over the other. Such is the profound
meaning of the antithesis which all men have more or less
clearly conceived between the body and the soul, the material
and spiritual beings who coexist within us ... o-!:!~_!!.~n!Leis-
double; there really is a particle of divinity in us because there
. --is'Within us a particle of these great ideas which are the soul
of the group.'2 There is nothing derogatory for religion or for
man in this interpretation'- On the contrary, 'The only way
I J. E. Harrison, Themis. A Study of the Social Origins of Greek Religion, Ig12,
~Jto ....

Q

~'IIi.;;.c.r·""''''.'

. ~' .. _.
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p. 487. The book was published in the same year as Durkheim's Les Formes
iUmentaires de la vie religieuse. Miss Harrison had been influenced by his earlier
'De la definition des phenomenes re1igieux,' L'Annee sociologique, ii (r8gg).
:z Durkheim, The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life, pp. 262-4.
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we have offreeing ourselves from physical forces is to oppose
them with collective forces'.1 Man then, as Engels put it,
ascends from the kingdom of necessity to the kingdom of
freedom.
As for the Australian spiritual beings, a notion Durkheim,
like Tylor, thought to be derived from that of the soul, they
seem, he believed, to have been totems at one time. However
that may be, they now correspond to tribal groups. In each
territory many clans are represented, each with its distinctive
totemic emblems and cults, but all alike belong also to the
tribe and have the same religion, and this tribal religion is
idealized in the gods. The great god is simply the synthesis
of all the totems, just as the tribes are syntheses of all the clans
represented in them; and it is inter-tribal also in character,
mirroring social relations between tribe and tribe, especially
the assistance of members of other tribes at tribal ceremonies
of initiation and sub-incision. So, while souls and .:pirits do ~exi.sLi:Q.-!:~aJ.!ty, they cor~to realiJY~.?,j..illtIia7"t-:-"-,--~
sense they are real, for the social life they sym.bolize-is real J
I

f ~~::t nothing has been said about th:lfeW~deofAustra-

lian totemism; and here we come to t e central and most
obscure part of Durkheim's thesis, and also the most un-.
convincing part of it. Periodically members of the same clan,
presumably for the most part members ofthe same tribe, meet
together to perform ceremonies to increase the species to wh!ch
they have a sacreareIationship. Since they may not eat their
own totemic creatures, the rites are intended to benefit
members of other clans who may eat them, all the clans thus
making their contribution to the common food-supply. So
the aboriginals state the purpose of the rites, but ~ )
purpose a'htI late~! function are not the same; and Durkhelm
lla.sa soci'616gicaI interpretation of their performances which
does not at all accord with their own idea of what they are
doing, ifindeed tp.at is the purpose ofthe ceremonies for them,
which does not seem to be certain. That the ceremonies,
called intichiuma, are not really concerned with increasing
the species, that this i~ a rationalization, is shown, says
I

----------.
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Durkheim, by the fact that they are performed even when a
totem, the wollunqua, is a non-existent snake which is thought
to be unique and also not to reproduce itself, and by the
further fact that precisely the same ceremony which is said
to increase the species can be held at initiation and on other
occasions. Such ~)ct£Lawak.eJ:lGgr:ta.-i~~J<iea.-~<tnd
sentiments, to attach the present to the past and the individu'al
~roup. Their stated purpose is wholly accessory and
contingent, as is further shown in that sometimes even the
\beliefs which attribute a physical efficaciousness to the rites
are lacking, witho\lt causing any alterations in their essentials.
(7-----'R~tionalist j:heorists of religion have generally treated
concept~~~",d beliefs as the essentials of .religion, i dregarded the ntes as only an external translatIOn of these ' ut,
as we have already heard from others, g is ~~_..:s1J._=
dominates the religious life. Durkheim writes: , , '
.... "We EaveseentIiailrcollective life awakens religious thought
on reaching a certain degree of illtm:rity, it is because it brings
about a state of effery~scence which changes the conditions of
psychic acnvHy:'-Vii:ar energies are over-excited, passions more
active, sensations stronger; there are even some which are produced only at this moment. A man do~s no.! re~~gnize himself;
heJeels himself transformed 'and conseguently he ti-~rlsfo.rmsthe
envirOnment which surrounds him. In oroertoaccount for the
very particular impressions 'which he receives, he attributes to
the things with which he is in most direct contact properties which
they have not, exceptional powers and virtues which the objects
of every-day experience do not possess. In a word, above the real
world where his profane life passes he has placed another which,
in one sense, does not exist except in thought, but to which he
attributes a higher sort of dignity than to the first. Thus, from
a double point of view it is an ideal world. I
"CFor a socie!y' to become conscious-2.f itsel~_and,!~~inta,in
" its senti~~jLaLIlie....n~~.~~.~!y_.<;l~ee of intensity, it must
peno~lly assemble and concentrate its~£ This concentration brings about an ,exaltation onhe mental life, which takes
--Jhe form of a group OI:ld~a:l cqnceptions. ",
~ 0
So it is !.19t the stated -p~ose of the rites which tells us
their function: Their~is,fi~y, ~at they~
I

1. _

Durkhelm, The Elementary
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I · enactclansmen tog;ether, and secondly, t h at the coIectJ.ve
meni anhe'dtes ~n these occasions of concentration renews
in them a feeling of solidarity. The rites generate an effervescence,'-iii\vnlchaUsenseoiindividuality is lost and people
feel themselves as a ,collectivt!y in ana'tnrough their sacred
things. But when the clansmen"separate, the sense ofsolidarity
slowly runs down, and has to be recharged from time to time
by another assembly and repetition of the ceremonies, in
which the group once again reaffirms itself. Even if men
believe that the rites act on things, it is in fact al()ne the mind
which is acted on. It will be noted that Durkheim is~ay•
ing here, like the emotionalist writers, that the rites are perf~rmed ~o relc;aa~ome heightened emotional state. It. is t~e-
rges whIch pro
e such a state. They may therefore, In this
respect, be compared to the placular rites, such as those of
mourning, in which people make expiation to affirm their
faith and to fulfil a duty to society, and not because of some
emotional condition, which may be totally lacking.
Such was Durkheim's theory. For Freud God is the
fa~ll,e"J.:,~or DurkheiIll Godjs,society. Now, if his theory holds
fOr the Australian -aboriginals, it holds good for religion in
general, for, he says, totemic religion contains all the elements
of other religions, even those the most advanced. Durkheim
was candid enough to admit this, that what is sauce for the
goose is sauce for the gander. If the idea of sacredness, ofthe soul and of God, can be explained sociologically for the;
Australians, then in principle the same explanation is valid I
for all peoples among whom the same ideas are found withJ
the same essential characteristics. Durkheim was most anxious
not to be accused of a mere restatement of historical materi$.2c:.!~1
alism. In sE.owin~ th'lveligi.9_QJ~~.9fll~!hi1!&,.~.§~~nti~l)y
he does not mean that collective consciousness is a mere epiphenomenon of its morphological basis, just as individual
consciousness is not merely an efflorescence of the nervous
system. Religious ideas are produced by a synthesis of individual minds"in. collectiv~, ac~n, but once produced /
they have a life of their own: the sentiments, ideas, and
images 'once born, obey. laws
all their own'.1 None the less, if
.~....
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Durkheim's theory 0lr°gion is true, obviously no one is going
to3ccept religi0U:~1:> ¥~ <!,P.YAlOr,e; and yet, on hisownsnowing, they are genera~the.,!ctionofsocial life itself, and are
p-ecessaryfor_!~s.PG.rsistence.This'put him on the-horns ofa
cliJeII!.J:!I.~, and all he could say to get off them was that, while
reIIgion in the spiritual sense is doomed, a secular assembly
may produce ideas and sentiments which will have the same
function; and in support of this opinion, he cites the French
revolution with its cult of Fatherland, Liberty, Equality and
Fraternity, and Reason. Did it not in its first years make these
ideas into sacred things, into gods, and the society it had
brought into being a god? He hoped and expected, like
Saint-Simon and Comte, that as spiritual religion declined, a
secularistic religion of a humanist kind would take its place.
Durkheim's thesis is more than just neat; it is brilliant and
im~ve; ahnort·poetlcal; ~an«(h~ h~d ~n in~ight injo a
psychological fundamental of religion: theeIiIDin~B.6n of thf '
~,the.cl.enial of in<li.vic:iuality, its having no ~!:~~g, or
even existence, save as part of something greater, and other,
than the self. But I am afraid that we must once more say
that it is also a just-so story. Totemism could have arisen
through gregariousness, but tl1,e:re. is noevid~nc~~.t}:l~tit£!i~i
and other forms of religion could have developed, as it is
implicit in Durkheim's theory that they did, from totemism,
or what he calls the totemic principle, but again th~re is po
,I', evi~nce that th~y'}id. It can be allowed that religious conceptions must bear some relation to the S9cial ord.er, and be
in some degree itI,.Q;CCOf,d J<Vith economic, political, moral,
! \
and other social fact~·,oan:d even that they are~rod~of _.
social life, in the sense that there could be no religion WIt out
\ society, any more than there could be thought or culture'of
an:yKiD.d; but Durkheim lli-asserting-mac-h-more than that.
~ He is clain:J.iniJh'!:t-M?irit, soul, and o.!h.e.r:.J:.e!igious-id.eas-=='and ima~es al'~ E.!0ject_~fs~,.O.LQfits.s_egments,_and
.
origmate in conilitions bringing\lJUt a state ofeffervescence.
----:JY.fYc<nn:rn:ei'itsmust De-few and brief. W1lllevanous
logical and philosophical objections could be raised, I would
rather base the case for the prosecution on e#mographical
evidence. Does this support the rigid dichotomy he makes
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between the sacred and the profane? I doubt it. Surely what
he calls 'sacred' and 'profane' are on the same level of ex-'"
perience, and, far from being cut off from one another, '
they are so closely intermingled as to be inseparable. They
cannot, therefore, either for the individual or for social activities, be put in closed departments which negate each other,
one of which is left on entering the other. For instance, when
some misfortune such as sickness is believed to be due to
some fault, the physical symptoms, the moral state of the
sufferer, and the spiritual intervention form a unitary objective experience, and can scarcely be separated in the mind.
My test of this sort of formulation is a simple one: whether
it can be broken down into problems which permit testing
by observation in field research, or can at least aid in a classification of observed facts. I .have .1!~v~L.fo.un.d.....j;.}:Ml:t-·the
di<::1!~)tQmY-_Q(s.ac!"~d and pr?fane was o[mucbus~ for either
purpose.
----It-maybe suggested here also that Durkheim's definitions
did not allow for situational flexibility, that what is 'sacred'
maY"be so only in certain contexts and on certain occasions,
and not in other situations and on other occasions. This
point has been mentioned earlier. I give 'here a single example. The Zande cult of ancestors is centred round shrines
erected in the middle of their courtyards, and offerings are
placed in these shrines on ceremonial, and sometimes other,
occasions; but when not in ritual use, so to speak, Azande
use them as convenient props to rest their spears against,
or pay no attention to them whatsoever. Also, the demarcation of the 'sacred' by interdictions may be true of a great
many peoples, but it cannot be universally valid, as Durkheim
supposed, if I am right in believing that the participants in
the elaborate sacrificial rites of the Nilotic peoples, or some
of them, are not subjected to any interdictions.
With regard to the Australian evidence cited: one of the
weaknesses of Durkheim's position is the plain fact that
among the Australian aboriginals it is the horde, and then
the tribe, which are the corporate groups, and not the widely
dispersed clans; so if th~ function of religion is to maintain
the solidarity of the groups which most require a sense of
823123
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unity, then it should be the hordes and tribes, and not the
clans, that should perform the rites generating effervescence. I
Durkheim saw this point, and tried to elude it by the answer,
" which seems to me to be inadequate, that it is precisely because the clans lack cohesion, having neither chiefs nor a '
common territory, that periodic concentrations are necessary:~
What is the point of maintaining through ceremonies the
solidarity of social groupings which are not corporate and
which do not have any joint action outside the ceremonies?
Durkheim chose to argue his thesis on the evidence of
totemism, and almost entirely on that ofAustralian totemism.
Now, Australian totemism is a very untypical and highly
specialized type oftotemism, and conclusions drawn from it,
.",even if accurate, cannot be taken as valid for totemism in
. \ general. Furthermore, totemic phenomena are by no means
- '. the same throughout Australia:~eim""Was highly selec'; <~tive iIl_bischoic~of material, r6stricflrig-hlInself in theJ:!l~iJ::L~c~..
{ . to tFiat of Central Australia and mostly to that ofthe~nta..1
~ His theory does not take into consideration that, in~other--r
parts of the continent, the intichiuma ceremonies appear to have
a very different significance and not the same importance, or
are even lacking altogether. Then, to~among_othe~
peoples lacks the featur~§..DuFkheim most stresses, such a 0
concentrations, ceremonies, sacred objects, designs, &c. The
defence that totemism elsewhere is a more developed,institution or the institution in decay is a plea we cannot allow,
for there is no means of knowing anything about the history
o of totemism in Australia or elsewhere. The assertion that
Australian totemism is the original-Sorm of totemism is quite
arbitrary, and rests On the assumpti~ that the simplest form
',of religion is necessarily hel<roy-people with the simplest
culture and social organization. But even if we accept this
criterion, we, would then have to account for the fact that
some hmiting and collecting peoples, as technologically
undeveloped as the Australians and with a much simpler

-=
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It must be remarked that the terminology for the Australian aboriginal
political groups is not just ambiguous, it is chaotic. It is difficult to know
precisely what is meant by 'tribe', 'clan', 'nation', 'horde', 'family', &c. See
G. C. W. Wheeler, The Tribe and Intertribal Relations in Australia, 1910, passim.
I
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social organization, have no totems (or clans), or their totems
are of no great importance for them, and yet they have religious beliefs and rites. It might be pointed out also that for
Durkheim totemism was essentially a cJa~~ion, a product of this kind of social segmentation, and t at therefore
where there are clans, they are totemic, and where there is
totemism,~Qfi~tyJ:l~s_<:t_c!<tnorganization, an assu~ption
~~-.."::..~_~!~~aken,fo~-thereafe peoples with clans
~ no totems, and peop-Ies WIth totems and no clan£!) As a
matter of fact, as Goldenweiser has pointed out, Durkheim's
assertion that the social organization ofthe Australians is on a
basis ofclans is quite contrary to the ethnographical evidence,
and this by itselfIll~kes his whole theory questionable. z Then,
by placing the emphasis 'orifiguredrepresentations of the
totemic creatures, Durkheim also laid himself open to the
damaging observations that most of the totems are not, in
fact, figured representationally. One must say also that
,-there appears to be precious little evidence that the gods of
'''-. Australia are syntheses of totems; though this is a clever
~ttemp~ to get rid oftheir awkward pr~sence. One sometimes)b/ 1'\,
SIghS-If only Tylor, Marett, DurkheIm, and all the rest of
\'
them could have spent a few weeks among the peoples about
I
whom they so freely wrote!
I have mentioned a few points which seem to me to be
sufficient to raise doubts about Durkheim's theory, if not tQ..
_:iIJ.y~!igate it altoge~her. More coulcrDeCited,andtneyare-to
be found in Van GiImep's devastating criticisms, all the more
vigorous, and caustic in that Durkheim and his colleagues
excluded and ignored him. 3 I must, however, before passing
rapidly in review some constructions closely related to the
one we have been discussing, make a final comment on ~
theory of the ene' of
·sm and therefore of religion in
'-- en
contravenes his own rules of sociological method,
for fundamentally it offers a psychological explanation of
~(I,
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'L Lowie, Primitive Sociery,
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1921, p. 137.
II I
Goldenweiser, 'Religion and Society: A Critique of Emile Durkheim's
Theory of the Origin and Nature of Religion', Journal of Philosophy, Psychology
and Scientific Methods, xii (1917).
3 A. Van Gennep, L'Etat actuel du probleme totemique, 1920, pp. 40 if.
2
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social facts, and he himselfhas laid it down that such explanations are invariably wrong. It was all very well for him to
pour contempt on others for deriving religion from motor
hallucination, b-qt I .contend that this is precisely what he
--poes himseJf. No amount ofjuggling With words like'inten- sit? and -'effervescence' qtI~ hide the fact that he d~Ei~~
the totemic religion of the Blackfellows from the em..oJ:iQn~J
excitement of individuals brought together in a small crowd,
frOm what isa sort ofcrowd hysteria. Some of our earlier
objections, and for the matter of that Durkheim's too, must
therefore stand here also. What is the evidence that the
Blackfellows are in any particular emotional state during the
performance of their ceremonies? And if they are, then it is
evident that the emotion is produced, as Durkheim himself
claimed, by the rites and the beliefs which occasion them,
so the rites and beliefs which occasion them cannot convincingly be adduced as a product of the emotions. Therefore
~. ; --:
he~tened emotion, whatever it may be, and if there is
CA"J
any particular--emutional state associated with the ritual,
could indeed be an important element in the rites, giving
them a deeper significance for the individual, but it can
hardly be an adequate causal explanation of them as a social
\ . phenomenon. The argument, like so many sociological argu" ments, is a circular__Qneo-:-th~ The rites
\ create the effervescence, which creates the beliefs, which
,\cause the rites to be performed; or does the mere coming
''together werate them? Fundamentally Durkheim e~
a social fact fr~I'OwipSYc1ioIogy.
Indeed, it is not a long jump from Durkheim's theorythough he would have been shocked had he heard it said
-to a biological explanation of religion, such as Trotter
appears to offer: it is a by-product of the herd instinct, the
instinct of regariousness,.QE.e of the four instincts which
__bulk largely in man s e, the other three Eemg triose o~
_prese.i:vati:()lf,~~fiOn;~'and ~x._J say that this is the thesis
Trotter appears tooH'er, because on this topic he is not very
precise: the intimate dependence on the herd 'compels the
individual to reach out towards some larger existence than
his own, some encompassing being in whom his complexities
a,_.~
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may find a solution and his longings peace'.1 Trotter's book
is, however, more a moral polemic than a scientific study.
Nevertheless, one may note in it the same idealistic (socialistic) fervour which informs Durkheim's book.
Some of the ideas found in Durkheim's volume were developed by his colleagues, students, and others influenced by
him. If 1- review only some of them, and those cursorily, it is
because these lectures are intended to illustrate different ways
of looking at a subject or a problem, and not to be a complete history of ideas, or a comprehensive catalogue of writers
about them. One ofthe best-known essays in thejournal which
Durkheim founded and edited, L'Annee sociologique, was a
study of the literature on the Eskimoes by his nephew Marcel
Mauss (in collaboration with M. H. Beuchat).2 The general
theme of this essay was a demonstration of Durkheim's
thesis that religion is a product of s Q ~ na~_
kept alive by periodic gregariousness, so that time, like things,
hassacYecl-and--secwar dimensions.We need not enter into
details: suffice it that he showed how the Eskimoes, during
that part of the year (the summer) when the seas are free
from ice, are dispersed in small family g:J:'oups living in tents.
When the ice forms they are no longer able to pursue game,
so they spend this part of the year (the winter) in larger and
more concentrated groups living in long houses, a number of
different families sharing a common room, so that then people
are involved ina wider set of social relations, the social order
thus being not only of a different proportion, but also of a
different arrangement or order or structure, for the community is then not just a number of families living together
for convenience, but a new form of social grouping in which
individuals are related on a different pattern. With this
changed pattern we find a different set of laws, morals, and,
in general, customs, suited to it, which do not operate during
the period of dispersal. It is when these larger groups form
that the annual religious ceremonies are performed; so it
I W. Trotter,· Instincts of the Herd in Peace and War, 5th impression (1920),
p. !I3·
a M. Mauss, 'Essai sur les' variations saisonnieres des societes eskimos:
Etude de morphologie sociale', L'Annee sociologique, ix (1906).
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could be held that the Eskimoes are a confirmatory illustration of Durkheim's theory. 1
However ingenious this exposition may be, it demonstrates
little more than that, for the performance of religious ceremonies, leisure and a sufficient number of people to take
part in them are required. Also, the case is very different from
j that of the Australian aboriginals, where clansmen come
together periodically to perform their totemic ceremonies.
" The Eskimoes come together for different reasons, and they
., only disperse from necessity. Mauss, like Durkheim, held
that a law can be formulated on one well-controlled experiment, but such a formulation is not a law but an hypothesis;
and it happens that I have myselfstudied a people, the Nuer,
among whom the period of greater concentration is not that
in which ceremonies are held, for reasons which are chiefly
a matter of convenience.
In another essay in the Annie Mauss, together with that
L fine historian Henri Hubert, had earlier distinguished magic
from religion as Durkheim did, and had made an exhaus\, tive study of that part of the sacred, the magical,2 which
,..': Durkheim did not treat in his The Elementary Forms of the
Religious Life; and the same pair of scholars had yet earlier
published, in the same journal, a masterly analysis of Vedic
and Hebrew sacrifice. 3 But, masterly though it was, its
conclusions are an unconvincing piece of sociologistic metaphysics. Gods are representations of communities, they are
societies thought of ideally and imaginatively. So the renunciations in sacrifice nourish social forces-mental and moral
energies. Sacrifice is an act of abnegation by which the individual recognizes society; it recalls to particular consciences
the presence of collective forces, represented by their gods.
But though the act of abnegation implicit in any sacrifice
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1 Mauss's essay was published before Durkheim's Les Formes ilimentaires de la
vie religieuse, but Durkheim had set forth his views earlier than in that book; and
the two men's researches and writings were so intertwined that it is impossible
to disentangle them.
2 H. Hubert and M. Mauss, 'Esquisse d'une theorie generale de la magie',
L' Annie sociologique, vii (1904).
: 3 H. Hubert and M. Mauss, 'Essai sur la nature et la fonction du sacrifice',
L' Annie sociologique, ii (1899).
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serves to sustain collective forces, the individual finds advantage in the same act, because in it the whole strength of society
is conferred on him, and it also provides the means of redressing equilibria that have been upset; a man redeems
himself by expiation from social obloquy, a consequence of
error, and re-enters the community. Thus the social function
of sacrifice is fulfilled, both for the individual and for the
collectivity. All this seems to me to be a mixture of mere
assertion, conjecture, and reification, for which no satisfactory
evidence is adduced. They are conclusions not deriving from,
but posited on, a brilliant analysis of the mechanism of
sacrifice, or perhaps one should say of its logical structure, or
even of its grammar.
I mention also, as examples of sociological method, two
remarkable essays by a younger member of the Annie group,
Robert Hertz. 1 In one of these he relates Durkheim's dichotomy of sacred and profane to the ideas of right and left,
represented by the tw~hands, which alt over the world staIl<:l.
J?r. QPP-osites, t~h!_Xo~ ioodness, virtue, str~ngth'Jllascu
lImty, -the east, life, &c., and-the:::left for thecontranes.. The
other essay is an attempt to explain why so many peoples
have not only disposal ofthe dead, which is easily intelligible,
but also further mortuary ceremonies, and in particular the
custom, prevalent in Indonesia, of double disposal of the
dead. The body is first placed in a temporary abode by itself,
whereit rests till the body has decomposed, when the bones
are collected and placed in the 'family' ossuary. This procedure represents, in the material symbol of the decomposing
body, the lengthy passage of the soul of the dead from the
world of the living to the world of the ghosts, a transition
from one status to another, and the two movements correspond to a third one, the release of the survivors from their
attachment to the dead. At the second obsequies all three
articulated movements reach a concerted climax and termination. They are really different facets of a single process, the
adjustment of society to the loss of one of its members, a slow
process, because people do not readily reconcile themselves
to death as either a physical or moral fact.
~--'-'--

1

R. Hertz, Death and the Right Hand, 1960.
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In England sociological theories of religion, and especially
the Durkheimian one, greatly influenced a generation of
classical scholars-Gilbert Murray, A. B. Cook, Francis
Cornford, and others-as is clearly acknowledged by Jane
Harrison, who accounts for Greek religion, and by implication all religion, in terms of collective feeling and thinking.
It is the produ..ct of effervescence indu<;g by ceremonial
~ the projection of group emotion, the ecstasy of a
group (thiasos). Although she confesses that savages 'weary and
disgust me, though perforce I spend long hours in reading of
their tedious doings', she transplants on Greek soil the supposed mentality of the Australian aboriginals; and there in
Greek form we find all the old plums. Sacraments 'can only
be understood in the light of totemistic thinking .. .'.1
Greek religious phenomena 'depend on, or rather express
and represent, the social structure ofthe worshippers'. 2 'Social
structure and the collective conscience which utters itself in
social structure, underlie all religion.'3 'Bacchic religion is
based on the collective emotion of the thiasos. Its god is a
projection of group-unity. Dr. Verrall in his essay on the
Bacchants of Euripides hits the mark in one trenchant, illuminating bit of translation, "The rapture of the initiated", he
says, lies essentially in this: "his soul is congregationalized".'4
Man also reacts collectively to the universe: 'We have seen his
emotion extend itself, project itself into natural phenomena,
and noted how this projection begets in him such conceptions
as mana, orenda . . .'5 (with which are equated the Greek conceptions of power (kratos) and force (bia)). Totemism is 'a
phase or stage of collective thinking through which the human
mind is bound to pass'. 6 Both sacrament and sacrifice are
'only special forms of that manipulation of mana which we
have agreed to call magic'.7 'Religion has in it then two
elements, social custom, the collective conscience, and the
emphasis and representation of that collective conscience.
It has in a word within it two factors indissolubly linked:
ritual, this is custom, collective action, and myth or theology,
I

3

6

Harrison, op. cit., p. xii.
Ibid., p. xviii.
Ibid., p. 122.

4

Ibid., p. 48.

5

2 Ibid., p. xvii.
Ibid., pp. 73-74.
7 Ibid., p. 134.
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the representation of the collective emotion, the collective
conscience. And-a point of supreme importance-both
are incumbent, binding, and interdependent.'1
The flaws in Durkheim's theory, due mainly to his pursuit of the genesis, the origin, and the cause of religion, are
accentuated if anything even more in the writings of another
well-known classical scholar, Francis Cornford, who also acknowledges his debt to Durkheim. For him, too, the individual
does not count, save as an organism, in the most primitive
communities. In other respects only the group counts; and
the world of nature is categorized on the pattern of the
structure of the social group. As for religion, souls and gods
of one sort or another are merely representations of the same
structure. In both cases, the way nature is conceived of and
religious beliefs, the categories of thought are projections of
the collective mind. The soul is the collective soul of the
group; it is society itself, which is both in and outside any
individual member of it; and hence it is immortal because,
although its individual members die, the society itself is
immortal. From the notion of soul the representation of a
god develops when a certain degree of,political complexity,
individualization, and sophistication has been attained.
Ultimately, however, all religious representations are an
illusion by what Cornford calls herd-suggestion. So he concludes that 'the first religious representation is a representation of the collective consciousness itself-the only moral
power which can come to be felt as imposed from without,
and therefore need to be represented'.2
Valuable though the influence of the sociological, and
especially Durkheim's, approach to religion may have been
in suggesting new ways of looking at the facts of classical
antiquity, it must be admitted that such statements as those
I have cited are little more than conjecture, indeed that
they go far beyond the bounds oflegitimate speculation. The
evidence in support of them is by any critical standard both
meagre and doubtful.
The main exponent in more recent times of a sociological
interpretation ofprimitive religion on this side ofthe Channel
I Ibid., p. 486.
2 F. M. Cornford, From Religion to Philosophy, 1912, p. 82.
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I It is important in assessing Radcliffe-Brown's position to know that he
finished his research among the Andaman Islanders before he had become
acquainted with Durkheim's writings, under the influence of which he published the results of the research.
Z A. R. Radcliffe-Brown, 'The Sociological Theory of Totemism', Fourth
Pacific Science Congress, Java, 1929, iii, Biological Papers, pp. 295-309.
3 Idem, The Andaman Islanders, 1922, pp. 246 ff.
_
4 Idem, 'Religion and Society', Joumal of the Royal Anthropological Institute,
lxxv (I945).
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was the English Durkheimian (though I believe he o ~ ~
much, or more, to Herbert Spencer) A. R~~~~~J
He tried to restate Durkheim's theory of totemism to make it
more comprehensive,2 though in doing so, in my opinion,
he made nonsense ofit. He wished to show that totemism was
only a special form of a phenomenon universal in human
society, it being a general law that any object or event which
has imp_ortan-k-ff-€ets on the material or spiritual well-being
of a society tends to become an object of the ritual attitude
(a very dubious generalization). So people who depend on
'~-~hunting and collecting for their survival have a ritual atti',._tude to the animals and plants most useful to them. Totemism
arises from this general attitude when social segmentation
takes place. In his discussion of totem~cIi1fe=Brown.
steered clear ofDurkheim's explanation ofits genesis in crowd
psychology; but elsewhere, for example in his account of
dancing among the Andaman Islanders, he takes up much the
same position. 3 IIi the dance, he tells us, the personality of the
individual submits to the action upon him by the community,
and the harmonious concert ofindividual feelings and actions
produces a maximum unity and concord of the community
which is intensely felt by every individual member ofit. That
may, or may not, be the case among the Andamanese, but in
one of my earliest papers I felt bound to protest against its
acceptance as a generalization, for the dances I had observed
in Central Africa were one of the most frequent occasions of
-disharmony, and my subsequent experience has confirmed
my youthful scepticism.
A chain is tested by its weakest link. We see in RadcliffeBrown's writings how unsatisfactory this sort of sociological
explanation of religious phenomena can be. In one of his
last public lectures, the Henry Myres Lecture,4 he says that

o,...,,:
y/\..~
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religion is everywhere an expression of a sense of dependence
on a spiritual or moral power outside J?.':lrselves: surely,
Schleiermacher and other philosophersapart~acommonplace from any pulpit. But Radcliffe-Brown was attempting
to formulate a sociological proposition that goes far beyond
this rather vague ~eneral statement. If Durkheim's thesis
0::
ere to be proved, It would have to be shown that the conp
,
ception of the divine varies according to the different forms
~_, .
:,
of societies,. a task Durkheim did not undertake. So, says !.... 'l..,o';;'
. . . . .v-Radcliffe-Brown, since religion has the function of maintain- '\ -"";_s:-"-.
ing. the solidarity of soci:~, it ~ust va:y in form with types orr 11 ..>[
socIal structure. In SOCIetIes WIth a lineage system we may i
."_ ""
expect to find ancestor cult. The Hebrews and the city states I
';,>
of Greece and Rome had national religions in conformity
"
~,{
with their types of political structure. This is really saying, as '--,~
"<
Durkheim said, that the ~Il.titie~<:>.~tulaw-(M5yreHgion"are. <~
F
~ a n sodeti~itsiJJ,_-a,~d the reasoning-ls-arbest no
~_,'"
more than plausible. Where it ceases to be a statement of
/~'the obvious it is only too often contradicted by' the facts: for
v
example, ancestor cult is often-the rJiglOn 6rpeoples'lacking
lineages, as among many African peoples; and perhaps the
.tCJ
most perfect example ofa lineage system is that ofthe Bedouin
Arabs, who are Muslims. And have not both Christianity and
Islam been adopted by peoples with quite different types of """1.,.\
social structure?
'--~, ../
There are grave objections to all the sort of~ciologica.!.~_
'c.\(or should we say sociologistic?) explanations wenave been
_
"'co~sldering, not the. least. being"'t'l're"madeqilacy of the d~ta, ~~. . ., .' ./ or
which, as I have earlier Said, are often confused and confusmg. /r.~~~ ~."
Then, we have here to urge again, negative instances cannot
--. v,~ ':: ..
______just be ignored. They must be accounted for in terms of the
theory put forward, or the theory must be abandoned. What
~;'-[~
about primitive peoples who have clans and no totems; who
\--.
have beliefin the survival of the soul but no second obsequies
or mortuary rites; who do not associate the right orientation
with superior moral qualities; who have lineages but no \ . /
ancestor cult; &c.? By the time all the exceptions have been \-/'
registered and somehow accounted for, the remains ofthe )/
theories are little more than plausible guesses of so general
(
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and vague a character that they are of little scientific value,
all the more so in that nobody knows what to do with them,
since they can neither be proved nor disproved in final
analysis. If one were to test the theory of Durkheim and of
Mauss about the origin and meaning of religion, how could
it be either substantiated or shown to be wrong? If one were
to challenge Hertz's explanation of double obsequies, how
could it be upheld, or for the matter of that shown to be untrue? How does one know whether religion maintains or does-......:-------J not maintain the solidarity of a society? All these theories
-------=:>- may be true, but equally they may be false. Neat and consistent they may appear to be, but they tend to stul~l:irther
inquiry, because in so far as they go beyond descr}pti~ of
the facts and offer explanations of them, they don,~~~ly
permit experimental verification. The supposition that a
certain kind of religion goes with, or is the product of, a
certain type ofsocial structure would only have a high degree
of probability if it could be shown hist6iiCally not only that
changes in social structure have ca:u-se'd corresponding
changes in religious thought, but also that it is a regular
" ,- correspondence; or if it could be shown that all societies of
, /' a certain type have similar religious systems, which was an
axiom for L~--=~!'!1_l:l1, whose contribution to the discussion
will be the subject of the next lecture.
In concluding this one, passing attention might be called
to the similarity some of the theories we have touched on
bear to those of Marxist writers, or some of them, who in
many ways preseu-j: the.--mmtStraightforward and lucid
exposition of a sociological point of view. Religion is a form
_..Q:[ sociaL'l'-Uperstruc!.ure', i~min:or.:JJr~refte-c~
social r~ion~~ich'-Uiemselves rest upon theD~(F'
- ~()JP.lc s!.~'Il~e of soCiety. 'Thel1otions::Qf'.spiifC-<gouP~
q~rjye.fr-Om:::aJ:im~ wnernnere were clan leaders, p-atnarcliS~'
'in other words,when the diviSIOn of labor led t<? tneseg~ega
tion -of--admini~ative work'. I Hence, -religIOn begins Wiffr.-..
worship of ancestors-;-of-t-he elders of the clan: in origin it is
'a reflection of production relations (particularly those of
master and servant) and the political order ofsociety conditioned
I

N. Bukharin, Historical Materialism. A System of Sociolol!1, 1925, p. 170.
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by them'. I /~o, religion tends always to take the form of the
economico-pOlitica:lstructuteofsocietY,tn6ugli ther-e-may'be
~med.ag-in-the-adjustmentof the One to the other. In a
/
society consisting of loosely connected clans) religion assumes
the form ofpolytheism; where there is a centralized monarchy,
there is a single god; where there is a slave-holding commercial republic (as at Athens in the sixth century B.C.),
the gods are organized as a republic. And so forth. It is, of
course, true that religious conceptions can only be derivea:::-v,-(\,J·
from experience, and the experience of social relations must
furnish a model for such conceptions. Such a theory may, at
least sometimes, account for the conceptual forms taken by
religion, but not for its origin, its function, or its meaning._
In any case, nelther ethnography nor history (e.g. it is quite \
untrue that,as Bukharin asserts, in the Reformation the
ruling princes all sided with the Pope)z sustains the thesis.
Though I cannot discuss the matter further here, I would
suggest that in their general approach to the study of social
phenomena there is much in common, though they are
dressed differently, between the French sociological school and
the Marxist theorists. Though the latter regarded Durkheim
as a bourgeois idealist, he might well have written Marx's '~
famous aphorism, that it is not the consciousness of men that /\, "i/'
determines their being but their social being which deter- '-../
mines their consciousness. Bukharin quotes Levy-Bruhl, to
whom we next turn, with apparent approval.
I

Ibid., pp. 170-1.

a Ibid., p. 178.
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LEVY-BRUHL
o account of theories of primitive religion would be
adequate which did not devote special and separate
attention to Levy-Bruhl's voluminous writip.gs on
.. primitive mentality, an expression which derives from the
title of one of his books, La Mentalite primitive. His conclusions
about the nature of primitive thought were for many years
a matter of lively controversy, and most anthropologists of
the day felt constrained to take a swipe at him. After setting
forth and criticizing his opinions, I shall make a brief review
of what Pareto has to offer to our deliberations, partly because he is a useful foil to Levy-Bruhl, and partly because what
he has to say serves as a convenient bridge into the general
discussion and summary which follow.
Levy-Bruhl was a philosopher who had already made a
big reputation by outstanding books on Jacobi and Comte
before he turned his attention, as had his contemporary
Durkheim, also a philosopher, to the study of primitive man.
The publication of his La Morale et la science des moeuts in
190 3 marks the change in his interests towards the study of
primitive mentality, which was to be his sole occupation till
his death in 1939. T~h~!!g}lIDeJlt;:l.L~ssl:Ln:l,ptions_ar.e-
sociological, and he coUIa therefore be classed with those
Wiltersr-have been speaking about, he does not fit too easily
into their category, and he always refused to identify himself
..... with the Durkheimian group;--so-it~y-inaformal sense
~e-can-b-ecalled,'asWe15b calls him, one of Durkheim's
collaborators. I He remained more of the philosopher pure
and simple; hence his interest in primitive syS!~_~S of ~ought
ra~han in primitive institutions. He held thai: one might
as legitimately begin a study of social life by analysis of ways
of thought aXof ways of behaviour. Perhaps one should say
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that he stu9kd...them-p.rirnarily-as--,d-ogician, for the question
of logic is a crucial one in his books, as indeed in a study of
systems of thought it should be.
His first two books about primitive peoples, translated into
English under the titles of How Natives Think and Primitive
Mentality, set forth the general theory of primitive mentality
for which he became so well known. His later works were an
amplification of it, though he seems in them also to have
slowly modified-his original views in the light of modern field
reports, for he was a modest and humble man. At the end
iof his life hemailla.vereversed his position, or at any rate
considered doing so, if one may judge from his posthumous
Carnets. Nevertheless, it was his views as set forth in the earlier
>JlliLwhich constituted his distinctive theoretical contnbu- . tion to anthropology, and it is therefore these I must discuss.
q
Like Durkheim, he condemns the English School for tryin
•. to explain social facts 2Y processes of inc!ividual thought\,~their own-which are the product of different conartions
from those which have moulded the minds they seek to
understand. They think out how they would have reached
beliefs and practices of primitive peoples, and then assume
that these peoples must have reached them by those steps.
In any case, it is useless to try to interpret primitive minds
\/in terms of individual psychology. The mentality of the individual is derived from the collective rep.resentations of his
society, which are obggatory for him; and the~e representations are functions ofinstitutions. Consequently, certain types
of i'epieseiitations~aI:l:atliereforecertain ways of thinking,
belong to certain types of social structure. In other words,
-as social structures vary, so will the representations, and
consequently the individual's thinking. Every type of society
has therefore its distinctive mentality, for each has its distinctive customs and institutions, which are fundamentally OIlly
a certain aspect of collective representations; they are, so to
speal{,the representations considered objectively. LevyBruhl did not mean oyllii.s--i:na(-the--representations of a
people are any less real than their institutions.
Now, one can classify human societies into a number of
different types, bUt; says Levy-=EIiTh--r,-considered in the
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broadest possible way, there are two major ~J.b.e-Rrimi:-';:'(
tive and the civilized, and there are two and opposed types of
11iOught corresponcling to them, so we may speak of primitive
mentality and civilized mentality, for they are different not
merely in degree, but in gualit}C. It will be observed that he
wishes to emphasize the differences between civilized and
primitive peopleS; this is perhaps the most important single
observation to be made about his theoretical standpoint,
and is what gives it much of its originality. For various
\ reasons most writers about primitive peoples had tended to
·. lay stress on the similarities, or what they supposed to be the
',similarities, between ourselves and them; and Levy-Bruhl
thought it might be as well, for a change, to draw attention
to the differences. The criticism often brought against him,
that he did not perceive how very like primitives we are in
many respects, loses much of its force, once we recognize his
,--intention: he wanted to stress the differences, and in order
\ to bring them out more clearly, he spotlighted them and
lIeft the similarities in shadow. He knew that he._was,-!p.aking
__~5!i~t2rtion-what some people like
ari1d~ar~l1cC'
-but he never pretended to be doing anythingerse, and his
proce~ is methodolog!callyj.!!§.tifi.able-=-__
~
We in Europe, says Levy-Bruhl, have behind us many
centuries of rigorous intellectual speculation and analysis.
Consequently, we are logically orientated, in the sense -that
we normally seek the causes of phenomena in natural processes ; and even when we face a phenomenon which we can-

toeaIT

not account fo.r sc.ien.tifi.ca...1lY.,we.. _.t.~.....e. it.X~:~nted that this is
only because our knowledge is insufficieo/'f.rimitive thought
hasan-a-Itogetneraifferen't character. It IS orientated towards
the supernatural.
---....
The att;it!-!de ofthe mind ofthe primitive is very different. The
natur~~th~JI]i]ieu in which he lives prese~:t~itself to him in
q1J.it.e~ different way. Objects and beings are all involvedin a
network-ormysllcal:-participations and exclusions. It is these
which constitute its/texture and order. It is then these which
immediately impose themselves on his attention and which alone
retain it. If a phenomenon interests him, l1ne is !lot content to
perceive it, so to speak, passively and without reaction, he will
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think at once, as by a sort of mental reflex, of an occult and in-\
visible power of which the phenomenon is a manifestation. I

And if it be asked why primitive peoples do not inquire, as /'
we do, into objective causal connexions, the answer is that I
the~a..rtlreventedfrom doing so by their collective representations, wlllch.are·pre16glcarand mystical.
----These assertions were rejected out of hand by British anthropologists, whose empirical tradition made them distrust
anything in the nature of philosophical speculation. LevyBruhl was a mere armchair theorist who, like the rest of his
French colleagues, had never seen a primitive man, far less
talked to one. I think I may claim to be one of the few
anthropologists here or in America who spoke up for him,
not because I agreed with him, but because I felt that aJ
scholar should be criticized for what he has said, and not
for what he is supposed to have said. My defence had
therefore to be exegetical,2 an attempt to explain what LevyBruhl meant by his key expressions and concepts which
evoked so much hostility: prelogical, mentality, collective
representations, mystical, and participations. This terminology makes, at any rate for a British reader, hi~
obscur.e.". so that one is often in doubt what he wished
to say.
Levy-Bruhl calls 'prelogical' those modes of thought
rtmagico-religious thought, he did not distinguish between
\::.inagic and religion) which appear so true to primitive man
and so absurd to the European. He means by this word
something quite different from what his critics said he meant
by it. He does not mean that primitives are incapable of
thinking coherently, but .m~elY..1!J.at most of their /:p~
are incomRatible-wilh~sriti~aJ_a.Ilc:l,~~[entiIic·V1ewoFtlie'
..uni-y'er~~. They also contain evident contradicnons: 'He is
r \. not saying that primitives are unintelligent, but Ql:at t1l~4"_._
beliefs are unintelligiJlle_to_us. This does not mean that we
cai:l.ilotf61Jowtneir reasoning. We can, for they reason quite

I.
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I L. Levy-Bruhl, La Mentalitt primitive, I4th edit. (I947), pp. I7-I8.
• E. E. Evans-Pritchard, 'Levy-Bruhl's Theory of Primitive Mentality',
Bulletin of the Faculty of Arts, Egyptian University (Cairo), I934.
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logic..ally; but they~...frQ.:m~~![<::~~l1.t_Rr~~~~(:s~ and premisses which are to us absurd. They are reasonable, but
they reason in ~es.d.i.ff-€:Fent.from_Qurs.They are logical,
but the p!igcipleLof their logic are not ours, not those of
Aristotelian logic. Levy-Bruhl does not hold that 'logical
principles are foreign to the minds of primitives; a conception of which the absurdity is evident the moment it is for" mulated. PrelogicaLd.o_e,L!1QLIlle~malogical or anti-logical.
P-!!!.ogical, applied to E!-i!nitiYe..m.ent.ality, meansslmp1y!l1.a.1:
_ it does not go out of its way, as we do, to avoidconrradiction.
Tt does not have always present 't1ie'sarne-togicar;e~
/~ents. What to our eyes is impossibleor absurd it often
accepts without seeing any difficulty involved.'1 Here LevyBruhl was being too subtle, for he means by 'prelogical'

I

li..t.tle.. m.ore tha...n. uns.c.ie.nti.fi.c or uncr.i.t.i..cal, t~ primjtiYe~
is ration,al but unscientific..Qr uncritical.
"'Whe;;' he"says th~t"primitive ;;';:eI;tality' or the 'primitive
mind' is prelogical, hopelessly uncritical, he is not speaking'
of an individual's ability, or inability, to reason, but of the-'
-categories in which' he reasons. He is speaking, not of a
biological or psychological Qjfference between primitives and
ourselves, but of a social one. It follows, therefore, that he is
also not speaking-ofatype of mind such as some psychologists and others have delineated: intuitive, logical, romantic,.
c1assiE.al, and so on. 'Yhat he is speaking about are~~~~~,~~I
values,' and sentiments-more or less what are sometimes
callea p~tterns of tho~ht-and he says that among primitive peoples these-fend to be mystical an~ therefore beyond
verificgjio,u. impervious to experienC"e~--an. a.~lndlfferentt:o
contradiction. Taki~e-samestand as D~eim·onth.is
issue, he declares that they are social~ not psycnological, facts,
. . and like all such are gener~aditional, and obligatOry:
- __ They are present beforethe indiviQualwho acqilirtsthem
. is bor? and they wi!l be present after he .is dead. E~~e
a:£ft.~&1:ates...which accompany the Ideas ~()C!<t1Yr
~termined. In this sense, therefore, a people's ment~
is something objec~. If it were simPly an.l:rldivid~~!
~u-..,...

.
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Levy-Bruhl, La Mentabet pnmltwe (The Herbert Spencer Lecture), 1931,
p.2I.
I

Bhenomenon, it wou~~a-.subjec:tive_Q.n~....itt_g~n~rality '. _'._'
----'q:hesemodeS-or-pattel'-fls'of thought which in their totality _.1-/
make up the mind or mentality of a people are what Levy- 0'/11,.01..Bruhl calls collective representations, an expression in common J<-<...~tJ'1/[
use among French sociologists of the time, and a transla- <7/'
tion, I think, of the German Vorstellung. It suggests something very abstruse, whereas he means by it little more than
what we call ~ idea, or ~Q.tion, or 2:-belief; an~en he
s~s that a.!~t.c:tl._~.~p.j§}~Q!kf;t!:.v
...~..he IIl;~~~_n_o~~!~thanJ"l.,
th~t it ;is.l<0rp.m?IlJ9 .~Jly..6\r mas.t:..e.m.e.wh~.a.....society. i I
Every society has its collective representations. Ours tend '-"'
r
always to be critical and scientific, those of primitive peoples
to be mystical. Levy-Bruhl WOUld., I thi~.
e agree~. th.a.t.
for most people both alike are fiduciar.t'.
_
~')...-,;.~.~~
V ~'\~? .
. ,
-""'::!.Y'
. . , r"--J J \.-\,+---,
'. .
~---r..p WIj~~·I
If Levy-Bruhl had wished t6'-arouse an Englishman's' . ' ,
"r;
worst suspicions, he could not have done better than he did
I
by the use of the word 'mystical'. Yet he makes it clear that
he means no more by tliiStepnthan what English writers
mean when they speak ofbeliefin the supernatural-of magic
and religion and so forth-:-Hesays'-<r employ this term, for
lack of a better, not with allusion to the religious mysticism of
\~\ our. ?wn soci~ties, which is somet.hi~~:bfndifferent,
\
~ buUp-the strictly defined sense where ~~ s used for
.
~.t ~ th~ belie~in forces, ininfluences, and in.a:~m~!c::~pj:rb1e.-'·:~-?,:·\
,~~ .!-o ~'sens~h none the less real.'1 Now, the collec,'"
tive representations of primitive peoples are pre-eminently
.concerned with these imperceptible forces. Consequently,
as soon as primitive man's sensations become conscious
perceptions, they are coloured by the mystical ideas they'
evoke. They are immedIatcly conceptualized in. a mystical
,~
cate~ory of ~ho?ght. Th~ concept. dominates th~ s.e~sation,')C ,~f.:' .~. ,~'\\ ,v
and Imposes Its Image on It. Onenughtsaythatpnnutlvem~n
I·'· r·· \
sees an object as we see it, bU~Lh.e..perceives it differently, for
~.. as soon as he gives conscious attention to it,tIiemystical
l o"c~dea of the object comes between him and the,.pbject, and
~. ~~c.,>transforms its PU!.;!y_o~jectiy.~.E!:Qperties. Weie"perceive

'm)jre~ one. ~ ~
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I Levy-Bruhl, us Fonctio ns mentales dans les sociitis irrjtrieures, 2nd edit. (1912),
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in t~e object thf coll~tiv~ rep:es~ntation of CllJf cn]t,y.re,~.
but SInce that accords WItlflts-obJectIve'features, we perceIve
it objectively. The primitive man's collective representation
of it is mystical, and consequently he perceives it mystically
I,and in a manner entirely foreign, and indeed absurd, to us.
The mystical perception is immedia~~. Primitive man does
not,~eXample, perceivea-'shadow and apply to it the
doctrine of his society, according to which it is one of his
souls. When he is conscious of his shadowheis aware of his
'- 'soul-:__We
-best und~r~t~nd·-Lery:Bruhl's vie~ if we say r"\ [ j'l1I ,
that, in his way of looking at the matter, beliefs only a~(" ,.0 .'\.)
. late in the development of human thought, when perception
and representation have already fallen apart. We can then
say that a person perceives his shadow and believes it to be
his soul. The_ ques:tionofbdiefdQ~s not arise among primitive
peoples. The belief is contained in the shadow. The shadow
istne 5eIief.-liithesame-Way;·a-- primitive man does not
perceive a leopard and believe that it is his totem-brother.
--What he perceives is his totem-brother. The physical qualities of a leopard are fused in the mystical representation of
totem, and are subordinated to it. 'The reality', says Levy"' ",,-,Bruhl,
'in which primitives move is itself mystical. Not a
'0
not
an object, not a natural phenomenon in their
being,
-~
collective
representations
is what it appears to us. Almost all
\f
that we see in it escapes them, or they areindifferent to it. ____
On the other hand, they see in it many things which we do
not even suspect.'I
/ /' -\0 o>-V'-V\J'''' \
He goes even further than this. IJesays not merely that the I,
perceptions of primitives eI!!bodt mystical representations"
but that it is the mysticat/representations which evoke the
perceptions. In the strearii of sensory impressions, only a few
become conscious oneS:~ Men only notice or pay attention to
a little of what they see and hear. What they pay attention
~.
is selected on account of its greater affectivity. In other
\""\) ~"
f\~t-:.v
y. words, a man's inte~e selec~v~ents, and these
~f.T~
are to a greatext'ent socially~lfi1ne . Primitives pay
'\\.
,_ j ~ttenti~n to ph~nomena on a<:count of the mystical pro~er
"
~ -tIes theIr collectIve representatIons have endowed them WIth.
'1\
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,~
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The collective representations thus both control perception
and are fused with it. Primitive peoples p~~~!!!iQn
to their shadows preci§dY-h_e_cau~e, in their representations,
their shadows are their sou:CS:We do not do so, because a
shadow is nothing Eoitiveior us,just a negation of light; and
their and our"'-rep¥eseht'atidHs\ in this matter are lp.utually
~xclusive. So, it is not so madr-t'llatperCeptlon
shadow
causes the belief (that what is perceived is the soul) to enter
into consciousness, bUJ ratherJp.t':belieftQllt causespriIl1itjve
map to pay attention to his shadow. Collective representatioris~-'6y tb:e-v~~Jlie-Ygive-tophenomena,direct attention
to them, and since representations differ widely between
rude and civilized peoples, what they notice in the world
around them will be different'; or at least tlie::::::e~~ for
tIieirp-aying-att-en"lionto pnenomen~ will be different.
The representations of primitive peoples have a quality of
their own, namely the quality of being mystical, which is
quite foreign to our own representations, and therefo:re_we
\'/
may speak of primitive mentality as somethingJsui ~) ~
The logical principle of these mystical representations is what
Levy-Bruhl calls the ~ystical participation. The collective representations of primitive peoples consist of a network of partjc;ipations which, since the representations·are
~;:il,-are mystical also. Inj)ri:rpjtiver~ougpt, things are
connected so that what affe~oneisbei1~affect Ofhers, ~- ",-,-_
ilOt objectIvely but by mysticata:'ction (though pnm~ man . !
himself does not distinguish between objective and mystical
\'. ~_\:..
action). Primitive peoples, indeed, are often more concerned
.
abo1,1t what we would call the supra-sen~1i=or, to use ':'.)
Levy-Bruhl's terrp, mystical, relations between things than ,
about what w~~would call the objective relations between .'
ithem. To take the example I have used before, some primitiv~ peop~~ipate in t~ir_.~~ado~~, so whaL~:~cts
the~~h(i_~o~~_~~ects them. ~ence It would se-fitarfor a ma~
to cross an open-space arnudday,because he would lose his
shadow. Other primitive peoples participate in t~ names,
and they will therefore not reveal them, for were an enemy
to learn a name, -he would have the owner of it also in
his power. Among other peoples, a man participates in his
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child, so when the child is sick he, and not the child, drinks
the medicine. These participations form the structure of-categories!n which primitive man moves and out of whIch his
social personality is built. There are mystical participations
between a man and the land on which. he dwells, between a
man and his chief, a~anQhiskin, a man and his totem,
and so on, covering every side of his life.
It may here be noted that, while Levy-Bruhl's participations resemble the associations ofideas of Tylor and Frazer,
the conclusions he draws from them are very different to
theirs. For Tylor and. Frazer primitivs.II1_a:n bf!i.~ in magic
because he reasons mcorrectly from hTh5\observauuns. For
I
Levy-Bruhl he reasons incorrectly because his reasoning is
determined by the mystic..~.l r~pr,esentations of his societx· /
Theflrst is an explanation in terms ofin.d.iri.d.11aLpsY0h.B-I-0~5\
the secOlla a socIOlogical explanation. Levy~Bruhl is certairuycorrect m' soTar-a:S'aiiy given individual is concerned,
for the individual learns the patterns oLthoJ!ght in which,
and by which, mystical connexions are established. He does
not deduce them from his own observations.
Levy-Bruhl's discussion of the law of mystical participation is perhaps the most valuable, as well as being a highly
. (;;,
original, part of his thesis. He was one of the first, if not the
:Jro v
first, to emphasize that primitive ideas, which seem so strange
\J D _• 'fto us, and indeed sometimes idiotic, when considere'd as
~ ~ isol~ted facts, a,Je m~aningful when seen ~s parts ~f pa~t~rns
..
_ _ of Ideas and behaVIOur, each part haVln an
Ible
.. _~'relationship to~ others.
recogmze~t3.atdll~es form
,..~ ,-~nerent a_s the IOgicalcbnstrUctions o.
1
'[~saloglc of sentiments as well as of reason, though
-<~~. based on a different principle. His analysis" is not like-the
V
i' - 'i'''/'ITJust-so stories we have earlier considered, for he does not try
~ \ to explain primitive magic and religion by a theory purport~';J1.
ing to show how they might have come about, what is their
Xl
~
cause or origin. He takes them as given, and seeks only to show
their structure and the way in which they are evidence of a
distinctive mentality common to all societies of a certain type.
In order to emphasize the distinctiveness of this mentality,
he made out that primitive thought in general differs alto-
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gether, in quality and not just in degree, from our own (even
though tlleTe may be people in our own society who think and
feel like primitives, and in e~ery person. there may be a substratum-of-primitive menta1ty), and this, his main theme,
canngtpe sustained; and at the end of his life he himself
appears to have abandoned it. If it were true, we would
scarcely be able to communicate with primitives, even to learn
their languages. The single fact that we can do so shows that
Levy-Bruhl was making too strong a contrast between the
primitive and the civilized. His error was partly due to the
poverty of the material at his disposal when he first formulated his theory, and to the double selection, to which I have
earlier referred, of the curious and the sensational at the
expense of the mundane and matter-of-fact. Then, when
Levy-Bruhl contrasts us with primitives, who are we, and
.':\ who are the primitives? He does not distinguish between the
different sorts of us, the differenLs.oci~ and2cc!:!p~tio~al"
~ ~ strata of our socie!y, more 'pronounce~ fifty years .ago than
),t' .,;.;. today; nor Between us at dIffe..Lent,penods of our hIStOry. In
~ ~- his senseofthe word, did the philosophers ofthe Sorbonne
.. "",-'>, and the Breton peasantry, or the fishermen of Normandy,
,,:,l~~_~have the same...m-e.ntality? And, si:r;;u;.e...the IDoder-ll-E.w:o.pean.
~lQp~e_dfrQm.barb.a.J:i.smy from a type of society charac:L' terized by primitive mentality, how and when did our
..)
ancestors pass from the one to the other? Such a development
could not have taken place at all unless our primitive forebears, side by side with their mystical notions, had ~ ~
bod~ of empirical knowledge t~~__ !p._~m; and LevyB"ru lias to accept that savages sometimes wake from their
dreams, th~LiLis necess_a.I:¥-in-th.e_p_erfOJ::man~e._of their
technical activities that 'the representations coincideinSome -.'
e5SeiitlaTpointswith objective reality, and that the practices
are, at a certain moment, effectively adapted to the ends
pursued'.1 But he does so only as a minor concession, and
without prejudice to his position. Yet it is self-evident that,
far from being such children of fancy as he makes them out
to be, they.have less chance to be than we, for they live
closer to the harsh realities of nature, which permit s ~
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~o those who are guided in their pursuits byobservatIOn, experiment, and reason.
( \\
One might further inquire into which class Plato falls, or
, the symboli~Jl:toughtof Philo and Plotinus; and all the more
so in t~among his examples of primitive mentality, we
find such peoples as the Chinese included with Polynesians,
Melanesians, Negroes, American Indians, and Australian
Blackfellows. It must also be remarked once again that, as
in so many anthropological theories, neg.<l,tive instances~re
ignored. For example, many primitive peoples do nofa£all
bOllier about their shadows or their names, yet typologically,
on his own classification, they belong to the same class of
societies as those who do.
There is no reputable anthropologist who today accepts
this theory of two distinct types of mentality. All observers
who have made lengthy first-hand studies ofprimitive peoples
are agreed that they are for the most par~el~tecJ.-in
practical a:£f'!ir~, .. which they conductin an empkk-ar
m~_either without the least reference to supra-sensible
ferrces, influences, and actions, or in a way in which these
have a subordinate and auxiliary role. It may be noted also
that whaT Levy-Bruhl defines as Vhe most fundamental
feature of primitive, or prelogical, mentality, its failure to
perceive, or its lack of concern at, evi9-ent contradictions, is
very largely illusory ~He is perhaps not entirely to blame for
not seeing it to be such, for the results of intensive modern
field research had not been published when he wrote his
best-known works. He could not then; I think, have realized
that, at any rate to a large degree, the contradictions onlY.appear to be glaring ~the European observer setscto'wn
side by side beliefs WIilch in reality are found in different
situations and at different levels of experience. Nor perhaps
could he have appreciated, as well as we can today, that
mystical representations are not necessarily aroused by
objects outside their use in ritual situations, th~ they are
~as it were, iI}.eYitably evoked by the objects. For example,
some peoples put stones in the for:I{S()Itrees to delay the
setting ofthe sun; but the stone so used is casually picked up,
and has only a mystical significance in, and for the purpose
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and duration of, the rite. The sight of this or any other stone
in any other situation does not evoke the idea of the setting
sun. The association, as I pointed out in discussing CJ[~zer,
is brought about by the rite, and need not in other situations
arise. It may be observed also that objects such as fetishes and
idols are humanly constructed, and in their material selves
have no significance; they only acquire ~ when they are
( endowed with supernatural power through a rite, which,
also by human agency, infuses in them that power, object
and its virtue thus being separated in the mind. Then again,
in childhood, mystical notions cannot be evoked by objects
which for adults have mystical significance, for the child does
not yet know them~and he may not even notice the obJectschild, at least very often with us, one day discovers his
shadow. Moreover, objects which have mystical value fOD
some people have none at all for others-a totem sacred to
one clan is eaten by members of other clans in the same_
community. Such considerations suggest that a more~~btl
i!WXpre.tation is required. Again, I believe thatat the time
:fie wrote he could not have made, as we can make today, due
allowance for the vest complexity and rich symbolism of. , (' -L \
prin?~~~~~anguages and ~f !he t~?};!ghtth~ss. What \..-/
- (-'r'
appear tol5eli'15'PBess contradictions when translated into
English may not appear so in the native language. When,
for instance, a native statement is translated that a man of
such-and-such a clan is a leopard, it appears to us to be
absurd, but the word he uses which we translate by 'is' may
not have the same meaning for him that the word 'is' has for
us. In any case, there is no inherent contradiction in sayinu
that a man is a leopard. The leopard quality is somethiqg
~in thought to the human attributes, and does not
detract from them. Things may be thought of in different
ways in different contexts. In one sense it is one thing, and in
another sense it is something more t.han.that thing.
\ Levy-B"'iUliJ. is also wrong in supposing that there is neces-'
sarily a contradiction between an objective causal explanation
and a mystical one. It is not so. The two kinds of explanation
can be, as indeed t1iey are, held together, the one supple\
menting the other; and th.ey are not therefore exclusive. For \
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xample, the dogma that death is due to witchcraft does not
exclude the observation that the man was killed by a buffalo.
For Levy-Bruhl there is here a contradiction, to which
natives are indifferent. But no contradiction is involved.
On the contrary,. the natives are making a very acute analysis
of the situation. They are perfectly well aware that a buffalo
1
killed the man, but they hold that he would not have been
killed by it if he had not been bewitched. Why otherwise
should he have been killed gyt, why he and not someone
else, why by thC!:.t..-hlJ.ffitlo and not by another, why at that
time and place and not at another? They are asking why, as
,I,
we would put it, two independent chains of events crossed
each other, bringing a certain man and a certain buffalo into
single point of time and space. You will agree that there
iS no contradiction her"e, but that on the contrary the witchcraft explanation supplements that of natural causa~
acc~~ting for what-w€~ call ~he eleme~t of-d:fan~
e wltchcraftSIDlS~f the accrdeR-t-ls--e-~se,---
of the two causes, only the mystical one ~ermits intervention,
vengeance on a witch. The same mIXture of empIrIcal
knowledge and mystical notions may be found in primitive
ideas about procreation, drugs, and other matters. The
objective properties of things and natural causation of events
may be ~ but aJ:.~~().!.-socially emphasized or are
~cause they conflict with some--soclaldogma which
is in accordance with some institution, mystical belief being
in these circumstances more appropriate than empirical
knowledge. Indeed, we may again assert that if this were
not s~it would be difficult to see how scientific thought could
ever have emerged. Moreover, a social representation is not
acceptable if it conflicts with individual experience, unless
the conflict can be accounted for in terms of the representation itself or of some other representation, the explanation
then being, however, acknowledgement of the conflict. A
representation which asserts that fire does not burn the
hand thrust into it would not long survive. A representation
~:~ ~hich asserts that it will not burn you if you have sufficient
-:',
faith may survive. Indeed, Levy-Bruhl, as we have seen,
admits that mystical thought i~~~ex--RerieE~e,
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that in activities such as war, hunting, fishing, treatment of
ailments, and divination means must be rationally adapted
to ends.
Levy-Bruhl, it is now, I think, unanimously agreed among
anthropologists, made primitive peoples far more supersti:tious, to use a commoner word than prelogical, than thIT _
really are ; and he made the contrast more glaring between
fl1eIr mentality and ours by presenting.us ~or~,p~':::i~~s_
~~_,_D,J;9~L9fllS_ are.. From my talks with him I would say
that in this matter he felt himself in a quandary. For him,
Christianity and Judaism were also.~~perstitions, in~
of prelogical and mystIcal menra.1lty, and on his definitions
necessarily so. But, I think in order not to cause offence, he
I
made no allusion to them. So he excluded the mystical in I
I) our own culture as rigorously as he excluded the empirical in i
savage cultures. This failure to take into account the beliefs "
a?d rites ofthe vast maj.ority ofhis fellow count~en vitiates •
his argument. And he_himself, as Bergson naughtIly observed, '
in cons.t~a.ccl.lsingprimiti,,"c::~anof-.!1oJ attributing-any
evenLt~_chance,~cceptedchance.He thereby placed him- \
self, on hisownshowing, in the prelogical class.
However, this does not mean that, in his sense ofthe word,
, primitive thought is not more 'mystical' than ours. The
contrast Levy-Bruhl makes is an exaggeration, but, all the
same, primitive magli: all~L!~Eg!on,_c9!if!2!!U!.~~~i!!:.<:l.__~~a.!._.
'tI0blem., and not one imagined by the French philosopher.
en with long experience of primitive peoples have felt
confounded by it; and it is true that pri~1!Y~s..()rt~n, and
especially J.~misfortunes, attri~ute ~y~ms.t9_ sllpr_a-sensible _
_ fors.es where we, with our greater knowledge, account for
them by natural causation, Q..L~eekto do so. But, even so,
I think that Levy-Bruhl could have posed the problem to
better advantage. It is not so ,muc,h, a question 0,f pri,mitI"·v,e
versus civilized mentality as the relation q,L..tWQ...J::yp.eS,...Q{
thou
.
¥-'~ whether primitive or
ciVilized, a prQblem of l~ of thought and experience. It
was because Levy-BrunI was aominated, as mre--afmost all
writers of the period, by notions of evolution and inevitable
progress that he did not appreciate, this. Had he not been
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so POSitiVIStIC in his own representations, he might have
asked himself, not what are the differences between civilized
and primitive modes of thought, but what are tnefu.~
of the two J.gnds_9f.Jp.g.1,!ghLhL~!!y_g>. !:i~ty, orin:-1mnra.r('
societY Iwneral-the kinds associated with what are sometimes distinguished as the 'expressive' and the 'instruI11-ental'..GJ The problem would then have appeared to him
in a rather different light, as it appeared in various forms to
Pareto, Bergson, William James, Max Weber, and others. I
can best present it in a preliminary way by a brief discussion
'\
of what Pareto says of civilized thought, for his treatise forms
\ . ----- an ironical commentary on Levy-Bruhl's thesis. Levy-Bruhl
,
says of the mentality of our society 'I consider it as well
enough defined by the works of philosophers, logicians, and
psychologists, ancient and modern, without prejudging what
a later sociological analysis may modify in the conclusions
reaChed by them up to now.'2 Pareto draws on European
• ! writings, by philosophers and others, to prove that the mentality of Europeans is very !argely irrational, or, as he calls it,
I non-logico-experimental. ', .. ,
In Vilfredo Pareto's vast Trattato di sociologia generale,
translated into English under the title of The Mind and Sociery,
~ver a million words are devoted to an analysis of feelings
.
and ideas. I am only going to speak ofthat part ofhis treatise
which has some relevance to the subject of primitive mentality. He, also, uses a peculiar terminology. There are in any
society~for cOD.Y~ence we may call them sentiments-some of which make for social-stability, andot:ners
_~ocial change. Sentiments are expressed in behaviour
and also in 'derivations' (what other writers call ideologies
or rationalizations). Now, most ~s, in which term
Pa~.-fududes th~ht, which express these residues or
sentiments ~on-logico-experimental (non-logical, for
short), and they must be distinguished fromlogico-experi-'
mental (for short, logical) actions. Logical thought depends
on facts and not the facts on it*hereas non-logical thought

~
i

f1.: See J.

Beattie for a recent discussion of this distinction in Other Cultures,
1964, chap. xii.
2 Les Fonctions mentales, p. 21.
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is accepted a priori, and dictates to experience; and should it
conflict yvith experience, arguments are evoked to re-establish
accord.\Logical actions (and thought) are connected with
I,'
arts, scle'nces, and economics, and are also exemplified in
military~-legal, and political operations. In other social
processes non-logical actions (and thought) predominate.
The test of whether actions are logical or non-logical is
Iii
i
whether their subjective purpose accords with their objecI
tive -r.esults; whether means are objectively adapted to ends;
and the sole judge of this test musfbe modern science,
that is, the factual knowledge we ourselves at any time
possess.
By 'non-logical' Pareto does llW ,mean, any more than
Levy-Bruhl meant by prelogical, that thought and action
so classed are illogical, bt;.t~i.m.ply that ~hey ~ubjectively.'_
."
and pji. obk.cJiYely-.-c9llli?Jl1_means__t.~nds. ""NOr must we
confuse the issue with that of utility. An objectiv~ly valid?
belief may ~ot have utility for th~ society or.for the inalVlcIlial
who holds It, whereas a doctnne which IS absurd from a
logico-experimental standpoint may be beneficial to both.
Indeed, Pareto states it as his aim to demonstrate experimentally 'the individual and social utility of non-logical conduct' .1
(The same point has, of course, often been made, by .F..!..az~r, .~
for example, who tells us that at a certain level of culture
,
"',government, private property, marriage, and respect for
,;
human life 'have derived much of their strength from beliefs
which nowadays we should condemn unreservedly as super- ".('1/"1..,,-.
..
< 'c_
stItIous
an d a bsurd')
.2
- <~<'-'/c., / . ,
Moreover, the search for cauSe:l, however imaginary those
.
found may turn out to be, has led to the discovery ofreal o n e s : :
eventually: 'if one were to assert tha.!'but for theology and
I~
metaphysics; experimental science would not even exist, one
:
could not b'e easily confuted. Those three kinds of activity
I:!
are probably manifestations of one same psychic state, on
,:
the extinction of which they would vanish simultaneously.'3
ii

1-

-4
,

1,:]

I V. Pareto, The Mind and Society, 1935, p. 35. See also his Le Mythe vertuiste
et la litterature immorale, 191 I.
2 Frazer, Psyche's Task, 1913, p. 4.
3 Pareto, The Mind and Society, P.59I.
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But all the same, how does it come about that people
capable of logical behaviour so often act in a non-logical
manner? Tylor and~ say it is because they reason
erroneously; Marett,~};;ralinoswki, and Freud say it is to
relieV'e tenslbns; Levy-Bruhl, and in a sense Durkheim, say
it ~ collective representations direct their thought.
i Pareto says it is on- acooilnr"tlhheir-TeS-iclues,.-l--h-ave-suDsti, tuted for this word 'sentiments', and Pareto himself often
uses the words interchangeably; but strictly speaking, Pareto's
residues are the common elements in forms of thought and
action, uniformities abstracted from observed behaviour
and speech, and sentiments are conceptualizations of these
abstractions, constant attitudes which, though we cannot
observe them, we may assume to exist from the constant elements observed in behaviour. Thu~ a residge is an abstraclion from observed behavioux;, and a~iitiil.1ent is a higher
level of abstraction-an hypothesis. An example may help
here. Men have always feasteD:, but many different reasons
have been given for their banquets. 'Banquets in honour of
the dead become banquets in honour of the gods, and then'
again banquets in honour of saints; and then finally they go
b3;~nd become merely commemorative banquets again.
~I~an be changed, but it i~_~I:Lq},Qr~.iLi!!icultto suppress t e bar;J,!;pJ.~ts.'I In Pareto's lapguage, thi-oanquetiS-the residue and th~n for holding it i~_tion.
It is no special sort o~~uet, but simply the act of banqueting in all times and in all places, which constitutes the resiI due. The co~~which lies behind this co~
'element in banqueting is what Pareto calls a sentiment.
Nevertheless, so long as we know we are writing shorthand,
'1entiment may be used for both the abstraction and the con-'
ceptualization of it. Also, strictly speaking, Pareto's derivations are the inconstant elements in action, but as these are so
often the reasons given for doing something, in contrast to the
constant element, the doing of it, Pareto generally uses the
word to denote the reasons people give for their behaviour.
Sentiment is thus expressed both in action and in the
rationalization of it, because men have not only need for

action but also need to intellectualize it, to justify themselves
for performing it, whether by sound or absurd arguments
matters little. Residue and derivation are thus both derived
from sentiment, but the derivation is secondary and the less
important. It is therefore useless to interpret behaviour by
the reason men give to explain it. On this point Pareto
severely criticized Herbert Spencer and Tylor, for deriving
cults of the dead from the reasons given, namely that souls
and ghosts exist. We should rather say that the cults give
rise to the reasons, which are only rationalizations of what
is done.' He likewise criticized Fustel de Coulanges for
saying that ownership of land arose as a consequence of a
religious idea, the belief that the ancestral ghosts lived in
the ground, whereas ownership of land and religion are
likely to have developed side by side, the relationship between religion and ownership,oflag..d-being one of reciprocal
interdependence and ~le, one-w~ cause-and,effect one. But though ideologIes 1ii"ayreacf on5eiilirn:ents,
itiStIleSentiments, or perhaps we should here say the
residues, the constant modes of behaviour, which are basic
and durable, and the ideas, the derivations, are, as it were,
merely an attachment, and a variable and inconstant one.
Ideologies change, but the sentiments which give rise to them
remain unchanged. The same residue may even give rise to
opposed derivations: for example, what Pareto calls the sex
residue may be expressed in violent hatred of all sexual manifestations. The derivations are always dependent on the
residues, and not the residues on them. People give all sorts I
of reasons for dispensing hospitality, but all insist on the
hospitality. The giving of it is the residue, the reasons for
giving it are the derivations, and they matter little, almost
any reason serving the purpose equally well. So, if you can
convince a man that his reasons for doing something are
erroneous, he will not stop doing it, but will find some other
reasons to justify his conduct. Here Pareto, rather unexpectedly, quotes Herbert Spencer approvingly when he says
that not ideas but feelings, to which ideas serve only as a
guide, govern the world, or perhaps we should say feelings
expressed in action, in the residues.

I

The Mind and Society, p. 607.
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Logically [Pareto wrote], one ought first to believe in a given
religion and then in the efficacy of its rites, the efficacy, logically,
being the consequence of the belie£ Logically, it is absurd to offer
a prayer unless there is someone to hearken to it. But non-logical
conduct is derived by a precisely reverse process. There is first
an instinctive belief in the efficacy of a rite, then an 'explanation'
of the beliefis desired, then it is found in religion.'
There are certain elementary types of behaviour, found
in. all societies in similar situations and directed towards
similar objects. These, the residues, are relatively constant,
since they spring from strong sentiments. The exact manner
in which the sentiments are expressed, and in particular the
ideologies which accompany their expression, are variable.
Men in each society express them in the particular idiom of
their culture. Their interpretations 'assume the forms that
are most generally prevalent in the ages in which they are
evolved. These are comparable to the styles of costume
worn by people in the periods corresponding.'2 If we want
to understand human beings, therefore, we must always get
behind their ideas and study their behaviour; and~
reco 'ze that se 'ments control behaviour it is not di c::....,,-:- ~;_.. :::fult for.:us to unde~
ctions-e-f-men...of.~mes,
~
because resi~ chan~e-through-_c_~nturles, even-__
- miI~If this werenot so, how could we stiIIenJoy-t1ie-'--'-~s of Homer and the elegies, tragedies, and comedies of
~.
the Greeks and Romans? They express sentiments in which,
~/ _ in great part at least, we share. Social forms remain, says
---<--.._- '~Pareto, fundamentally the same; only the cultural idiom-in
~hich they are expressed changes. Pareto's conclusion maybe
summarized in the dictum 'human nature does not change',
or, in his own words, 'derivations vary, the residue endw:e~
Pareto thus agrees with those who hold that in the beginning was the deed.
:_~(
Pareto, like Crawley, Frazer, Levy-Bruhl, and others of
their
period, was a scissors-and-paste writer, taking his
.\./'.
examples from here, there, and eveIY"Yhere, and fitting them
into a rather elementary classification; and his judgements
1

3

The Mind and Society, p. 569.
Ibid., p. 660.
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are shallow. Nevertheless, his treatise is of interest to us
-oecause;--itlthough he does not discuss primitive peoples in it,
it has some relevance to Levy-Bruhl's presentation of their
mentality. Levy-Bruhl tells us that primitives are prelogical
in contrast to us, who are logical. Pareto tells us that we
are, for the most part, non-logical. TlieOlogy;-fuetapnySi'cs, ;
socialism, parliaments, clenf<JCFacy, universal suffrage, repub-'
lics, progress, and what have you, are quite as irrational as"
anything primitiv.es believe in, in that they are the product
offaith ~lfsdntilhent, and not of experiment and reasoning
And .thesame maybe said 0rIn0st of()llr,ideGts ~and actions:
0& morals, our loyaltles to' our families and COUntrles;--and
so forth. In his volumes Pareto gives logical notions and behaviour in European societies about as much space as LevyJ Bruhl gives them in primitive societies. W ~_ Ill"ay'..~~ :i.littl_~
morecritical andsensible than we used to be, but not so much
as -to-make" a big dlfft~rence. TIe relative-'areas of the 10giC~,
experimental and the non-logico-experimental are fairly
constant throughout history and in all societies.
!
But, though Pareto's conclusions are thus contradictory i
to those of Levy-Bruhl, some resemqlance between the \
analytical concepts they employ may be noted. 'Non-logicoexperimental' corresponds to 'prelogical', 'residues' correspond to 'mystical participations'; for, for Pareto, residues
are abstractions of relational elements common to all societies when variable accretions have been removed, such as
.relations with family and kin, places, the dead, and so forth.
Patticular participaaens-o(a man in his ..9lliJ!.tr:y~s flag, in
~b-J.!.!'"fh, in his school, in his"regiment, the network of
sentiments in which modern man lives-would be, fo~
Par:to, .<!;r.iyatig..ru;. And, in, general, we may.say that hi.QJ
'den~ns' correspond to Levy-Bruhl'S 'collec~~presen
tations'. Also, both wanted to make the same point, that,
outside empirical or scientific behaviour, people aim at ensuring that their notions and c2!1du-ft shall be in accord ~
sentiments a~alues, anCfiliey -do not worry whether their
premisses-are SCientifically valid or their inferences entirely
logical; and these sentiments and values forI.!!:.-9- syst@m of
thought with <l..1C!g~c().!:}~~n. Any occurrence is ~
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interpreted, as Levy-Bruhl puts it, in terms of collective
'representations, and as Pareto puts it, in terms of derivations-in the logic of representations or of sentiments which
underlie the derivations. It is they, and not science, which
set the standard for living::'t is only, as Pareto sees it, in the
technological field that science has gained ground from
sentiment in modern society. Hence our difficulty in understanding primitive magic and witchcraft, while we readily
understand most of the other notions of primitive peoples,
since they accord with sentiments we ourselves have.~
menJt are. sup~Qr to. bare.observation.and..experimentj and
they dictate to them in ord~nary_everydaylife.
The main theoretical differences between the two authors
are that Levy-Bruhl regarded mystical thought and behaviour as s~ne~hile Pareto regarded it as
psychQlogically determined; that Levy-Bruhl tended ,to see
behaviouiasa-prbduct of th?ug~t, of representations~hile
Pareto treated thought, denvatIOns, as secondary and' unimportant; and that, while Levy-Bruhl opposed primitive
mentality to civilized mentality, il?: Pare!o'~ __ Yi~w:;J~
sen.!Lments are const::!'~!' a ~ ; or at least ,not
greatly, WIth ~oIsocial structure. It is the last difference
that I wish particularly to st~or, in spite of his superficiality and vulgarity and the confusion of his thoughts,
Pareto saw the problem correctly. In an address delivered
in Lausanne, he said:
Human activity has two main branches: that of sentiment and
that of experimental research. One cannot exaggerate the importance of the first. It is sentiment which impels to action, which
gives life to moral rules, to duty, and to religions, under all their
so complex and so various forms. It is b¥~spiration to the ideal
that human societies subsist and progress. But the second branch
is also essential for these societies; it provide~..the-1!@!erialwhich
___~ fir~akes use 2[; we owe to it th~kdgewhich makes loie caciQus action and usefulJ:U0dification of s~ntiment, thanks to
which it'adapts itself little by Jlttle~'veryslowly,it is true, to prevailing circumstances. All the sciences, the natural as well as
~e social, have been in their beginnings, a m:iXtureofsentiment
and experiment. Centuries have been necessary to bring about a
separation of these elements, which, in our time, is almost entirely
I
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accomplished for the natural sciences and which has begun and
continues for the social sciences. 1
It was his intention to study the part plaj'"edJ:>.y.19gical and
non-logical thought and action in the same type of culture
and society, Europe ancient and modern, but he did not
carry it out. He wrote at enormous length about what he
regarded as fallacious beliefs and irrational behaviour, but
-he tells us very little about common sense and scientific
~beliefs and empirical behaviour. So, just as Levy-Bruhl
leaves us with the impression of primitives who are almost
continuously engaged in ritual and under the dominance
of mystical beliefs, Pareto leaves us with the impression of
Europeans at all periods of their history. at the mercy. oL._
'-..sentiments, expressed in a vast variety of what he considers
to'be absurd notions and actions.
-

!,I

I Address. Journal d'Economie Politique, 1917, pp. 426 fr. Appendix to G. C.
Homans and C. P. Curtis, An Introduction to Pareto. His Sociology, 1934.
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CONCLUSION
given you an account, with some illustrations, of
various types of theory which have been put forward to
explain the religious beliefs and practices of primitive
man. For the most part the theories we have been discussing
are, for anthropologists at least, as dead as mutton, and to'; day are chiefly of interest as specimens of the thought of
their time. Some of the books-those, for example, of Tylor,
I Frazer, and Durkheim-will doubtless continue to be read
as classics, but they are no longer much of a stimulus for the
student. Others-for example, Lang, King, Crawley, and
Marett-have more or less passed into oblivion. That these
theories no longer make much appeal is due to a number of
factors, a few of which I shall mention.
One reason is, I believe, that religion has ceased to occupy
men's minds in the way it did at the end of last, and at
the beginning of this, century. Anthropological writers then
felt that they were living at a momentous crisis in the history
of thought, and that they had their part to play in it. Max
Muller remarked in 1878 that 'Every day, every week, every
month, every quarter, the most widely read journals seem
just now to vie with each other in telling us that the time for
religion is past, that faith is a hallucination or an infantile
disease, that the gods have at last been found out and exploded ... .'1 Crawley wrote, twenty-seven years later, in
1905, that the enemies of religion 'have developed the opposition of science and religion into a deadly struggle, and
the opinion is everywhere gaining ground that religion is a
mere survival from a primitive and mythopoeic age, and its
extinction only a matter of time' .2 I have discussed elsewhere3
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Lectures on the Origin and Growth of &ligion, 1878, p. 2r8.
Crawley, The Tree of Life, 19°5, p. 8.
3 Evans-Pritchard, 'Religion and the Anthropologists', Blaclifriars, Apr.
1960, pp. 104-18.
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the part played by anthropologists in this struggle, so I do
not pursue the matter any further. I mention it here only
because I think that the crisis of conscience to some extent
accounts for the efflorescence of books on primitive religion
during this period, and also that the passing of the crisis may
account in some degree for the absence among later generations of anthropologists of the passionate interest their predecessors had in the subject. The last book in which one
senses a feeling of urgency and conflict is S. A. Cook's The
Study of Religion, finished and published when the calamity
of"1914had already fallen.
There were other reasons why the debate abated. Anthropology was becoming an experimental subject, and as field
research developed, both in quality and in quantity, what
appeared to be more in the nature of philosophical speculation on the part of scholars who had never seen a primitive
people was at a discount. It was not merely that facts revealed
by modern research only too often cast doubt on earlier
theories, but that the theories came to be seen to have faulty
construction. When anthropologists attempted to make use
of them in their field studies, they founc:i that they had little
experimental value, because they were formulated in terms
which seldom permitted their being broken down into problems which observation could solve, so they could not be
proved either true or false. What use as a guide to field
research are Tylor's and Muller's and Durkheim's theories
of the genesis of religion?
'
It IS the word genesIs on which emphasis is placed. It was
because explanations of religion were offered in terms of
origins that these theoretical debates, once so full of life and
fire, eventually subsided. To my mind, it is extraordinary
that anyone could have thought it worth while to speculate
about what might have been the origin of some custom or
belief, when there is absolutely no means of discovering, in
the absen:ceo-lhistori~a;h:Viaence;whatwas it~rigin. And
yet this is what almost all our authors explicitly or implicitly
------ did, whether their theses were psychological or sociological;
even those most hostile to what they dubbed pseudo-history
were not immune from putting forward siInilar explanations
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themselves. A long essay might be written about the appalling confusion in these discussions with regard to the ideas
of evolution, development, history, progress, primitive, origin,
\>
genesis, and cause, and I do not propose to unravel it. It must
suffice to say that there is little or nothing one can do with
~
such theories.
So many examples have already been given that I cite only
one more. Herbert Spencer and Lord Avebury accounted
for totemism by a theory which postulated that it originated
in the practice of naming individuals, for one reason or
another, after animals, plants, and inanimate objects. Let
us follow Avebury:1 these names then became attached
to the families of the persons who received them' and to
their lines of descent; and, when the origin of the names
was forgotten, a mysterious relation with the creatures and
objects was assumed, and they evoked awe and were worshipped. Apart from the fact that there is no evidence that
totemic creatures, at leta ~ evoke any response that
can legitimately be cal e awe, and that, in any case, they
are not worshipped, how can one possibly know whether
totemism originated in this way? It could have done, but
how does one set about inquiring into the matter, or testing
(>~' the validity of the supposition?
.~
Attempts have indeed been made, by German scholars
" in particular (Ratzel, Frobenius, Grabner, Ankerman, Foy,
Schmidt), whose method was known as the Kulturkreislehre,
to establish a chronology for primitive cultures from circumstantial evidence. Wilhelm Schmidt was the chief exponent
of this method of reconstruction with regard to primitive
religions, using such criteria as geographical distribution of
hunters and collectors and their low stage of economic
development. He considered that peoples who lack the culture of plants and animal husbandry-such peoples as the
Pygmies and Pygmoids of Mrica and Asia, the aboriginals
of south-east Australia, the Andamanese, the Eskimoes, the
people of Tierra' del Fuego, and some of the American
Indians-are the 'ethnologically oldest' peoples. They belong
to the primitive culture, which then developed along three
I
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independent and parallel lines: matrilineal and agricul, , ,
tural, patrilineal and totemic, and patriarchal and nomadic,
',
each with its own habit of mind and its own outlook on
the world. In the primitive culture there is no totemism,
fetish worship, animism, or magic, and ghost worship is
found only in a feeble form. On the other hand, these peoples
who are lowest in the scale of cultural and social development have, as Andrew Lang had pointed out, a monotheistic religion whose gods are eternal, omniscient, beneficent,~
moral, omnipotent, and creative, satisfying all man's needs,
.
rational, social, moral, and emotional. Discussions about'~
the priority or otherwise of monotheism go back to preanthropological times, e.g. David Hume's The Natural History
of Religion (1757), in which he pretended (using the word in
his eighteenth-century sense) that polytheism or idolatry was
the earliest form of religion, basing his case on the facts of
history, records about primitive peoples, and logic. The
controversies were, as we might expect, coloured by theological considerations and consequently, as in Hume's books and
the heat they engendered, tended to be polemical. Hume
wrote as a theist, but his religious positi.on might be thought
to have been ambiguous. It is above all, as Lang had also
surmised, his desire to have a logical cause for the universe
which leads man to a belief in God, for this response to a
stimulus from without, combined with a tendency towards personification, gives him this idea of a divine person, a supreme
being. In respect of this explanation of gods, Lang and
Schmidt fall into the class of intellectualist writers. The origin of the conception lies in observation and inference, but,
in their view, in this matter both were sound. The theory
may be an acceptable hypothesis with regard to creative
being, but it does not, it seems to me, explain satisfactorily
the prevalence of monotheism among these very simple
peoples.
Schmidt wished to discredit the evolutionary ethnologists,
according to whose schemata of development these same
peoples should be in the lowest grade of fetishism, magism,
. animism, totemism, and so forth. Undoubtedly he proved
his case against them, but only at the cost, as with Lang,
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of accepting their evolutionary criteria, giving historical
chronology to cultural levels. Indeed, on the positive side,
I do not think he established his position firmly, and I find
his reasoning tendentious and his use of sources dubious.
I am much indebted to Pater Schmidt for his exhaustive
discussion of the religions of primitives and of theories of
primitive religion, but I do not think that his reconstruction
ofhistorical levels can be maintained, or that the methods he
used can, as he claimed, legitimately be accepted as genuine
historical methods. The matter is complicated, and I may be
permitted to treat it thus briefly because although Schmidt,
a man of forceful personality as well as of great learning,
built up for himself a school in Vienna, this school has disintegrated since his death; and I doubt whether today there are
many who would defend his chronological reconstructions,
which were another attempt to discover the origin of religion
where in the circumstances science does not provide us with
the means of ascertaining it.
It should, however, be pointed out that true monotheism
in the historical sense of the word might be held to bea negation of polytheism, and therefore could not have preceded it;
and on this issue I quote Pettazzoni: 'What we find among
uncivilized peoples is' not monotheism in its 1?-istorically
legitimate sense, but the idea of a Supreme Being, and the
erroneous identification, the misleading assimilation,. ofthis
idea to true monotheism can give rise only to misunderstandings.'I
So we must add monotheism (in Schmidt's sense ofthe word)
to our list of unsupportable hypotheses about its genesis:
fetishism, manism, nature-mythism, animism, totemism,
dynamism (mana, &c.), magism, polytheism, and various
psychological states. Nobody, so far as I am aware, defends any of these positions today. The great advances that
social anthropology has made in and by field research have
turned our eyes away from the vain pursuit of origins, and
the many once disputing schools about them have withered
away.
I think that most anthropologists would today agree that
I

Pettazzoni, EssO:Jls on the History qf Religions, p. 9.
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it is useless to seek for a primordium in religion. Schleiter says,
truly, 'all evolutionary schemes of religion, without exception, in the determination of the primordium and the serial
stages of alleged development, proceed upon a purely arbitrary and uncontrolled basis'.I Also, it has been clearly
established that in many primitive religions peoples' minds
function in different ways at different levels and in different
contexts. So a man may turn to a fetish for certain purposes,
and appeal to God in other situations; and a religion can be
both polytheistic and monotheistic, according to whether
Spirit is thought of as more than one or as one. It is now also
clear that even in the same primitive society there may be,
as Radin pointed out,Z wide differences in this respect between individuals, differences he attributes to differences of
temperament. Finally, I suppose it would be agreed that the
.
4-1
r~MCW
kind of cause-and-effect explanation which was implicit in
so much earlier theorizing is hardly in accord with modern
..i ,'..( ",.. . .
scientific thought in general, which seeks rather to reveal and
~
understand constant relations.
_ri'"'--~-'--~:=In these theories it was assumed, taken for granted, that
we were at one end of the scale of human progress and the
.:::::-~ -so-called savages were at the other end,. and that, because "--''''---"~'-' ~: .
primitive m~n were on· a rather low· technological level, _,
. - ,--.1:-, . ':'1
their thought and custom must in all respects be the antithesis ,:--v /,~-._!i!
of ours. We are rational, primitive peoples prelogical, living
!,'j
in a world of dreams and make-believe, of mystery and awe; '-....J
,i,i
we are capitalists, they communists; we are monogamous, they
i:f
promiscuous; we are monotheists, they fetishists, animists,
;
pre-animists or what have you, and so on.
. ' l i '
Primitive man was thus represented as childish, c r u d e " I ,
prodigal, and comparable to animals and imbeciles. This
I'I~
is no exaggeration. Herbert Spencer tells us that the mind
"
of primitive man is 'unspeculative, uncritical, incapable of
generalizing, and with scarcely any notions save those
yielded by the perceptions'.3 Then, again, he says that in
the undeveloped vocabularies and grammatical structures of
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primitives only the simplest thoughts can be conveyed, so,
according to an unnamed authority whom he quotes, the Zuni
Indians 'require much facial contortion and bodily gesticulation to make their sentences perfectly intelligible' ; and that
the language of the Bushmen needs, according to another
source, so many signs to eke it out that 'they are unintelligible in the dark', while the Arapahos, says a third authority, 'can hardly converse with one another in the dark'.I
Max Muller quotes Sir Emerson Tennent to the effect that
the Veddahs of Ceylon have no language: 'they mutually
make themselves understood by signs, grimaces, and guttural sounds, which have little resemblance to definite
words or language in general.'2 In fact they speak Sinhalese
(an Indo-European tongue). Then, does not Darwin, in a
most unscientific passage, describe the people of Tierra del
Fuego, a rather pleasant people according to better observers,
as practically sub-human beasts,3 and does not Galton, in
an even more unscientific spirit, claim that his dog had
more intelligence than the Damara (Herero) whom he met?4
Many other examples could be cited. A superb collection
of foolish, if not outrageous, observations of this sort may
be found in the paper 'Aptitudes ofRaces'5 by the Reverend
Frederic W. Farrar, the author of Eric, or Little by Little and
The Life of Christ. His dislike of, and hostility to, Negroes
equals that of Kingsley. Fifty years of research have shown
that such denigrations (the word in this context is etymologically ironical) were ill-informed misconceptions, or in
other words so much rubbish.
All this fitted in very well with colonialist and other interests, and some were prepared to admit that some of the
discredit must go to the American ethnologists who wanted
an excuse for slavery, and some also to those who desired to
find a missing link between men and monkeys.
Needless to say, it was held that primitive peoples must
have the crud~st religious conceptions, and we have had

CONCLUSION

occasion to observe the various ways in which they are supposed to have reached them. This may further be illustrated
in the condescending argument, once it was ascertained
beyond doubt that primitive peoples,even the hunters and
collectors, have gods with high moral attributes, that they
must have borrowed the idea, or just the word without
comprehension of its meaning, from a higher culture, from
missionaries, traders, and others. Tylor asserted this, almost
certainly wrongly, as Andrew Lang showed, about the
Australian aboriginals. 1 Sidney Hartland was of the same
opinion as Tylor. 2 Dorman, also on little evidence, says
categorically of the Amerindians: 'No approach to monotheism had been made before the discovery of America by
Europeans . . . .'3 Modern research has shown that little
value can be attributed to statements of this sort; but it
was more or less an axiom of the time that, the simpler
the technology and social structure, the more degraded
the religious, and indeed any other, conceptions; and the
opinionated Avebury went so far as to claim that there was
no belief in gods nor any cult, and therefore on his definition
no religion, among the Australians, the· Tasmanians, the
Andamanese, the Eskimoes, the Indians of North and South
America, some Polynesians, at least some Caroline Islanders,
the Hottentots, some Kaffirs of South Mrica, the Foulahs
of Central Africa, the Bambaras of West Africa, and the
people of Damood Island. 4 The famous missionary Moffat,
who excused himself for not describing the manners and
customs of the Bechuanas on the grounds that to do so
'would be neither very instructive nor very edifying',5 says
that Satan has erased 'every vestige of religious impression
from the minds of the Bechuanas, Hottentots, and Bushmen' .6
It was not uncommon at the time to deny that the least
culturally developed peoples had any religion at all. This was
the opinion of Frazer, as we have earlier noted; and even as
I

lOp. cit. i. 149.
2 Selected Essays on Language, Mythology and Religion, ii. 27.
3 C. Darwin, Voyage of the Beagle, 1831-36, 1906 edit., chap. x.
4 F. Galton, Narrative of an Explorer in Tropical South Africa, 1889 edit., p. 82.
5 Transactions of the Ethnological Society of London, N.S., v (1867), pp. 115-26.
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E. S. Hartland, 'The "High Gods" of Australia', Folk-lore, ix (1898), p. 302.
R. M. Dorman, The Origin of Primitive Superstitions, 1881, p. 15.
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late as 1928 we find Charles Singer denying that savages
have anything which can be called a religious system, for
their practices and beliefs totally lack coherence. 1 What he
means is, I suppose, that they do not have a philosophy of
religion or theological apologetics. It may, indeed, be true
that primitive beliefs are vague and uncertain, but it does
not seem to have occurred to these writers that so are those
of ordinary peoples in our own society; for how could it be
otherwise when religion concerns beings which cannot be
directly apprehended by the senses or fully comprehended
by reason? And if their religious myths appear sometimes to
be ludicrous, they are not more so than those of Greece and
Rome and India, so much admired by classical scholars and
Orientalists; nor, it could be held, are their gods nearly so
revolting.
Such views as I have outlined would not be acceptable
today. On whether they were justified by the information
available at the time I will pronounce no judgement, not
having carried out the laborious literary research that would
be required to form one. My task is expository, but I have
also to put before you what seems to me to be the fundamenal weakness of the interpretations of primitive religion which
at one time appeared to carry conviction. The first error was
the basing of them on evolutionary assumptions for which no
evidence was, or could be, adduced. The second was that,
besides being theories of chronological origins, they were
also theories ofpsychological origins; and even those we have
labelled sociological could be said to rest ultimately on
psychological suppositions of the 'if I were a horse' sort. They
could scarcely have been otherwise so far as the armchair
anthropologists were concerned, those whose experience was
restricted to their own culture and society, within that society
to a small class, and within that class to a yet smaller group
ofintellectuals. I am sure that men like Avebury, Frazer, and
Marett had litt;le idea of how the ordinary English working
man felt and thought, and it is not surprising that they
had even less idea of how primitives, whom they had never
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seen, feel and think. As we have seen, their explanations of
primitive religion derived from introspection. If the scholar
himself believed what primitives believe, or practised what
they practise, he would have been guided by a certain line of
reasoning, or impelled by some emotional state, or immersed
in crowd psychology, or entangled in a network of collective
and mystical representations.
How often have we been warned not to try to interpret the
thought of ancient or primitive peoples in terms of our own
psychology, which has been moulded by a set of institutions
very different from theirs-by Adam Ferguson, Sir Henry
Maine, and others, including Levy-Bruhl, who in this respect might. be said to be the most objective of all the
writers about primitive mentality whose works we have
reviewed. 'German scholars', Bachofen wrote to Morgan,
'propose to make antiquity intelligible by measuring it
according to the popular ideas of the present day. They only
see themselves in the creation of the past. To penetrate to
the structure of a mind different from our own, is hardy
work.' 1 It is indeed hardy work, especially when we are
dealing with such difficult subjects as primitive magic and
religion, in which it is all too easy, when translating the
conceptions of the simpler peoples into our own, to transplant our thought into theirs. If it be true, as the Seligmans
have said, that in the matter of magic black and white
peoples regard each other with total lack ofunderstanding,2
primitive man's ideas about it are liable to be gravely distorted, especially by those who have never seen a primitive
people and who also regard magic as a futile superstition.
The phenomenon then tends to be analysed by the process
of imagining ourselves in the same conditions as primitive
man.
As I indicated in my first lecture, I regard this problem
of translation as being central to our discipline. I give one
more example. We use the word 'supernatural' when speaking of some native belief, because that is what it would mean
for us, but far from increasing our understanding of it, we
2
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are likely by the use of this word to misunderstand it. We
have the concept of natural law, and the word 'supernatural' conveys to us something outside the ordinary
operation of cause and effect, but it may not at all have that
sense for primitive man. For instance, many peoples are
convinced that deaths are caused by witchcraft. To speak
of witchcraft being for these peoples a supernatural agency
hardly reflects their own view of the matter, since from their
point of view nothing could be more natural. They experience it through the senses in deaths and other misfortunes, and the witches are their neighbours. Indeed, for
them, if a person did not die from witchcraft, it might be
better said, at least in a certain sense, that he did not die a
natural death, and that to die from witchcraft is to die from
natural causes. We might here consider further the dichotomy between sacred and profane, also the meaning of mana
and similar ideas, the differences between magic and religion, and other topics which appear to me to be still in a very
confused state, largely on account of failure to realize that
very fundamental semantic problems confront us-or, if we
prefer to say so, problems of translation; but this would
require a lengthy discussion, to which I hope to give attention at another time and in another place.
I will only draw passing attention again to the appalling
fog of confusion, which lasted for many years and is not yet
entirely dispersed, about the (mainly Polynesian) concept
of mana, a confusion partly due to the uncertain reports
received from Melanesia and Polynesia and more so to the
speculations of such influential writers as Marett and Durkheim, who conceived of it as a vague, impersonal force, a
sort of ether or electricity which was distributed in persons
and things. More recent research seems to have established
that it should be understood as an efficaciousness (with the
allied meaning of truth) of spiritual power derived from gods
or ghosts, usually through persons, especially chiefs-a grace
or virtue which enables persons to ensure success in human
undertakings, and which thus corresponds to similar ideas in
many parts of the world. 1
r Hocart, 'Mana', Man, 1914, 46; 'Mana again', Man, 1922, 79. Firth,
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Here and now I have a different task to perform: to sug- '
gest what should be the procedure in investigations of primitive religions. I do not deny that peoples have reasons for
their beliefs-that they are rational; I do not deny that religious rites may be accompanied by emotional experiences,
that feeling may even be an important element in their performance; and I certainly do not deny that religious ideas
and practices are directly associated with social groupsthat religion, whatever else it may be, is a social phenomenon. What I do deny is that it is explained by any of
these facts, or all of them together, and I hold that it is not
sound scientific method to seek for origins, especially when
they capnot be found. Science deals with !el~Qns. not with
origins ~nd essences. In so far as it can be said that the facts
of primitive religions can be sociologically explained at all, it
must be in relation to other facts, both those with which it
forms a system of ideas and practices and other social phenomena associated with it. As an example of the first kind of
partial explanation, I would instance magic. To try to unde!:=-stand magic as an idea in itself, what is the essence ont, as it
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~~tai~)" often the case tha~pnmal1±y-not~2._muen

a means ofcontroIl:ing=iiaIure a! 6fpr~yentingwitch-fraftand
~cal ~es operating-against human endeavour
by interfering with the empirical measures taken to attain
an end. As an example of explanation in terms of the relation
of religion to other social, and in themselves non-religious,
facts, we might instance ancestor cults,which clearly can
only be understood when they are viewed as part of a whole
set of family and kin relationships. The ghosts have power
over their descendants, among whom they act as sanction for
conduct, seeing that they carry out their obligations to one
another and punishing them if they fail to do so. Or again,
'The Analysis ofMana : an Empirical Approach', Journal of the Po[ynesian Society,
xlix (1940), pp. 483-610. A. Capell, 'The Word "Mana": a Linguistic Study',
Oceania, ix (1938), pp. 89-96. Also, F. R. Lehmann, Mana, Dcr Begriff des
'aufJcrordentlich Wirkungsvollen' bei Sildseeviilkern, I 92!Z, passim.
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in some societies God is conceived of as both the one and the
many, the one as thought of in relation to all men or a total
society, and the many as thought of, in the form of a variety
of spirits, in relation to one or other segment of society. A
knowledge ofthe social structure is here obviously required for
the understanding of some features of religious thought. Then
again, religious ritual is performed on ceremonial occasions
in which the re.@j:.bre-s.tatus of indiy!dllals and grou~)s
affirmed or confirmed, as at birth, initiation, marriage, and
deat~.-~ily, tounderst~n~ the ~o~ of religion on th~se
occaSIOns OIfenmst her~ga:ird:lave_a1alowte-dgel)flfre-s-o-cial--~
given some _.very simple examples.
A tela-=-'
--- --- _._.
tional analysis of the kind suggested can be made at any--poInt where religion is in a functional relation to any other
~
-__~()<:ial facts-moral, ethical,~cononnc, Juridical, aesthetic,and·scientific-=-and when it has been made at all points, we
-have asfiilta: sociologicat understanding of the phenomenon
as we are ever likely to have.
~
All this amounts to saying that we have to account for
___~ :eligi~us facts in terms ofthe. tot~~ty ofthe culture an~ society
-~ In which they are found, to try to understand--them In terms
-----;:? of what the Gestalt psychologists called the Kulturganze, or
/
of what Mauss called fait total. They must be seen as a
relation of parts to one another within a coherent system,
each part making sense only in relation to the others, and
the system itself making sense only in relation to other institutional systems, as part of a wider set of relations.
I regret to say that very little progress has been made along
these lines. As I have earlier remarked, when the religious
crisis passed, interest among anthropologists in primitive
religions dwindled, and between the end of the First World
War and recently there was a dearth of studies on the subject by those who had done field research. Perhaps, also,
field research into this particular topic demands a poetic
rrund whichmQves easily in images and symbols. So while in
other departments of anthropology some, even considerable,
advance has been made by intensive research, in the study of
kinship and of political institutions for example, I do not
think that comparable advance has been made in the study
-

-

~
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of primitive religion. Religion is, of course, exnressed ill.--ritual, and it is a symptom of the lack of interest shown in
~cent'years that it has been noted that, of the ninety-nine
publications' of the Rhodes-Livingstone Institute dealing
with various aspects of African life during the last thirty or
so years, only three have taken ritual for their subject.! I am
glad to say, however, since primitive religion in a broad sense
has been one of my own chief interests, that lately there have
been signs of a renewed interest in it, and from what we have
called a relational point ofview. I do not wish to be selective,
but I might cite as examples a few recent books on African
religions: Dr. Godfrey Lienhardt's Divinity and Experience, an
an~lytical study ofthe religion of the Dinka ofthe Sudan,2 Dr.
Joh~ Middleton's study of the religious conceptions and rites
of the Lugbara people of Uganda,3 and Dr. Victor Turner's
study of ~l ri t1J 4l-aBLs_w..Qolism in Northern
~and also, outside our professional ranks, such --researches-as those of Fr. TempelsS and Fr. Theuws6 among
the Baluba of the Congo. These recent researches in particu-l
lar societies bring us nearer to the formulation ofihe problem
ofwhat is the part played by religion, and in general by what !
might be called non-scientific thought, in social life.
---'
Now, sooner orlater, if we are to have a general sociological
theory-of religion, we shall have to take into consideratio~
,religions and not just primitive religions; and only by so doing.
can we understand some of its essential features. For as the
advances of science and technology have rendered magic
<--redunda~,_ r~io~5.....P~~d, and ItS SOCIal role has
become ever mo~ embracing, involving persons more and
more remote and no longer, as in primitive societies, bound
by ties of family and kin and participating in corporate
activities.
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I R. Apthorpe, introduction to 'Elements in Luvale Beliefs and Rituals',
by C. M. N. White, Rhodes-Livingstone Papers, no. 32 (1961), p. ix.
2 G. Lienhardt, Diviniry and Experience. The Religion of the Dinka, 1961.
3 J. Middleton, Lugbara Religion, 1960.
4 V. W. Turner, 'Ndembu Divination: its Symbolism and Techniques',
Rhodes-Livingstone Papers, no. 31 (1961): 'Ritual Symbolism, Morality and Social .;::......
Structure among the Ndembu', Rhodes-Livingstone Journal, no. 30 (1961).
\.
S R. P. Placide Tempels, Bantu Philosophy, 1959.
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Ifwe do not have some general statements to make about
religion, we do not go beyond innumerable particular
studies of the religions of particular peoples. During last
century such general statements were indeed attempted, as
we have seen, in the form of evolutionary and psychological.
and sociological hypotheses, but since these attempts at
general formulations seem to have been abandoned by
anthropologists, our subject has suffered from loss of common aim and method. The so-called funcli~ was
~slick to :eersist, and also too much co.!gw:ed
by pragmatism anatefeology. It rested toonlUchoIt a rather
---mttisy bIOlogIcal analogy; and little was done by comparative resea~~rt conclusions reached in particular
studies-indeed, comparative studies were becoming almost
obsolete.
Several philosophers and near-philosophers have attempted
to set forth ill the broadest possible way what they conceived
to be the.fiik1f :r:.eJ!gion in social life, and I now turn to see
what we may learn from them. In sp!!e of all his plagiarism,
his prolixity, and his triviality,;--Paiet\) saw, as we have
already observed, that non-logi~ of thought, that is,
actions (and the ideas associated with them) in which means
,--are not, from the standpoint of experimental science, ratiQU:
ally adapted to ends, play an essential part in sQcial relatIOns;
an:aI~hat certegory heplacetlieilgt<j.!£:PraYer--m-ayoe
efficacio~h:ougb:-Paretoobviously did not himself think
so, but its effi~c~c:yis not accepted by the consensus of scienti~i~?n ~~act.·-wn~e~nfl1cary~-.ofo~e sortOr
nother IS ~s 10 SCIence, mIlitary opetatIOns, law,
and politics, reasQ..n must dominate. 0_ erwise;,in our social
relations and in th;sphere of our aIues an affectio~
10YaIties;'se!1timent prevails: in ?u;-attachment to family and
bme, to church and state, and 10 our conduct to our fellows;
and these sentiments are of the utmosti"iD:p0rtanee, among
them being the religious sentiments. I:tlQther words, certain
'- activities require strictly rational thought US10g 'rat1on~ ,
here as shorthano or
ogIco-experimental'-but thez ~rU(I~
can only be carried ou if there is also some measure 0l-1
solidarity between the persons invcilir;ct and security and

U

0.

lIS

order, and these depend on c~n sentiments, which

._d~ from moral, not technical.r~ds, and are based on

-imperatives and axioms d not on observation and experi- ~
ment. They are const
eart rather than of the )"
mind, WliIC ere serves only to find reasons-tQ¥otect them. .
Hence Pareto's aim, cited earlier, to demonstrate-experimentally 'the individual and social utility of non-logicaL
cOIld~uct'.I I think he was trying to say that in the realm of ~\
"'?tu~.s;.only the me~nsare chosen byr~son, not the ends, a ~
VIew shared, among~others, by Aristotle and Hume.
To take another example, the philosopher Henri Bergson
was, though in a different manner, making the same distinction between the two broad types of thought and behaviour,
the religious and the scientific. We must study them in action;
and also, we must not be led astray by Levy-Bruhl into supposing that, in bringing in mystical causes, primitive man is
thereby explaining physical effects; rather, he is accounting
for their human significance, their significance for him. The
difference between savages and ourselves is simply that we )1
have more scientific knowledge than they have: they 'are
ignorant of what we have learnt'.2
Bearing these comments in mind, we turn to Bergson's
main thesis. Fundamentally, he says, human society and culture serve a biological purpose, and the two types of mental
function serve this purpose in different ways and are
complementary. There are two different sorts of religious
experience, the static, that associated with the closed society,
and the dynamic or mystical (in the individualist sense that
the word has in historical writings and comparative studies
of religion, and not in Levy-Bruhl's sense), which is associated with the open, the universal, society. The former is,
ofcourse, characteristic ofprimitive societies. Now, biological
evolution, with regard to both structure and organization,
has taken two directions: towards the perfection of instinct
in the whole animal kingdom except for man, and towards
the perfection ofintelligence in man alone. Ifintelligence has
its advantages, it has also its disadvantages. Unlike animals,
primitive man can foresee the difficulties before him and has
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doubts and fears about his ability to overcome them. Yet

Bergson made use of secondary sources, particularly the
writings of his friend Levy-Bruhl, when he wrote about
primitive ideas in contemporaneous simple societies, but
when he spoke of primitive man he had in mind some hypothetical prehistoric man, and this man was more or less a
dialectical device to enable him to make a stronger contrast
between the static religion of the closed society and the
mystical religion of the open society of the future which his
imagination, guided by personal religious experience, en-
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! acti~n is imperative. Above all, he knows that he must die.
Thi~ realization of helplessness inhibits action and imperils
life. Reflection, the pale cast of thought, has another danger.
\, Societies persist because ofa sense of moral obligation among
I, their members; but his intelligence may tell a man that his
------..'j: own selfish interests should come first, whether they conflict
with the general good or not.
Confronted with these dilemmas, Nature (these reifications abound in Bergson's writings) makes an adjustment to
----' restore man's confidence and impose his sacrifice by delving
into the instinctual depths covered over by the layer of intelligence. With the myth-making faculty she finds there she
~ puts his intelligence to sleep, though without destroying it.
From it are derived magic and religion, at first undifferentiated, though later each goes its own way. They supply the
t
necessary balance to intelligence and allow man, by manipulating imaginary forces in nature or by appealing to
c<,.\
imaginary spirits, to turn again towards his goal; and they
'>
i compel him also to forget his selfish interests in the common
-!' 1\ interest and to submit, through taboos, to social discipline.
So~at instinct does for animaE.J.eligiQJL~_for ~an, by
)-'---.
aiding his intelligence in opposing to it in critical situations
intellectual representations. Therefore religion is not, ~
some have supposed, a product offear, but an assurance, 'and
.":.:::::,-:.
insurance, against fear. Ultimately it is a product of a
instinctual urge, a vital impulse which, combined with intelligence, ensures man's survival and his evolutionary climb
~;, ) to ever greater heights. In a sentence, it is, says Bergson, 'a
,
defensive reaction of nature against the dissolvent power of
intelligence' .1 So, since these functions ofreligion, in whatever
monstrous constructs of the imagination it may proliferate,
not being anchored to reality, are essential for survival, both
of the person and of society, we need not be surprised that
while there have been, and are, societies which lack science,
\ 'K ~art, and philosophy, there never has been one without
_
F--- - religion. 'Religion, being co~tensive-withour specIes, mus-t--pertam to our structure.'2
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-You may have noted that in a very general way Bergson's

)

'instinct' corresponds to Pareto's 'non-Iogico-experimental
residues' and to Levy-Bruhl's 'pre-logical', and his 'intelligence' to Pareto's 'logico-experimental' and to Levy-Bruhl's I
'logical'; and that the problem seen by Pareto and Bergson I
but not, I think, by Levy-Bruhl, was, though from different!
points of view, much the same. It may further be observe4
that while all three tell us much about the nature of the
irrationaJLthey tell us very little about the ratIonal, and
therefore one is not quite sure in what the differences in the
contrast consist.
The German social historian Max Weber,! to take a final
example, touches on the same problem, though not so explicitly; and his 'rational' as against the 'traditional' and
'charismatic' to some degree corresponds to the opposed terms
of the other writers. He distinguishes these three ideal or
'pure' types of social activity. The rational is the most
intelligible type, best observed in the capitalist economics of
the West, though evident in all activities subject to bureaucratic control, routinization, and their product, almost
complete depersonalization. The traditional is characterized
by piety for what has always existed, typical of conservative
and relatively changeless societies in which affective, or
affectual, sentiments predominate. Primitive societies belong
to this type, though he appears to have read little about them.
The charismatic, until it becomes routinized by banausic
officialdom, as it inevitably does if it is successful, is the free,
individual, emergence of the spirit: it is represented by the
I
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I
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/ prophet, the heroic warrior, the revolutionary, &c., who
appear as leaders in times of distress, and are credited with
extraordinary and supernatural gifts. Such leaders may
appear in any society.
r Like Bergson, Max Weber distinguishes between what
he calls magical religiosity, the religions of primitive and
! barbarous peoplesMnd the universalist religions_of the
prophets who shattered the mystical (in his sense ofthe word)
ties of the closed society, of the exclusive groups and associations of community life; though both alike are mostly concerned with this-worldly values: health, long life, and wealth.
In one sense of the word, religion is not in itself non-rational.
Puritanism and apologetics and casuistry are highly rational.
. This being so, it follows that doctrines may create an ethos
conducive to secular developments: the Protestant sects and
the rise of Western capitalism are an example. But it is nevertheless in tensi0.tw:0..Q1 secular rationality, which slowly ousts
it from one sphere after another-law, politics, economics,
and science-and so this leads, in Friedrich Schiller's
phrase, to the 'disenchantment of the world'. In another
sense, therefore, religion is non-rational, even in its rationalized forms; and although Max Weber saw it as a refuge
from the complete destruc:.tiQ.u of the personality by the inevitable trends of modern lIfe, ~ot hImself takeslieIter
iIi it: one must rather accept imprisonment in a terrible
society and be prepared to be a cog in a machine, depriving
oneself of all that it means to be an individual who has
persoJ1~~el~tions with other indi~duars:But, though things
are moving in that i!ireCfion, religion still plays an important
part in social life, and it is the role of the sociologist to show
what that part is, not only in the rationalized societies of
Western Europe but also in earlier periods of history and in
other parts ofthe world, demonstrating how, in different types
of society, different types of religion both shaped, and were
shape~ by, ~~her areas of social.life. I~ brie.f, w~ have to aSk.
what IS the" r01~ of the non-ratIonal In socIal life and what
( parts are,~aIla-J{ave been, played in that life by the rational,
the traditional, and the charismatic. He is asking much the
same questions as Pareto and Bergson.
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Such are the questions-I give no m9re examples. Are the
answers to them any more satisfactory than those we have
considered in earlier lectures? I think not. They are too _\
vague, too ?"eneral,. a bit too easy., ~~~~~e!S1l1ell strongly . )
~st sp~a~4iE:g:~}{:ehgIOn hel no-preserve
"S2c:i]:it-:-C-6:nesiOfi;it gives men confid~~a!ld.s.o_o
"
such explanati()IIS"fake us very far, and if they are true, which
has to be proved, how does one set about determining in
what way and in what degree does religion have these effects?
My answer to the question I have asked must be that I
think that while the problem posed is, wide though it may
be, a real one, the answers are not impressive. I would
propose instead that w~oI!l~_researchinto th{ matter.
ComparatIve religIOn is a subject hardly represented in our universities, and the data ofwhat claims to be such are derived
almost entirely from books-sacred texts, theological writings,
exegetics, mystical writings, and all the rest of it. But for the
anthropologist or sociologist, I would suggest, this is perhaps
the least significant part of religion, especially as it is very
evident that the scholars who write books on the historical
religions are sometimes uncertain what even key words meant
to the authors of the original texts. The philological reconstructions and interpretations of these key words are only
too often uncertain, contradictory, and unconvincing, e.g.
in the case of the word 'god'. The student of an ancient
religion or of a religion in its early phases has no other means
of examining it than in texts, for the people contemporaneous
with the texts are no more and cannot therefore be consulted.
Serious distortions may result, as when it is said that Buddhism
and]aimsmareatlieIstiC religions. No doubt they may have
been regarded as systems of philosophy and psychology by
the authors of the systems but we may well ask whether they
were by ordinary people; and it is ordinary people the
anthropologist is chiefly interested in. To him what is most
important is how religious beliefs and practices affect in
any society the minds, the feelings, the lives, and the interrelations of its members. There are few books which describe
and analyse in any adequate manner the role of religion in
any Hindu, Buddhist, Moslem, or Christian community.
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For the social anthropologist, religion is what religion does.
I must add that such studies among primitive peoples have
been few and far between. In both civilized and primitive
societies herein lies an enormous and almost untilled field for
research.
Furthermore, comparative religion must be comparative
in a relation~er if much that is worth while is to come
out of t~ercise. If comparison is to stop at mere description-Christians believe this, Moslems that, and Hindus
the other-or even if it goes a step further and classifiesZoroastrianism, Judaism, and Islam are prophetic religions,
Hinduism and Buddhism are mystical religions (or, certain
religions are world-accepting while others are world-denying)
-we are not taken very far towards an understanding of
______either similarities or differences. The Indian monists, the
Buddhists, and the Manichees may all be alike in desiring
release from the body and detachment from the world of
sense, but the question we would ask is whethe:~tl:J.j~co~~C?!l
elemeu,.tis..r.elated-to...any_otheuocia!lacts: An attempt was
made in this direction by Weber and Tawne0in relating
certain Protestant teachings t~ertain economic changes.
Indeed, far be it from me to be . tle students of comparative
religion on this score, for, as I hope I have shown in earlier
lectures, we anthropologists have not made much progr:ess
in the sort of relational studies which I believe to be those
required and the only ones which are likely to lead us to a
vigorous sociology of religion.
Indeed, I have to conclude that I do not feel that on the
whole the different theories we have reviewed, either singly
or taken together, give us much more than common-sense
guesses, which for the most part miss the mark. If we ask
ourselves, as we naturally do, whether they have any bear,ing on our own religious experience-whether, shall we say,
they make any more significant for u~ 'Peace I leave you, my
peace I give unto you .. .'-1 suppose that the answer must
be that they have little, and this may make us sceptical about
their value as explanations of the religions of primitives,
I
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M. Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, 1930; R. H.
and the Rise of Capitalism, 1944 edit.
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who cannot apply the same test. The reason for this is, I believe, partly one I have, already given, .that the write.x:s..:we,: - ) ~
~eeking_for exp~n.s-.in-tentLS-Q.LoriginLaI),d,-~_s_s..en.o.
~~(LOf::-.telau:e.~nd I"Y'OlJIgj!lJ'thec~g~at thIS
followed from their assumptions that the souls and spirits ana-~reITgiOnhave no rjaII:tt.:-}'orlftney·'aleregarde-etas-compte'te illasi~then some biological, psychological, or
sociological theory of how everywhere and at all times men
have been stupid enough to believe in them seems to be
called for. He who accepts the reality of spiritual being does
not feel the same need for such explanations, for, inadequate
though the conceptions of soul and God may be among
primitive peoples, ~h';y are.not jUS~9-}!..iJh!~~o_Il. ,f?~, !I.iIll. As
far as a study of religIOn as a factor In socIal lIfe IS concerned, \,-~ '2 ,
it may make little difference whether the anthropologist is a ~!:", ~',
theist or an atheist, since in either case he can only take in~
account what he can observe. But if either attempts to go
further than this, each must pursue a different path. ]:he
non-believer seeks for some theOry-biO!og,ical, p~hological,
()f-i6ciological-,-which will explain the illusion~e believer
~~}9_,!~L12~ge.r~t,andthe-manner'in- which,; a .,p.eopl,e
~eives of a reality and their relation~For both, \
religIOn IS part of social life, but for the believer it has also'/-"
another dimension. On this point I find myself in agreement
'
with Schmidt in his confutation of Renan: 'If religion is ,
essentially of the inner life, it follows that it can be truly
~'M '
grasped OI!lyJIQ!I! within. But beyond a doubt, this can be
better done by om'lnwhose inward consciousness an experience of religion plays a part. There is but too much
danger that the other [the non-believer] will talk ofreligion
as a bli~d m?-n mi..B:!.:! of_~o~()llrs, or one totally devoid of ear,
of a beamifiil musical composition.'1
In these lectures I have given you an account of some of '
the main past attempts at explaining primitive religions, and
I have asked you to accept that none of them is wholly
satisfactory. We seem always to have come out by the same
door as we went in. But I would not wish to have you believe
that so much labour has been to no purpose. If we are now
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able to see the errors in these theories purporting to account
for primitive religions, it is pardy because they were set forth,
thereby inviting logical analysis of their contents and the
testing of them against recorded ethnological fact and in
field research. The advance in this department of social
anthropology in the last forty or so years may be measured
by the fact that, in the light ofthe knowledge we now have, we
can point to the inadequacies of theories which at one time
carried conviction, but we might never have obtained this
knowledge had it not been for the pioneers whose writings
we have reviewed.
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